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PREFACE
This little book is not a history of capitalism-nothing of the
sort could possibly be attempted in such small compass. It is an
essay on the most important changes that have taken place in
capitalism during the first sixty years of the twentieth century; these
are changes that have not affected the foundations of capitalism,
which have remained what they were despite all the talk of capitalist
apologists, Right Social-Democrats and present-day revisionists of
Marxism who claim that there now exists some new form of capitalism differing radically from that of the nineteenth century. The basic
laws of capitalism have not changed at all--the proletariat in the
capitalist countries still has to sell its labour power in order to
exist; the bourgeoisie still hire workers for the purpose of appropriating the surplus value they create; the motive force is still
profit, for without profit there can be no capitalist production; the
bourgeoisie is still the ruling class. Those changes that have taken
place in capitalism as a result of its transition to the last stage of
development-imperialism-have only served to increase and sharpen the contradictions inherent in the capitalist system.
The functioning of the economic laws of capitalism under the
new historical conditions, shows that the system has outlived itself
and must make way for a new and more progressive system of
society. No matter how much capitalism today may differ from that
or the beginning of the century, it is fundamentally still the same
capitalism with all those basic contradictions that arc insoluble
within the framework of the system.
On the other hand, Marx's doctrine that capitalism is a histor:cal.ly transient social system, that its internal laws inevitably lead
to its death and create the revolutionary forces for its replacement
by socialism, is no longer the scientific forecast of a genius that it
w~s a hundred years ago; today it has become reality for there
ex1s~s a flourishing and developing socialist world side by side with
moribund capitalism. This circumstance has great effect on the economy, domestic and foreign policy and ideology of capitalism and
emphasises to a still greater degree the debility of the dying capital5

ist system and the necessity to rcplaci:: 1t by a society of h" h
order-communism.
a 1g er
Imperialism today does not, as it formerly did determine th
course of t~e historical development of society. The situation ha:
c~ange~ radically. Today the main content, the main direction and
t e mam fe.atures of .t?e development of society are determined b
the economic compet1t1on and the ideological struggle between th~
two world systems-the growing socialist and decaying capitalist
~~:t~~s-:-a;d b~ the forces ~hat are struggling against imnerialism
7 m epen ent economic and political development· of the·
countries.
1r

* * *
t kTh~ starting ~oint. for our analysis of capitalism and the basis
~ e~
comparison 1s the year 1900; it is not, however, a dividin
~ne m e1the~ the economic or political sense and is not distinguishc~
Y any sp~c1fic features that would mark it off from the prcccd·
or succeeding years.
mg
. The .statistics quoted in the book arc intended to serve on! as
1l!ustrations;. for the convenie~ce of the reader, therefore, we ~ave
given t~e.m m round figures-in any case, they were not ve accu
r~te origmally.1 All figures quoted are taken from official ':ublica:
t~ons for t?e years ~oncerned. Later official data often differ from
~ ose published earlier. These slight deviations however are not
1mpor~ant, and the figures will serve our purpo;e. As a r~le we do
~10t give references for data taken from generally known sources
m order not to overload the book with footnotes and make it tiresome to read.

o:

1 In th~s we follow the long established practice adopted in lhc
natural sciences-not to make calculations with a degree of accu~~~~ r;eo~tt~rbll~~~h~rntn!f~~ta~f error in the measuring instrument

CHAPTER I

CAPITALISM AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY

At the beginning of the twentieth century we knew less
about the world than we do today and people thought it
was much bigger than it is. A considerable area- all the
central parts of Africa and South America, Western China,
the Arctic and Antarctic-were little known or completely
unknown. The population of the world was half what it
is today. The world seemed bigger because news 9f life
and events in different parts spread slowly, and because a
long time was needed for any journey. Today a journey
from ::v1:oscow to New York takes ten hours, then it took
twelve days or more. Lieutenant-Colonel Serebrennikov
of the tsar's army, who was sent to Bombay on duty, left
Tashkent on November 6, 1901, joined a British steamer
at Brindisi and arrived in Bombay on December 8, after
a journey of thirty-three days. The same distance can now
be covered in one day by air. Travel difficulties had a
great influence on foreign policy methods- the personal
meetings of the heads or ministers of states were very
rare and occurred only once in the course of many years.
Diplomatic activity was much slower.
Life was simpler in those days. Many things now in
daily use such as wireless and TV sets, refrigerators,
buses, aeroplanes, etc., either did not exist at all or were
great rarities. The vast majority of the world's population
were born, lived and died in one place.

Capitalism had reached the stage of imperialism and was
triumphant throughout the world. By this we mean that
the giant monopolies-the cartels, syndicates and trusts
- had gathered into their hands the biggest and best industrial enterprises, railways, etc., which gave them exceptional advantages in the production of manufactured
goods. They held an exceptional position on the home
market and at times they could even control it. The monopolies of the different countries engaged in a fierce
struggle for the acquisition of foreign markets and for
spheres of influence and investment. By the beginning of
the twentieth century they had factually divided up the
world into economic empires.
The productive forces of capitalism, however, were at
a much lower level of development than at present. The
majority of the world's population possessed a low degree
of production skill and were illiterate. Infectious diseases
and a very high infant mortality made for a low expectation of life.
The basic employment of the people was agriculture.
Even in the highly developed capitalist countries (with
the exception of Great Britain) as many or more people
were engaged in farming as in industry. In Germany in
1895, for instance, there was an equal number of people
engaged in farming and industry, 8,300,000 people in each
case; in addit ion to this, however, there were 1,400,000
people engaged in agricultural pursuits for whom farming
was not their main occupation. In the U.S.A. in 1900,
9,600,000 people were engaged in agriculture and 7,600,000
in the extractive and manufacturing industries. In tsarist
Russia the overwhelming majority of the population engaged in agricultural pursuits.
The land in many countries was still tilled mainly with
the wooden plough, the harvest was reaped with scythes
and sickles and the threshing was done by hand, or with
the aid of draught animals. At the beginning of the
twentieth century the steel plough was widely u sed only
8

. w estern Europe and the U.S.A. Even in the U.S.A., the
1~
·
the use of farm machinery, the total value of
m
Pioneer
farm property in 1900 amounted to 20,400
m1·11·ion d ol11 s of which only 750,000 dollars was accounted fo~ by
ar 'h. ery and implements. Tractors, harvester combines
mac 1n
.
and motor lorries were not yet m use.
.
Industry was at a much lower level of technical .developthan at present. Fundamentally the factories were
t
men
· .cap1·t al-st.e~m
the same as those describe~ ?Y Marx m
b ·1ers transmission belts dnvmg the machines. Electricity
0
h ~ ju~t begun to penetrate into industry and almost all
t:e current produced was used for lighti~g. At th~ end of
1899 the sources of energy employed m U.S. mdustry
were (million h.p.):1

f

SLcam
engines

I nter nal
combustion
engines

s. rn

0.13

Wnl <' r
powt•r

Elccl ric
motors

0.50

Tuln l
mccbanicn
power

10.2

A total of 2.1 h.p. and less than S2 ,000 capital were
employed per worker engaged in industry. (Apparently
the fi gures were still lower in other countries.) Th.e machines, of course, were an improvement on those m use
in the second half of the nineteenth century, but the socalled "scientific management of industry" and production
line methods had still not been introduced.
To every hundred workers engaged in U.S. industry
there were oniy six non-productive v-:orkers.. Althoug~ .by
that time the monopolies had gained a dommant pos1t10n
1 Technological Trends and National Policy. Report of the .subcommittee on Technology to the National Resources Comm1ttcc,
Washington, 1937, p. 251.
. We cite mainly U.S. data because only in that country have
industrial censuses been regularly conducted.
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in industry, many capitalists still ran their own enterprises
in person.
The steam locomotive and horses were the chief means
of transport by land. Energy employed by the U.S. railways was three times greater than that used in industry.
Practically speaking, the U.S.A. was the only country in
which motor vehicles were used-in 1900 there \Vere
8,000 of them. In England a law existed up to 1906 according to which a man carrying a red flag had to walk in
front of motors for the protection of pedestrians. The seas
were traversed by almost as many sailing vessels as steamships, but the tonnage of the steamers and their cargo
turnover were considerably greater.
Still more primitive in comparison with our times was
war materiel; in principle it was little different from that
of the Napoleonic wars-the same infantry armed with
rifles (the Maxim gun had been invented but it was not
very widespread), the same cavalry and horse-drawn artillery. It is true that the guns and rifles were an improvement on those formerly used, but no new types of
weapon were employed. Smokeless powder and the field
telephone were the novelties of the day. There was no
motor transport, no tanks or aircraft on the strength of
any army. As late as 1910 the British Secretary of State
for War could argue in Parliament: "We do not consider
that aeroplanes will be of any possible use for war purposes."!
T~e Germans began building Zeppelin airships, lighterthan-air vessels that did not prove very effective. Only
navies were at a much higher level than they had been
a hundred years before. Submarines, however, were still
not in use.
The volume of world industrial output at the beginning
of the century was half that of 1925 and one-sixth that
of 1957.
1

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX FOR THE CAPll'ALIST WORLD

(1901-HJJ:.J _. 100) 1

I1sso 11810 Irnso 11890 I rn~
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I ndex · · · · · · · ·
Growth per decade(%)

31

52

73

33

GS
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'These figures are not very precise but are go~d enough
to characterise industrial development. The rapid growth
of industry took place partly by involving peasa.nt economy
in the capitalist market, the wholesale destruction of h~me
handicrafts and their replacement by factory productio~,
and partly as a result of the extension of the "."orl.d c~p1talist market due to the conversion of many terntones mto
colonies.
World steel output in 1901 amounted to 31 million to.ns,
i.e., about 15 kg per head of population. In the leadmg
imperialist countries the output was about .15_0 kg per
head of population but in India, China and s1m1lar .countries it amounted to practically nothing. The extraction of
coal was about half of today's amount-769 million tons.
Very little oil was extracted-20 million tons. In those
days the total world output of oil for one year was about
the amount produced in the U.S.S.R. in six weeks today.
Industry then, as in the capitalist world today, was co~
centrated to 80% in Western Europe and the U.S.A. This ·
is particularly true of the production of capital goods.
Even in those countries, however, industry did not play
the dominant role it plays today. The total national weal~h
of the U.S.A. was estimated at 88,500 million dollars m
1900; of this 46,325 million was for land and buildings,
1

Calculated on the basis of Wagenfilr's index of world industrial

J. Jewkes, D. Sawcrs, R. Stillerman, The Sources of Invention ,
London, 1958, p. 231.

output-Vierteljahrshe~e zur Konjunkturforschung, Sonderheft 31,

10

l1

Berlin, 1933- and U.N. statistics.

9,000 million for railways, 6,900 million for articles of personal use (clothing, furniture, etc.) and only 2,500 million
for manufacturing machinery.t
Labour productivity was much lower than at present.
(The figures available are not sufficient to make an accurate comparison.) Despite the low productivity of labour
harvests in Western Europe were high. In 1900 the aver~
age yield of wheat in Germany was 18.7 centners per hectare (about 28 bushels per acre); in Belgium, Holland, Denmark and Britain it was still higher, but in the U.S.A. and
Southern Europe the yield was less than 10 centners to
the hectare (about 15 bushels to the acre).
The turnover volume of the capitalist market relative
to the volume of output was lower than at present, because a smaller part of farm produce reached the market
and the peasants, especially in the less developed capitalist countries, still produced many consumer goods (bread,
clothes, footwear, etc.) themselves.
The volume of foreign trade was incomparably lower
than today's. In 1900 total U.S. exports amounted to
1,371 million dollars and imports to 850 million dollars.
The total foreign trade turnover for the year was less
than the monthly average today. It must be remembered,
however, that the purchasing power of the dollar was
three or four times greater than it is today.
The general direction of foreign trade was the same then
as it is now. The West-European industrial countries supplied manufactured goods to the under-developed countries and bought raw materials and foodstuffs from them.
Great Britain was the leading country. Britain's foreign
trade was double that of the U.S.A. and half as much again
as Germany's. Britain, as the biggest exporter of capital
and exploiter of colonies, had an adverse trade balance.
German and, partially, Japanese export had begun to
1
Historical Statistics of tile United States. 1789-1945. Washing·
ton, 1949, p. 10.

e out British. In 1900 more steel was produced in
than in Britain. In order to stress the lower
Ger~an~f German goods, Britain forced German manufacquahty to mark their articles: Made in Germany.
.
turer~ foreign trade at that time stil~ bore traces of its
U. .' 1 character; despite the considerable export of
colonh~a ry (55 million dollars in 1900), the U.S.A. exported
rnac me
.
.
ly
foodstuffs
and
raw
materials.
main

squeez

U.S. EXPORT JN

19~0

(million d•1llars)
Raw materials . . · · · · :-14.0
Foodstu!fs
as raw maLerials . . 226
manufactured . . . . 320

St•mi-manufnclu1ctl goods . 152
l\lnnufnctured goods . . . . 332

Tolal 88G

Total /i81t

U.S. exports greatly exceeded its imports a~d the~e
were used to pay dividends and interests on foreign capital invested in the U.S.A. Three quarters of U.S. export
went to Western Europe. Tsarist Russia's foreign trade
was still more colonial in structure.
At that time commodities, capital and workers moved
unrestrictedly from one country to another on the wo~ld
market. Import and export were not hampered by rest~1c
tions, quotas and contingents. Import duties were levied
but the conditions of competition were the same for the
capital of all countries. Trade agreements, wh.ich _at that
time were usually concluded for ten years, ordmanly contained a "most favoured nation" clause. This meant that
the privileges under such an agreement, when extended
to a third country, automatically applied to all other countries having trade agreements with the give~ country. ~he
colonies were the exception. The metropolitan countries
employed various methods to ensure themselves an ~d
vantageous position on the markets of their own colomes.
Jn 1900 one-third of Britain's exports and one half of
France's went to their colonies.

Currency was stable in almost all countries; banknote
had a sound gold backing. Gold was not only the worl~
medi~m ?f exc~ang~; a cons~derable number of gold coins
was m .circulat10n s1~e by side with paper money. Jn the
U.S.A.. m 1900, for instance, gold coins to the value of
61 1 million dollars were in circulation while the total num.
ber of ban~~otes and paper money of all kinds amounted
to .1,2~7 m.Ilhon . .rn Germany the value of the minted gold
c?ms 1~ circulat10n was twice that of the banknotes in
c1rculat1on. 1 No currency restrictions of any kind existed
Any capitalis~ could freely transfer his capital to any
country, acquire real estate there and open his enterprise.
People were able to travel freely from one country to another, identification papers being required only in Russia
and the Balkan countries.
The monopolies had not yet been able to keep prices at
~.stable hig~ level as they do at present. Hilferding in Das
1' znanz Kapztal quotes the following prices for Bessemer
iron in Pittsburg (dollars per ton):
1887

tS97

1902

21.'i

1904

10. l

20.7

13.8

But, as Lenin showed in his Imperialism, the Highest

~tage of Capitalism, decay and parasitism had already set
m, ~nd ~ere making themselves rather strongly felt, especially m Britain and France. In Britain in 1900-1901 of
the
. £594,000,000 subject to income tax £60 000'000 ~ere
mcome from foreign investments. In France in 1901 more
than a third of the budget revenue went to pay i~terest
on the national debt.
The .role of the state in the economy of the capitalist
countries, however, was incomparably less than it is today.
1

)

1

)

It is, of course, not known how many minted gold coins were
h<?arded or tr~nsfc:rr~ abroad. The c~traction of gold as compared
\~1th overall mdustr1al production and foreign trade, was proport1onately greater than today.
1-l

art from arsenals, and, in some countries, forests and
the state did not own any other property conrailw~Y~ith production . The state interfered in the econnecte0 nly to the extent of levying taxes and issuing paper
omY , It did nothing to regulate either production or
money
·Its main function was the mamtenance
·
·
of "l aw an d
pndce~; i·n the interests of the exploiters. In those years
orh erstate levied fewer taxes than it
· does today.
·
In 1900
~h: revenues of states were (million dollars):

A~

U.S.A.

Ocrmany

Dri ta in

France

ooo

~o

roo

%0

It must be borne in mind, however, that the purch~si ng
power of the national currencies was about three times
what it is today and the national incomes were much
lower.
In the main, the economy of capitalism after its emergence from the agrarian crisis of the nineteenth ~entu ry,
seemed s table and reliable to most contemporaries. .
The dominant class determining the policy of the imperialist countries, was the monopol~ bourgeoisie._ Remnants of feudalism, however, were still strong. With ~he
exception of France, the U.S.A. and a few other countnes,
states were headed by emperors or kings, and in very
many cases they were far from being mere exte:ior decoration. In Germany, Austria-Hungary and Russia emperors could deoose prime ministers and other ministers,
could issu e decrees against the wishes of parliament or
dissolve parliament. The administration, the army and the
diplomatic service were headed exclusively by aristocrats.
There was a real sensation in 1906 when the German Emperor Wilhelm II aopointed the capitalist Dernburg and
not an aristocrat to -the post of Minister for the Colonies.
Parliaments had legislative power in Britain, France and
the U.S.A. , but not in Germany and Austria-Hungary, to
say nothing of Russia. Members of parliament were l~n.d
owning aristocrats, representatives of the bourgeoisie,
15

lawyers, and occasional representatives of the industrial
workers.1
The number of enfranchlsed people was very small
Women did not have the right to vote in any country. I~
many countries there were restrictions for male votersthe age qualification (21-24 years), domicile (in order to
vote a citizen had to have lived in a certain place for several year!:), property qualifications, literacy qualification
etc. In the classic land of bourgeois democracy, Great
Bri tain, about 6,000,000 men had the right to vote in 1900.
The broadest franchise was exercised in Germany where
parliament had little influence; in the 1903 elections
12,500,000 men had the right to vote but only 9,500,000
exercised their right. In 1909 in France, 11,500,000 men
were enfranchised, and in Italy 2,600,000 men, or 7% of the
population had the right to vote in 1900. In Japan only 2%
of the population was enfranchised. In the U.S.A., in those
days as now, Negroes formally had the right to vote, but
their participation in the elections was greatly restricted.
By the beginning of the twentieth century the world had
been divided between the imperialist countries. This division took place without any attention being paid to economic relations, nationality, the history and culture of the peoples that inhabited the partitioned territories. Africa is
particularly instructive in this respect. The colonialists
destroyed the states and cultures of the African peoples
and then declared them to be savages. Archaeological
excavations, however, show that the African peoples had
their own cultures; the cultures of India and China arc
much older than t he civilisation of the colonialists.
The development of the West-European economy was
1

In the German Reichstag in 1900 there were amona the deputies:
115 landed proprietors (of these 15 barons, 20 count;' and 6 dukes
or prince.s), 21 factory owners, 22 members of the clergy, etc. Landed proprietors and capitalists dominated in the British parliament.
OF the 439 deputies to the Fourth State Duma of tsarist Russia, ~54
represented the land-owning nobility, the urban and rural bourgeoisie
and the merchants.
16
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than
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brought m pro
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. ble in the metropolis.
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.
obtama
ts of the world where the climate was smtthose
par
·
1
n for settlement by European~--North America,
able . N 0 rth East and South Africa-European coloAustraha,
'
·
· h h
.
wi ed out the
native populat10n
wit
t e a1"d of arm s
nists 1 Phol took away the most fertile land and drove the
1a:c~ti~~abitants into " reservations". Jn order not to sta~ve
e local people were forced to work for next ~o _nothmg
~h
Alm t he mi·nes or on the plantations .of. the colomahsts.
.
·
't
h gh slavery was formally prohibited, m pr~ct1ce . i s
~x~~tence continued widespread in various forms m Afnca,
· and the southern states of the U.S .A. An army of
Asia
· · ·t Y ~m ong
missionaries
who energetically spread c h nstiam
the native peoples, impressed on them th~ ~ecess1ty t o
suffer exploitation without a mur~ur . . ~h.is .~s how o~e
African peasant aptly described the act1v1t1es ~f ~he m.1ssionaries in Africa: when they came to us the m1ss10nanes
had t he ten commandments and we had the land; now they
have the land and we have the ten commandme~ts . The
colonialists were often able to build up armed units from
among the local population that were used ~o suppress
other peoples- for instance the Hausa regiments, the
Senegalese t roops.
.
.
The distribution of the colonies as it existed at the
beginning of the twentieth century was the result of a long
period of historical development and did not correspond to
the balance of forces among the metropolitan countries as
it obtained at the time. Britain ruled over almost half t?e
total colonial territories. France, too, had a huge co lo~ia l
empire. Even a tiny country like Hollan~ had extensive
colonial possessions. Germany and the Um~ed States, who
were then overtaking Britain, not to ment10n othe~ countries, in the economic field, had practically no colonial pos·
sessions.
2-648
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In 1898 the U.S.A. launched the Spanish-American Wa
the first imperialist war for the redivision of an alrcactr,
partitioned world. The outcome of the war was that thy
U.S.A..~cq~ired the former Spanish colonies of Puerto Rico~
the Ph1hppmes, the Hawaiian group of islands, the island of
Guam and East Samoa. Although Cuba was officially rec.
ognised an independent state, the country was actually an
American dependency.
Germany, like the U.S.A., strove by every possible means
to acquire a colonial empire. The German imperialist bour.
geoisic defined their aims very clearly at the Colonial Congress held in 1902. "The Colonial Congress thinks that in
the interests of the fatherland, it is necessary to rende~ it
independent of the foreigner for the importation of raw
materials and to create markets as safe as possible for
manufactured German goods. The German colonies of the
future must play this double role, even if the natives are
forced to labour on public works and agricultural pur.
suits." 1 The German imperialists, with their usual crude
outspokenness, were proclaiming aloud that which the
hypocritical colonialists of other countries had kept hidden
by their prevarications about its being "the sacred mission
of the white man to carry civilisation to the natives" its
.
'
bemg the "duty of the white race to mankind", etc.
Britain's rule of the seas, however, prevented the
German imperialists who were thirsting for colonies from
realising their dreams; Germany was able to seize
only those African territories (mainly arid lands) that
Britain and France did not regard as being worthy of their
notice.
The irregular economic and political development of
capi talism engendered a world war for the redistribution
of the colonies. Preparations for the war were already
under way. Germany and France had built up huge armies1
J. Hampden Jack.son, 1 Ile PosL-Wat' World: A Short Politii:al
Ilistory, 1918-193·1. 4th edition, London,1938, p. 358.
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d 604 000 men and France 570,000 men under
Germany h:ult of fue army, especially of the officer cas.te,
~rrns. The
· 1 pol'cy
showered army officers lwitht
....
t d and o ffi c1a
i
was crea e
who did not have the rank of at eas
honours. AnY ~~e reserve, found himself ostra~is~d by
a lieuten,a~t G
ny and Austria-Hungary. In Bntam the
. t·" in erma
. . ,
acy
"socie ' surrounded by a special halo. Bntam s suprem
naVJ' was bsolut e-her navy was stronger than those of
at sea was a
combined. Relying on this naval streng~h
an~ ~wo ~~s:!~s her policy of "splendid isolation"- s?e did
Bntam P d
official alliances but interfered m the
not conclu e any
.
d
. of every other country m the worl .
.
aff~r~hose days, in contradistinction to our own times,
f aggression were openly lauded. Such catchwords
wa~.~~an nach Osten" in Germany and "gloire" in Fr~nce,
a~ wer: popularised to the fu llest extent. Expenditure
e c.the armed forces was high even in those years, althou~h
~~e sums involved seem insignificant when compared with
today's In 1900 the U.S.A. spent 209,000,000 dollars for
war pu.rposes and Germany 620,000,000 marks. ~eapons
were cheaper in those days and soldiers were paid ve~~
low wages. The present century was usherec~ m by t
attack of Britain, France, Germany, tsarist Russia ~n.d .other
imperialist powers on China, 1he war for the red1v1s10n of
colonies between the U.S.A. and Spain and the Boer War
in South Africa.
.
The gulf between the rich and the poor was. v~ry wide.
In the richest country of the time, Great Bntam, there
were, in 1900 (according to the Mulhall statistics~, .158,000
rich families owning property valued at £ 6,361 m1lhon, and
6,000,000 poor families whose total property amounted to
£ 680 million. In that same year, l,000,000 people out of a
population of 41 ,000,000 were officially registered as pau pers. In the U.S.A. in 1900, out of 29,000,000 employed persons 4,900,000 were children between the ages of ten and
fifteen. (In tsarist Russia poverty was still greater.) In the
imperialist countries, especially in Britain, there was, how-

0

1

2
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ever, a very substantial stratum of working-class aristocracy which the bourgeoisie were able to form, using profits
obtained from the colonies. The absence of colonies did not
prevent the emergence of a working-class aristocracy in
America. U.S. capital found conditions within its own
territory that allowed of the extraction of super-profits no
smaller than those obtained from the colonies-they were:
an abundance of fertile land, rich mineral resources and
the cheap labour power of the immigrants.
. The emergence of the working-class aristocracy lay behmd the development of reformism and opportunism in the
working-class movement.
By that time the population of the imperialis·t countries
was already fifty per cent proletarian. In Germany (1907)
of the 26,200,000 persons gainfully employed 14,300,000
were factory workers and 1,600,000 office and professional
workers.

!n

France (1906), 10,200,000 of the 20,700,000 persons
gainfully employed were factory, office and professional
workers.
Labour conditions were bad. Although the working-class
movement had as its immediate aim the establishment of
the eight-hour working day (the 1889 Congress of the Second Intern~tional pa~sed a. resolution on a May Day
de~on~trat1on t~ achieve th1s), the working week in the
capitalist countries was sixty hours and more. Workers
were employed for twelve hours a day in the iron and
steel industry. In Russia in 1897 the working day was
limited by law to eleven and a half hours. But the Russian
capitalists used methods similar to those employed in
Engl~.nd at an earlier date (see Capital, Vol. 1) to evade the
law. . .. The requirement of the law that the employers ...
shall not make them (the workers-Tr.) work more than
eleven. and a .ha!~ h~urs a day is not supported by any
penalties for its mfrmgement. What will be done to an
employer who is guilty of infringing this law? At the most
he may be hauled before the magistrate, who cannot levy
20

fine exceeding 50 rubles .... But will a fine of 50 rubles
employer? ... It will actually benefit the factory
owner to break the law and pay a fine," wrote Lenin in a
pamphlet published in 1899. 1 Employers made the workers
stay to clean the machines after working hours on Saturdays; they made them start a shift at four o'clock in the
morning so that they had to get up at three o'clock; they
did not give their workers a mealtime break. In the clothing
trade in the U.S.A. "before 1910, the work week was in
most shops officially set at 56 to 60 hours .. .. In many of
the 'outside' shops 84 hours was the rule.... In point of
fact, working hours during the 'rush' seasons were indefinite. It was not uncommon to work 15 or 16 hours a
day, beginning as early as 5 a.m., and workers frequently
were even required to take bundles home with them when
they left at nine or ten o'clock at night. Old workers in the
trade will tell you how they often slept in the shops in
order to save time and carfore."2
The position of farm labourers was still worse. The
Junker landowners in Prussia, on the basis of their "master
and servant act" (Gesindeordnung) possessed both administrative and juridical power over the labourers living on
their estates. The labourer did not have the right to leave
the territory of the estate or entertain guests in his home
without the permission of the landlord. The Junker landlord
could himself pass judgement on his labourers, fine them,
evict them from their homes, and, as a representative of
state power, could incarcerate them in his own private
prison, etc.
The condition of the working class in tsarist Russia was
particularly bad. The average annual earnings of a factory
worker in 1901 (according to the reports of factory inspectors) amounted to 201 rubles. I. A. Volkov, who worked at

~eter an

t V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, p. 297.

Jack Hardy, The Clothing Worlwrs. A Study of the Conditions
and Struggles in the Needle Tracie.~. NP.w York, 19'.l5, p. l?f:l.
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Gandurin's mill in Ivanovo-Voznesensk, wrote in his Calico
Kingdom, published in 1926: "I still have the rates for the

workers at Gandurin Bros. mill in 1890-1900. Here they are:
Unskilled worker, male . . . . . .
Unskilled worker, female . . . . .
Unskilled worker, juvenile . . . .
Skilfocl workPr (who k1s worke;f al
the mill 3-1 YP<'ts and has
learn('<! some tradc) . .
1Iighly ski llrd worker . . . . .

. 7.5·8 rubJC' ..
. G. 5-7 ruhlt:.
. G·G.,) rubl1•s
. 10-11 ruhl":;

. 12-l:i ruhlt-~"

Volkov wrote the following about the Russian cotton
mills: "The overcrowding, damp, dirt, polluted air and
sudden changes of temperature here were unbelievable . . ..
The space left between the numerous machines was so
small that the worker had literally to squeeze between them
sideways, risking at any moment to fall into the steel claws
of the machine or push a fellow-worker into them .... It
was no rare thing to find among the workers one whose
fingers had been bitten off by a machine or whose leg had
been broken or crushed .. . ."
The factory owners gained additional profits from the
workers by paying them wages in kind instead of in cash.
In 1901, Moscow workers received 8.9% of their wages in
goods from the factory shop; 7.3% of the wages went for
goods obtained from co-operatives and 2.4% was deducted
for meals.1
In 1899 Lenin wrote: "If we take, for instance, those
occupations in which the workers have not yet been able
to win the protection of the law and in which they cannot
offer resistance to the capitalists, we see an inordinately
long working day, sometimes as long as 17-19 hours; we
see children of 5 and 6 years of age overstraining themselves at work; we see a generation of permanently hungry
workers who are gradually dying from starvation.":!
1

V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol. 19, "The Language ot Figures".
T. Lenin, Collected Worl~s, Vol. 4, Moscow, p. 312.
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Strikes were numerous in those years and unorganised
workers took part in them. In 1900 the number of striking
and locked-out workers was (thousands):
U.S.A.

Britain

5G8

France

Germany

135

223

132

There were Social-Democratic parties in the majority of
the developed capitalist countries. They differed, however

from those of today; in their programmes and in the solem~
speeches of their leaders the proletarian revolution and
socialism were the proclaimed goal of the working-class
movement. In practice, however, the entire activity of these
parties amounted to an effort to effect separate reforms
within the framework of capitalist society. Their leaders
gave no thought to concrete questions of the working class
gaining power, did not raise the question of the proletariat's
allies in the struggle against the bourgeoisie; the peasantry
as a whole was regarded as the supplier of foodstuffs whose
interests were contraposed to those of the proletariat. Revisionism, relying on the working-class aristocracy and the
trade-union bosses, had already taken firm root.1 The premises for the collapse of the Second International already
existed.
Part of the revolutionary workers realising that their
reformist leaders were not trustworthy, sought a way out
in syndicalism and anarchism.
Lenin alone, basing himself on the Marxist doctrine,
elaborated a comprehensive theory of the proletarian revolution in the epoch of imperialism-the revolutionary
party as the vanguard closely bound up with the proletarian
1

As early as 1899, De Leon, a Left-Wing leader of the U.S.
working-class movement, said that "the trade union leaders were
all corrupt, bought by the bosses, and the most corrupt of th~m
all was ... Samuel Gompers, the most unscrupulous and most influential enemy of socialism in the camp of organised labour."
(Quoted from M. Beer, Fifty Years of International Socialism, London,
1935, p. 111.
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CHAPTER II

BEFORE THE FIRST WORLD WAR

The pre-war years were a period of great scientific,
technical and econo~nic progress in the development of
capitalism. Planck's quantum theory, and Einstein's theory
of relativity created the basis for modern atomic physics.
Electric motors and internal combustion engines became
widely used. The extraction of oii increased from 20 million
tons in 1900 to 51 million tons in 1913. The output of
motor vehicles increased from a few thousand to 485,000·
a yea1'. The system known as the scientific management of
industry began to spread; in 1912 Henry Ford introduced
the first production line. New forms of transport made the
movement of people and commodities more rapid.
The highest rates of growth in world capitalist production in the twentieth century were achieved in this period.
The index of industrial output (1901-1913= 100) rose from
72 in 1900 to 121 in 1913, i.e., an average annual increase
of 5 per cent. The world output of wheat increased from
74,000,000 tons per annum in the 1896-1900 period to
106,000,000 tons in 1913. The average yield per hectare in
the years 1911-1913 rose to: Belgium, 26 centners, Holland,
25 centners, Germany, 24 centners and Britain, 21 centners
(38.6, 37.1, 35.6 and 31.2 respectively bushels per acre) .
The total length of railways increased from 1900 to 1914
by more than 300,000 km; there has never been such a
rapid growth, either before or since. The Panama Canal
was opened t o navigation in 1914. The world trade of
26

thi:ty-three developed capitalist ctJuntries increased ~r?m
18,800 million gold dollars (total turnover) to 36,100 milhon
in 1913, i.e., it almost doubled.
.
In this period Lenin wrote: "Capitalism as a whole 1s
developing more rapidly than ever before.. .. " 1
It was a period of rising prices, stable currency and
very high profits for the capitalists. Development, however,
was very uneven in the capitalist countries as a whole. In
a number of important items, the U.S.A. and Gennany had
outstripped Great Britain by 1912)
Brilain

Raw l'Oll on consumpLion
(million bales) .
Coal cxlracl ion
(will ion tons) .
1rou (million tons) .

3.8
2();,
!)

I

Germany

1.(\

I

U.S.A.

5.8

-150 (in HH1)
173
( l 81 hrown)

18

30

The immigration of over 10 million people, mostly yo~ng
and energetic, from Europe, was a great help to th~ Umt.ed
States. The percentage of foreign-born workers m ma1or
industries in 1914 were: iron and steel-580/o; soft coal62%; textiles-62%; clothing-69%, etc.3
The struggle between the imperialist powers for mark~ts
and colonies became more acute. Although the population
of the British colonies was numerically three times ~reat~r
than the population of the colonies of ~11 ~he oth~r imperialist powers combined, and althoug~ Bntam ?eld important
positions in the semi-colonies-C?ma, Persia, the Arg~n
tine, etc., British imperialism still strove to extend its
colonial possessions. The paramount significance of the

v. I. Lenin, Imperialism the Highest Stage of .Cupitalism, p. 215.
~ Statistisches Jahrbuch fi.ir das Deutsclle Reicll, 1914. Internationale Ubersichten.
3 W. Foster, Outline Poli tical Ilistory of the Americas, New
York, 1951, p. 230.
1
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As the economic and political forces of capitalism de·
veloped the working-class movement also gr~w, it became
'
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. .
b omIn this period trade union orgamsations were a1so ec
ing more numerous In 1906 and 1912 the figures for the
total number of o~ganised workers compare as follows
(millions)2:

outside world to Great Britain may be seen from the fact
that in 1912 exports accounted for 40% of the output of
British industry, new investments at home in 1912 amounted to £45,000,000, and total foreign investments amounted
to £145,000,000; in 1913 the figures were £36,000,000 and
£150,000,000 respectively.1 These foreign investments had
great significance for the British bourgeoisie. In 1909
Bri tish capital invested amounted to:
AL bomr . . . . . . . . . . . £18,681 ,000
Abroad . . . . . . . . . . . £150,468, 000

Since the income from foreign investments was double
or more that of home investments it can be seen that about
a third of the British bourgeoisie's total income came from
foreign investments. Using her supremacy at sea and her
naval bases-Gibraltar, Malta, Suez, Aden-Britain dominated the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean. Nevertheless, under the threat of the growing German competition and expansion, Britain abandoned her traditional policy
of "splendid isolation" and concluded an alliance with
Japan (1902); she reached an agreement with France on
the parti tion of a number of territories in Africa (1904) and
with tsarist Russia on the division of spheres of influence
in Persia (1907). Britain prepared for a major war against
the German imperialism that menaced her.
The German bourgeoisie thirsted after colonies. They
founded, with a flourish of trumpets, their "Naval Society"
and printed maps with all territories in which Germans
were living included in the German Empire. (In this respect
they provided an example that was later followed by
Hitler.) The Right Social-Democrats helped the German
bourgeoisie. The military and the Kaiser met the bour·
geoisie half way. Almost every year a foreign policy "inci·
dent" (the Agadir incident and others) was staged. Britain's

~ar~~P~~~~mon~tratively app~oved
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W. Sombart, Das Wirtschaftsleben irn Zeitalter des Hochkapitalismus, Munich, 1928, Bd. l, S. 4!>2.

1 Statist isches Jahrbuch filr das Deutsche Reich, 1915. S. 342, 350
(the number of submarines is not..give~).
2 Ibid., 1914. Internationale Ubers1chten, S. 102.
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Despite the substantial growth of the trade unio th
were still not "recognised" by capitalists in heavy · n~ ey
(with the exception of those in Britain) and c~~I us~ry
agreements with them were not concluded U S . d ect~ve
· t
.
.
· · · m ustnal1s s were particularly implacable in their attitude to
the trade unions, and the "open shop" became a pro wards
of action for the big bourgeoisie in their struggle g~:~me
the trade unions. In 1909, capitalists in the us coal · admst
try told th e Uni't e d M.me Workers: "We do ·not
· recog
m us·
~ou as United Mine Workers at all; not today or at ~~e
time. We recognise you as representing men in
Y
employ.· · .',' 1 Henry Clay Frick, chairman of the boardo~;
the Carnegie ~teel T_rus~ and later of the Urtited States
Steel Corporation, said: Under no circumstances will we
have any m.ore .dealings with the Amalgamated Association
as an orga~ 1satio n. This is final. . . .''2 This position is typical
of the attitude of the United States Steel Corporation up
to 1937.
The ~apitalists used e~ery possible means in their struggle against t~e trade muons; they maintained armed police
at the. facton.es, employed detectives to spy on the workers,
organised raids on trade-union premises and hired strikebreakers to smash strikes.
" I~ 1~10, the number of hours worked per week in the
union trades was 50, but in the "non-union" branches it
was, on the average, 60.5.3 In the U.S . iron and steel industry a twelve-hour working day was still considered normal ~s late as 1914. In Great Britain and Germany the
working week before the First World War was from 48 to
60 hours.
N

1

ihomas R. Fisher, Industrial Disputes and Federa l Legislation
e~ ork, l 949, p. 56.
'
Ibid. , p. 237.
3
Richard A. Lester, Economics of Labor, New York, 1946, p. 316.

king conditions deteriorated considerably with t~e
. ""C:uction of production lines. Even Henry Ford wro~e i_n
intr~.f and work, that "the machinery of the unit is
MY t1~ to the single casting; thus the men in the unit each
adafp rn a single operation that is always the same.. · .
Per or of the operations are undoubtedly monotonous-so
somoetonous that it seems scarcely possible that any man
Jl)On
. b"
uld care to continue long at t h e same JO
.
w~wo British writers, Morton and Tate, .~uoted th~ follow. data on the differentiation of the Bnt1sh working class
~gtbe period under consideration. "The working class ...
10ay be said to have been divided into three more or less
~early defined categories . .. . The 'aristocracy of labour',
the upper layer ... about 15 per cent. . ..
... a broad stratum of rather less than half of the working class, including the ordinary skilled men, the better
paid labourers and the growing body , o.r semi-~killed. " . .
, .. the so-called 'unskilled labourers m a variety of industries and workers in 'sweat ed' trades."l
The conveyor system brought about a change in the
composition of the working class, especially in th~ U.S.A.
Branches of industry that had employed a considerable
section of the working-class aristocracy gradually went over
to the employment mainly of "improvcrs". As far back as
1915, two American writers said: "The Ford Company has
no use for experience, in the working ranks, anyway. It
desires and prefers machine-tool operators who have nothing to unlearn . .. and will simply do what they are told
2
to do, over and over again, from bell-time Lo bell-time.''
During the shift Ford's workers even had their names
taken away from them-they had to wear a number on
their overalls and they were paid by that number, were
called upon by the number and so on.
1 A. L. Morton & George Tate, The I1ritish Labour Movement
1770-1920. London 1956, pp. 144-145.

2 Arnold and Faurote, Ford Methods artcl the Ford Shops, New
York, 1919, p. 41.
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Workers were employed in three shifts of eight ho
and each shift was allowed a ten-minute break for a m~7
"The workers do not leave their places during eating tirna ·
as a rule." 1 Production processes were subdivided to sue~
an extent that workers were allowed one second per ope
tion.2
·
raAcco~~ing to bourgeois statistics the real wages of u.s.
and British workers dropped because prices increased
faster than wages.
T~e polarisation of the working-class movement was intensified-the workers became more revolutionary (the
general strike in Belgium in 1902, the 1905 Revolution in
Russia, fierce class battles in t he U.S.A.) and the reformist
leaders of Social-Democracy went over to the side of the
bourgeoisie more openly than before (the participation of
socialists in bourgeois government- David, Hertz, Calwer
in France and, especially, Hildebrand3 in Germany). The
Centrists, the "Austro-Marxists" and Kautsky, concealed
their opportunism behind Left phrases. In Russia the SocialDemocratic Party had split into Mensheviks and Bolsheviks.
Under pressure exerted by the masses, the Basie Congress
of the Second International unanimously adopted an antiwar resolution. The British Labour Party, on August 6,
1914, demanded that Great Britain remain neutral. Nevertheless all the working-class parties, except the Bolsheviks,
surrendered to the bourgeoisie.
The Second International proved itself bankrupt, it
collapsed at the very outset of the First World War. Lenin
wrote at the time that in a number of countries opportunism ... "has grown ripe, overripe, and rotten, and has
become completely merged with bourgeois policy in the

of 'social-chauvinism'." 1 In this article Lenin sh~w~d
form
hat opporturu'sm is not something fortuitous, that. 1t 1s
t
he treachery of individuals, but a product o~ history.
not t h ve of the First World War the workmg class
On t e e
I'd 't
ad become better organised, there was greater so 1 an y
h d ·t resistance in the class struggle between the proan ~ s masses and the bourgeoisie had become much
letartian The outbreak of the imperialist war revealed with
grea er·larity the treachery of the re f orm1st
· wmg
·
of th e
t C
grea
t
'
h
orld socialist movement. At the same 1me, owever,
':nuinely revolutionary forces began to make th~mselves
~ It in the working-class movement, under the influence
0~ Lenin and the Bolsheviks, and these forces subseque~tly
achieved a decisive victory in the class struggle agamst
imperialism.

1

Arnold and Faurote, Ford Methods and the Ford Sltops, New
York, 1919, p. 60.
2 Ibid., p. 118.
3
Hildebrand's book, Die Erschiitterung der Indust rielierrsclinft
uncl des lnd.ustrie~o~ialismus (Jena, 1910) was such an outspok~n
apology for 1mpenahsm that the leadership of the Social-Democrallc
Party was forced to expel its author from the Party.
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1
V. I. Lenin, I mperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism,
Moscow, p. 187.
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CHAPTER llI

TUE FIRST STAGE OF THE GENERAL CRISIS
OF CAPITALISM

The establishment of the world's first socialist state was

~n entirely new factor that gave greater strength to the
internal forces leading to the inevitable collapse of the
c.a pitalist system as a whole. It was demonstrated in practice that the overthrow of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie is not only necessary but is possible, that the
achievement of the final aim of the working-class movement-the establishment of a socialist system-i3 not
something for the indefinite and distant future, but is within
reach of a single generation, that the proletariat can take
possession of the productive forces and employ them
without the bourgeoisie, whereas the bourgeoisie as a class
cannot exist without the proletariat.
Large sections of the proletariat in all countries soon
realised the significance of the Great October Socialist
Revolution. A wave of economic and poiitical strikes swept
over the capitalist world. Communist parties began to take
shape. In the countries that were defeated in the First
World War the revolutionary crisis developed to st:ch an
extent that it became possible to overthrow the bour·
gcoisic and establish, even if only for a brief period, the
c..ictatorship of the proletariat (Bavaria, Hungary).
The news grJclu::i'ly found its way to the peasantry of
the whole world that there was a country whose working·
34

1 ss government had confiscated the land of the landlords
c ad handed it over to the working peasantry without coma~nsation. There was a probability of the bourgeoisie losing
fhe support of the peasantry, of the peasantry becoming
the ally of the revolution~r~ proletariat instead of the
reserve force of the bourgeo1s1a.
The peoples of the colonies gradually discovered that
the socialist revolution in Russia had liberated the peoples
of the tsarist colonies, granted them equality and given
them every opportunity to improve their living conditions
and raise their cultural level in a very short span of time.
The October Socialist Revolution gave a powerful impetus
to the anti-imperialist struggle throughout the world and
was, therefore, a grave danger to imperialism.
The October Revolution was a practical demonstration
of the correctness of the ideas of Marxism, and led to the
rapid dissemination of those ideas in all countries; it
carried them to every corner of the world. This was not
falsified, reformist, "evolutionary" Marxism, but genuine
revolutionary Marxism that had been enriched by Lenin on
the basis of the new experience, and had become the
modern doctrine of Marxism-Leninism. This was a real
danger to capitalism; without the influence of bourgeois
(reformist) ideology on the proletariat, the big bourgeoisie, an insignificant minority of the population, could not
retain its rule. The emergence of a socialist state on the
territory of the old Russian Emoire, the formation of Communist parties based on the doc.trine of Marxism-Leninism,
the foundation of the Third (Communist) International in
co.ntradistinction to the bankrupt Second International-all
this. ta~en together meant the beginning of the end for
capitalism.
0 f The

bourgeoisie realised the danger of the proletarint
world following the example of the Russian
wo.rking class, particularly the proletariat of the vanquished countries where the army and other bodies for the
enforcement of power had collapsed as a result of lhe defeat

th~ Whole
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in the First World War. The bourgeoisie mustered all the·
forces for the purpose of preserving capitalism. They ct·~
not succeed in overthrowing the dictatorship of the p;~.
letariat in Russia despite their armed intervention anct
their support for the internal counter-revolution. The pro.
letariat and peasantry of the Soviet Republic, under the
leadership of the Communist Party and with the support
of the revolutionary working-class movement of other
countries, fought heroically in conditions of hunger and
priva~ion and defended the October Revolution and its
gains. The bourgeoisie, however, did succeed in overthrowing the workers' government in Bavaria and Hungary and in a few years they had completely eliminated
the post-war revolutionary crisis.
How did the bourgeoisie succeed in this? It can best be
seen from the example of Germany. The substance of bourgeois strategy was this-by means of individual concessions to cut off the less politically conscious main body
of the proletariat from its revolutionary vanguard and,win
time to reconstruct the organs of suppression by means
of which they maintain power. The German bourgeoisie
acted through the agency of the Right Social-DemocratsEbert, Noske, Scheidemann and others- to whom they
handed over the government. The bourgeoisie were forced
to accede to the workers' traditional demand for an eighthour working day, universal suffrage with a secret ballot,
freedom of assembly and the press, etc. They set up a
commission, headed by the renegade Kautsky, to prepare
the way for "socialisation". They raised the workers' wages.
By such measures the bourgeoisie toned down the revolutionary temper of the majority of the workers and cut
them off from the revolutionary vanguard. The RightSocialist leaders split the working-class movement. The
bourgeoisie gained time for the organisation of new organs
of suppression made up of ex-officers of the Kaiser's army,
and in battles that lasted three or four years gradually
annihilated a large part of the revolutionary proletariat.
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fact.
f 'th in the eternal and unshakeable nature
The .for.mer ~1a eared entirely. The "democratisation"
of cap1tahsm d1;:, :~as the subject of much noisy propaof Centra\;uroixt of bourgeois advocates, but the people
ganda ry
on . e p t f ·t Not only monopoly capitalism, but
little OU 0 1 ·
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got ve
I the old reactionary state mac mery,
also the. old gene;a s~emained in the Weimar Republic. To
the oid 1ud~e:he~cthe bourgeoisie made temporary use of
~:~~~er~actionary section of the Right Social-Dem~cr:i~~
. and trade union bureaucracy to rule the count~~· n
I~storical situation then obtaining the bourgeo:~1e "were
~able to assure themselves stabie rul~ through tms ~~~,
t ·sat1'on" In a number of countries (Hungary,
ocra
1 Germany,
·
Poland
Spain and others) tl1e ruling. classes
Id
were f~rced to renounce bourgeois democracy (which~~~
ensure the rule of the bourgeoisie only on th~, con_ i i~n
that the majority of the electorate consented to_hve ~~
the old way" and the state machinery of suppress10n w
powerful enough to protect t he b ourgeoisie from the
f on. t
slaught of the revolutionary forces) and go over to ascis
dictatorship.
.
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To deceive the workers, the fascists, mstead of ~pen "!
defending the capitalist system, carried on sham anti-c~p~
talist agitation about "the corporate state", and spread t ~Ir
racial, anti-semitic, chauvinistic demagogy. The renuncia1
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by Jaw in
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The eight-hour work111g
F
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which was followed by a cycle of depression with

cri 5 ~· oms.'.! The American bourgeois economist Hansen
no t ~ "At the end of the interwar period (i.e., the peak of

wro e~st-war boom, so-called) the per capita real income
t~: ~e U.S.A., Great Britain, Germany and France- E. V.)
(
only 18 per cent above that of 1913.":J That is less than
5
wao-thirds
of one per cent per annum, which is within the
~~unds of permissible statistical inaccuracy.
The effect of the general crisis of capitalism was felt
also in agriculture in the majority of capitalist countries.
The extra war-time demand had led to a great extension
of cultivated areas and to bigger crops in the transatlantic
countries; this led to a general overproduction of food in the
more developed capitalist countries which became particularly acute at the time of the economic crisis of 1929-1933.
The U.S. government intrcduccd compensation payments
for a reduction of the area under crops. The output of
livestock products was curtailed in Holland and Denmark,
the output of wheat was reduced in France, of rice in Japan
1 The bourgeoisie, especially in the U.S.A., were blinded by the
cyclic boom of the 'twenties and believed in "eternal prosperity". In
bis annual message to Congress on December 4, 1928, President Calvin
Coolidge said: "No Congress of the United States ever assembled, on
surveying the state of the Union, has met with a more pleasing prospect than that which appears at the present time. . .. The great wealth
cre~ted by our enterprise and indu<;try ... has had the widest distribution among our own people.. .. Enlarging production is consumed
by an increasing demand at home and an expanding commerce abroad.
;:e country can regard the present with satisfaction and anticipate
e fu ture with optimism." Nine months later the most profound and
,tengthy economic crisis in the history of capitalism broke out in full
orce.
d Similar optimistic prophecies were made by leading capitalists and
a ~ocates of capitalism in Europe and America.
.
~he loss of the Soviet Union to the capitalist market was not
ite direct cause of this phenomenon. Total exports constituted about
to 15 per cent of capitalist production. Exports to Russia never
played an important part. Germany, one of the biggest suppliers to
gre-revolutionary Russia, sent only 9 per cent of her exports to that
"oulntry in 1913 (about 1.5 per cent of Germany's total industrial

..,u fUt) . .

Alvm H. Hansen, The American Economy, New York, 1957, p. 3.
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and of coffee ~n Brazil, etc. There was a mass destruction
of food at a time when hundreds of millions of pcopl .
the under-developed countries, and, at the time of et~n
over-p~oduction crisis, in the more developed capitalis~
countries as well~ were underfed. The decay of capitalism
was .made. ?1a.mfest to an extraordinary degree. The
agraria.n crisis, m. a more or less acute form, has been constant smce that tune as a result of the growing contrad·
.
b
~t 10n etween the growth of production and the absence
of a solvent demand.
. !he same contradiction gave rise to surplus capacities
~n industry, to factories working permanently below capacity, and led to the .appearance of chronic unemployment
on .a m~ss scale, especialiy during the last decade of this
period; 1t Ie.d t o the rate of growth of those engaged in
non-productive pursuits rising faster, as compared with
the rate of growth of those engaged in the production of
new values. In Britain, for instance, the number of those
en~a~ed in production (manufa cturing industries, mining,
building and transport) dropped from 7,900,000 in 1928 'to
7,100,000 in 1933, i.e., from 77.2% to 69 .2% of the total
number of persons gainfuliy employed. The number of
non-p~oductive workers (trading, banking, government and
municipal employees) increased in t he same period from
2,300,000 (22.8%) to 3,200,000 (30.8%) . L The crisis of capitalism led to the almost universal abolition of the gold
standard, to inflation and the devaluation of currencies, to
the growth of parasitism and to a state of affairs, such as
that in Great Britain and France, in which interest on the
national debt accounted for alrnost half the co:mtry's
budget.
The First World War brought about very considerable
chang.es in the alignment of forces in the capitalist world.
Austria-Hungary broke up into a number of small states;
1
These figures are taken from the Labour Gazette· unemployed
workers are not included.
'
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Ottoman Empire ceased to exist; Germany was
the ·ved of her colonies, her navy and part of her rnercan-

d.~r~eet; Alsace and Lorraine were ~eturned to France,
~ Rhiileland was occupied by the alhed powers. Unev~n

e omic and political development wrought changes m
econ
· t he capita
· l'1s~ ~or Id . F ranee b~c.ame a
balance of forces m
strong capitalist land power; Britam lost her pos1t10n as
the leading world power and her place was gradually taken
by the U.S.A. that, unlike the European countries, had
grown much richer on account of the war.
When the war ended the traditional isolationist policy
of the U.S.A. gained an apparent victory over the imperialist expansionist policy of monopoly capital. Congress rejected the Versailles Treaty and did not sanction U.S.
membership of the League of Nations. The implementation
of an imperialist policy, however, continued in heavy
exports of capital and in the leading part played by the
U.S.A. in European affairs (the Dawes and Young Plans,
the struggle against the Soviet Union, the re-establishment
of militarist and imperialist Germany). Using the threat
of a naval arms race, the U.S.A. compelled Great Britain
to agree, at the time the Washington Naval Treaty (February 6, 1922) was signed, to the parity of the navies of the
two countries. This put an end to Britain's age-old mastery
of the seas and marked the beginning of the recognition of
the U.S.A. as the world's leading power. The U.S.A.
penetrated more and more deeply into the economy of all
countries on the American continent and turned them into
her semi-colonies. At the Ottawa Conference in 1932 Great
Britain was compelled to renounce her traditional
Free Trade policy and establish a system of imperial preference .
.The struggle against the Soviet Union began to determme, to an ever greater extent, the foreign policy of the
capitalist powers. France, scared by the Rapallo Treaty
(1922), set up the Little Entente, composed of countries
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situated between Germany and the Soviet Union· it
intended as a defence against Germany and at the s Was
time was directed against the Soviet Union. The An~~:
Saxon powers, who were less afraid of Germany than f
France, directed th~ir policy more and more openly t~
~ards the re-est~bhshment of. Germany's military power
m ~he h~pe of usmg Germany m a war against the Soviet
Umon. 1he Anglo-Saxon countries gave Germany the·
support by ~1aking larg~ investments in that country an~
b~ ren.ounc~n~ reparations payments. The reactionary
circles m Bntam and the U.S.A. financed the fascist movement and helped Hitler to come to power. Britain (althouoh
she had been compelled to "recognise" the Soviet Uni~n
under pressure from the working class in 1924) gave her
support to Hitler; she concluded the "naval treaty" with
him in 1935, allowing him to build a fle et one-third the
size of Britain's, and refused to help France in 1936 when
Hitler's troops entered the Demilitarised Rhine Area. I:ven
in France a policy ba.5ed on the concept that the struogle
against the Soviet Union was more important than °the
struggle against Germany gradually gained the upper hand
(for instance-the Briand-Stresemann talks). Neither the
Western Powers nor the League of Nations did anything
to prevent Japan seizing a large part of China or to
prevent Italy seizing Abyssinia . The governments of
Britain and France helped the fascist governments of
Germany and It:ily by their policy of "non-intervention".
Thus, the way was paved for the Munich policy, i.e., the
approval by Britain and France of Germany's seizure of
Aus:ria, Czechoslovakia and the Free City of Danzig (now
Gdansk, Poland) as the prelude to the Second World
War.
The First World War was fought for a redistribution of
H.1e colonies. After the First World War, Germany's colonies were, with the help of the sham mandates of the
League of Nations, distributed mainly between Britain
(and her dominions) and France. The former Ottoman
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· e (with the exception of Turkey, part of which should
to Italy and Greece) was also divided between
ha~.e ·n and France. Although the colonial system expanded
Bn
..ai
·
· · m
. 1935 , . J apan's
erritorially
(Italy's seizure
of Ab yssm1a
t . re of Manchuria, Northern and Eastern Chma) the
sei~ral crisis of capitalism nevertheless led to the internal
ge~kening of the colonial system. The resistance put up
the peoples to their enslavement by the imperialists
.!a.s partiaUy successful. The Turks, under ~<em~l Pas~a,
drove the Italian and Gre2k invaders from their soil. Persia,
coming under British military and political control, .became
a semi-colony after the First World War; she liberated
herself from British rule in 1925, although the oilfields
remained in British hands.
The most outstanding colonial acquisition of the period
was the establishment of British imperialist rule over the
Arab countries. During the First World War the British
had taken advantage of the legitimate discontent of the
Arabs with their Turkish oppressors and through their
agent, Colonel Lawrence, had promised them independence,
supplied them with arms and mobilised them against the
Turks, especially after the collapse of Churchill's atte1'.lpt
to seize the Dardanelles.
When the war ended, Britain, instead of granting the
Arabs the promised independence, herself seized and
divided their territories and handed over part of Syria and
the Lebanon to France, no attention being paid to the
Wishes of the Arabs. Furthermore, on the pretext of providing the Jews with a home the British took Palestine away
from the Arabs in order to build an imperialist military
base there, at first in t he guise of a mandated territory and
later, after the Second World War, as the Rep ublic of Israel.
The outcome is that a million Arabs who have Jost their
homes have been dragging out a miserable existence in
refugee camps for over ten years. The hatred that the
Arabs display towards the placemen of British ancl American imperialism in Palestine can well be understood. The

Ern? ~one
1

:e

real _nature of the Israeli state as a tool of imperialism Was
cleat ly demonstrated when that country took part in th
attack on Egypt launched by British and French imperial:
ists in 1956.
The Paris Peace Conference (1919-1920) showed how
little the victor powers cared for the fate of weaker
countries, despite the pompous phrases that were uttered
on this score; on the pretext that China did not take part
in the war the conference refused even to consider the
complaint made by China against Japan (who, in 1914, had
seized the territory rented from China by Germany).
With the example of the abolition of the tsarist colonies
in the Soviet Republic before them, the peoples of the·
colonial countries intensified their struggle, endangering the
power of the imperialists. There were rebellions in Morocco, Madagascar and Egypt, the people of Iraq fought
against the British occupants and in 1920 some 2,000
British soldiers lost their lives in the struggle; after the
Amritsar massacre in 1919, when a meeting was fired on
by troops and a thousand people were killed, the resistance
movement in India developed more strongly; these were
fore-runners of the future crises of the colonial system as
a whole.
The revolutionary crisis that followed the First World
War brought about a tremendous growth of the strike
movement in most of the capitalist countries. In Germany,
7,000,000 workers took part in economic and political
strikes in 1920. From 1918 to 1921 the average annual
number of strikers in Britain was almost 2,000,000; the
miners' strike in 1921 resulted in the loss of 72,000,000
man-days. There were also big strikes in France, Italy and
the U.S.A.
The membership of .the trade unions grew considerably
in the course of these class battles. The International
Labour Bureau of the League of Nations published the
following figures of trade union membership (millions):
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In the period of the stabilisation of capitalism the bour. ·e conducted a fresh cam paign against the workers .and
geo1s1
deprived them of a considerable part of the . concess1~ns
that the bourgeoisie h~d. been f?.rce? to :na~e 1~ the period
f the revolutionary cns1s. The ratlonahsat1on of produc~00 brougpt about a considerable intensification of labo~r.
Inflation reduced wage increases to zero. In thos.e .cou~tnes
where currency remained stable the bourgeo1s1e simply
docked wages. The British Chancellor of the Exchequer,
speaking in Parliament on June 24, 1924, cited the following figures (here summarised).
INCOME FOR THE FISCAL VEAR

(£

million)

Profits 11nd incomes
of capilalisls and
I he free profossions

1920-1921
1921-1922

Workers ' wages

1, 27 1
1,3!11

No comment is needed.
According to official U.S. statistics, the share of the
lower income group (i.e., 95 per cent of the population) in
the nationa l income was 77.9 per cent in 1920 and 74 per
cent in 1927.2
The proletariat lost the gains it had achieved at the time
of the revolutionary crisis mainly because of the treachery
1
This figure includes about 3,000,000 members of "neutral" trade
Unions-the Christian trade unions and the yellow trade unions set
Up by the employers at their factories to combat real class u1:ions.
2
Historica l Statistics of the United Slates, 1789-1915. Waslungton,
1949, p. 15.
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of the Right Social-Democratic and trade union lead
who split the working-class movement-the parties ers
the trade unions-and coilaborated with the bourneo~'~d
.
o
ISie
against
t hc work.mg class.
The anti-working-class activity of the Right Social-De
ocratic leaders, however, had another effect-it expos~
them and t~ereby ~cc~lerated the formation and growth
of Communist parties m a number of capitalist countr·
. th"
. d . In Germ:my, France and Italy the ComICS
m
. is pen.o
munist P.art1es became tlH~ mass organisations of the most
progressive workers. Fa:;c1sm drove the Communist parties
underground, but their heroic struggle provided them with
rich political experience , tempered them in t he fires of the
class struggle and prepa red them for the position they have
taken after the Second World War.

CHAPT ER JV

TiiE SECOND STAGE OJ:' THE GENERAL CRISIS
OF CAPITALISM

The second stage of the general crisis of capitalism is a
period extremely rich in historical events with which most
readers are familiar. The chief outcome of the events of
this period is: a substantial weakening, primarily politically
but also, to a lesser extent, economically, of imperialism
and a very considerable strengthening of socialism both
politically and economically and the formation of the world
socialist system. This is the exact opposite of what the
imperialists expected from the Second World War.
Hitler and the German imperialist bourgeoisie wanted to
rule all continental Europe and conquer Lebensraum for
themselves as far as the Ural Mountains, "driving the Bolsheviks into Asia". Reactionary Western statesmen (Chamberlain and others) concluded the Munich agreement in an
effort t o direct the aggression of German imperialism eastwards, towards the Soviet Union, in the hope that it would
lead to the weakening of both Germany and the Soviet Union. Even after the outbreak of the Second World War in
September 1939, France and Britain carried on the socalled "phoney" war on the western front until May 1940,
and did practical!y nothing to deal a blow at Hitler's armed
forces.
The outcome of the Second World War, however, was
far from what the two belligerent groups (Germany, Italy,
Japan and the U.S.A., Britain and France) had expected.
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The internal contradictions of imperialism proved stron _
e:-:-probably for the last time in history-than the contr!.
dictions between the two systems, the socialist and capitalist systems. The leaders of the Anglo-Saxon countries had
been scared by the disgraceful defeat of the French army
~after the First World War considered the most powerful
m the capitalist wor!dl), the inglorious retreat of the British army from France, and Hitler's seizure of almost all the
western part of continental Europe (in which no small part
was played by the treachery of such reactionaries as Petain, Laval, and Quisling who considered it more important
to fight against Communists than to uphold the independence of their own countries); under pressure of the working people they were compelled, when Hitler attacked the
Soviet Union, to enter into a political and military alliance
with that country. It stands to reason that the aims of the
Soviet Union and her allies in the Second World War v1cre
completely different. The U.S.S.R. aimed at the complete
destruction of fascism and all its consequences. Britain and
the U.S.A. aimed at t he defeat of their imperialist rival and
the weakening of the U.S.S.R.
Even after the conclusion of the alliance the struggle
between the socialist and capitalist systems did not cease.
Churchill's main efforts, even while the war was still in
progress, were directed not to rendering aid to the Soviet
Union, not to ensuring the defeat of Hitler, but to preserving the British Empire and putting up all possible barriers
to prevent the spread of socialism to other countries after
the war. ,This explains the delay in opening the second
front in Western Europe until such time as it became clear
that the Soviet Union could liberate all Europe from fascist
slavery by its own efforts; the dispatch, on the pretext of
the need to prevent the union of German and Japanese
1

The strategic causes of France's defeat were primarily the con·
servatism of her generals who based France's defence on the experi·
ences of the First World War (the Maginot Line) and their undercstima·
tion of the significance of new weapons (tank armies and air forces) .
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0 B 1'tain's strongest army formations to theatres of
forces, : w~ re not decisive (Africa, the Middle East, Greece);
war tha . tent proposal in the last years of the war to
Persis ond front in the Balkans, to seize
· y·1enna, etc ·1
the
open ~h~ss~~fference between the Soviet Union and her
~en~s ecially Britain, emerged before the end of the war
alhes,the pquestion
. of the social structure and governments
.
d
over countries liberated from fascism. The alhes wante
of the
·n good time that the capitalist system would be
to e?su~·e t1hey wanted to hand Poland and Czec~os~ovakia
reta1~~ ;eactionary bourgeois leaders living in exile m Lonover d calling themselves the governments of those cound~n a~he Soviet Union considered that the peoples of those
tne\ .es should decide for themselves whether they
cou~t;~ to re-establish the old regime, headed b~ the old
~~ctionary leaders, or whether they wante~ to I~troduce
ew regime under the leadership of the ant1-fasc1st fi?ht:r~ of the country concerned. The retention of the capitalist system in Central and South-Eas~ Europe or the establishment of a new socialist system m that area was one
of the decisive questions that led to the development of the
cold war in the post-war period.
The struggle between the imperialists of each of t?e
belligerent blocs did not cease during the war. Italy, H1_tler's chief European ally, practically did not t.ake pa:; I~
the war before the defeat of France, she earned_ on he
own" war with Greece for the conquest of Albania. Japan
had "her own" war in East Asia and against the ~.S.A.;
although Japan had been a party to the "anti-_Commtern
pact", she concluded a non-aggression tre~ty w~th th~ Soviet Union The chief U.S. aim in the ant1-fasc1st alliance
Was to defeat Japan and, parallel to defeatin~ Hitler,_ to
Weaken Britain and abolish the British colonial empir~.
With this aim in view the U.S.A. at first supplied Bntam
1

A wealth of material on this subject is to be found in the
memoirs of Winston Churchill and Marshal Montgomery.
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with war materials for cash (i.e., for gold), thus tak·
away from Britain her gold reserve and her America ing
curi·t·1es. The U .s .A. went over to the lend-lease systemn se.
1
when Britain's reserves were exhausted and then sto;~~
that lend-lease suddenly at the end of the war without a
warning. During the war Roosevelt took advantage of eveny
opportunity to demand the abolition of the British systery
of preferential tariffs, one of the main economic supports ~
the British Empire, the granting of political independence to
India, and so on. This provided a reason for Churchill to
make a very sharp statement in the House of Commons: "I
have not become the King's First Minister in order to preside over the liquidation of the British Empire."
Thus we see that the struggle between the two systems
in the anti-fascist alliance and the struggle between the
imperialists in the two belligerent imperialist groups continued throughout the Second World War, they became
interlwincd with and complicated the conduct of the war.
The Soviet Union emerged victorious from this intricate
situation thanks to the heroic struggle of the peoples of the
U.S.S.R., led by the Communist Party. The tremendous
losses in material and man-power notwithstanding, the plan
fostered by the reactionary circles of the imperial"st world
to weaken the Soviet Union politically were unsuccessful.
The opposite is what actually occurred- the role of the
Soviet Union in world affairs had never been so great as
at the end of the war. The influence of the Soviet Un;on in
world politics continued to increase in the period that followed. Post-war developments resulted in the number of
strong world powers being factually reduced to two-the
U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A.t

* * *
1 In the broader sense of the term a number of other countries
in addition to the U.S.S.R. and the U.S'.A. are considered great world
powers (for c:-..ample: China, India, Britain, France and a few others).
The author here uses the term "world power" in a narrower sense.
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S cond World War ended with the profound pert_ur-

~he 0~ the capitalist system in the ?efeated countries;

batton Ie's Democracies were formed m a number of Euthe peop d Asian countries and the capitalist system was
ropean an
t
. ed in Western Europe.
retain torms that shock the capitalist system at the end
The
· ·1ar t o
h ssecond World War had some f eatures s1m1
of t e0 f the revolutionary crisis after the First World War,
those· rnany respects there were substant1a
· 1 d"ff
1 erences.
bu~~the tirne of the revolutionary crisis that followed ~he
· t world War the Communist parties (with the exception
~r~he Communist Party of the So~iet Union) were _y_oung
anisations with small memberships, they were politically
or~ organisationally inexperienced and still immature in the
~~here of theory. In the inter-war period these parties had
gone a long way forward. Al_m_o~t all of them had had experience of underground act1v1t1es, .some of them had become mass parties. In all the countries that had ?een und~r
Nazi rule the Communist parties played a leadmg part m
organising the resistance and won for themselves the respect of extensive sections of the people.
.
When the Second World War ended, the U.S.A. and Britain, scared by the tremendous growth of communist prestige, devoted their efforts mainly to the preservation of the
capitalist system. In the countries they occupied (France,
Italy, Western Germany, Greece) they disarmed the forces
of the people that had revolted against regimes established
by the occupants or headed by traitors. Although they were
compelled to allow the Communist parties of some countries
to participate in the governments they counteracted all attempts on the part of the forces of the people to effect a
radical reform of societ y, and with the aid of their military
forces and of economic and political support, they ensured
1
T~e expressions "East" and "West" ar.e quite ar~ilrary. Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic belong historically more
to the West than the East. As at present used, these terms have n
content that is social rather than historical or cultural.
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the preservation of the capitalist system. There is
d
that but for the British and American occupation of~~ 1 OUbt
France those countries would have ceased to be c a_ y ~nd
.
. l"
ap1tahst
·
Th e 1mpcna 1sts and their supporters adopted a
of measures, in addition to the use of armed force ~Umb~r
0
fy the proletariat and, in general the discontented'
paciTh
.
•
masses
ese measures were, m part similar to those used f ·
the First World War. The Nazi occupation was replace~ ~r
the
occunation
and "normal" bou rgeo1s
.Y
1 Anglo-American
d
·
av.: ~n order were restored; this served to pacify the less
poht1cally conscious masses. The Right Social-Democrat"
leaders were mobilised for the defence of capitalism in t~~
same way as they had been after the First World w
Those same Right Social-Democratic leaders who whe ~r.
N ·
.
•
nm
az1 con?entrat10n camps, had sworn to fight for ever together with the Co1;1munists against the bourgeoisie, who
had collabor_ated with the Communists in the resistance
movements m Franc~, Italy and other countries, again began to .c?lla_b orate_w1th the bourgeoisie and the occupation
authont1es 1m m~d1ately the war ended; again they became
the worst enemies of the Communists and the masses of
the people.
In the majority of the defeated countries however the
relative stre~gth of the Communists and' Right S~cial·
Democrats differed from what it had been after the First
World War. The greater influence of the Communists
among the masses of the working people in France and Italy compelled the occupants and the ruling classes of those
countne~ to ~onsent temporarily to the participation of the
Communists m the government, but as the reactionary
forces gained strength the Communists were everywhere
sq~eezed out. At the same time, however, the Communists
ga1~ed the leadership in the trade union and youth organi·
sat10ns. In those countries the Communists were in the
leadership of the working-class movement, and the atte~pts made by the Right-Wing traitors to split the trade
union movement met with little success.

other way in which the new situation _differed from

Ml
wing the First World War was the important po11 played by the church, espe~ial!Y the Catholic
~~t ~or~e

uuca

h in the preservation of the cap1t:ihst system. The
ChUf\• Church took advantage of the confusion in the
C~~d~ 1~f the masses resulting from the trials and suffering~
rn e had experienced during many yea~s of ':~r and N~z1
th y y and organised mass bourgeois political parties
t~a~~ membership was drawn from all sections of the pop~a~on. After the war these parties became the chief govment parties in Italy, France and Western Germany
~~d played a big role in preserving the capitalist system in

western Europe.
.
.
The successes achieved by the Catholic Church m orga nising people with different class interests . inl? one party on
a religious basis for the defence of cap1tahsm were only
temporary. In France today the Catholic_party is not amo?g
the most numerous; in Italy the Catholic party has lost its
absolute majority in Parliament and is experiencing a profound crisis; in Western Germany it has become an openly
reactionary bourgeois party. Catholicism, however, still remains an important weapon in the hands of the big bourgeoisie for the preservation of the capitalist system, not
only in the imperialist countries, but also in the dependencies and in the former colonies.
An excellent example is provided by the Indian state of
Kerala, where the Catholic Church played a leading role in
the reactionary attack on the Communist Government supported by a majority in Parliament. All the bourgeois
forces-the Congress Party, the Socialists, the Catholics
and the Moslem League-formed a united front against the
Communists during the 1960 elections and succeeded in
preventing a communist majority in Parliament although
the Communists obtained a million votes more than at the
previous elections and the number of votes cast for them
increased from 35% in 1957 to 43% in 1960. The fact that
these electipns took on the character of a class struggle,
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despite the religious tinge lent them by th C h .
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the Nazis and their Jr
e resistance movement against
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those countries Tl nb " taken part m the liberation of
capitalist and a.nti ~ey .t efan long struggle between the
in three or four e~r:P~~ ist or~es, a struggle that ended
transition to buiidin
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ops succeedea m saving the reactionary
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. e). rwo states took shape on the territory of Ger-

regu:n-the capitalist and militarist Federal Republic of GerrnaJlY and the socialist and peace-loving German Democrat~a;~public. After the victory of the revolution in China and
ic ernergence of the People's Republics of North Korea
th~ North Vietnam, in the course of post-war developan ot the world socialist system was formed; its territory
~~etches from the Elbe to the Pacific Ocean and from the
~ctic Circle to the tropics. There are none of the antagonistic contradictions among the socialist countries such as
there are among those of the capitalist world; each of them
is interested in the economic and political progress of the
others; joint planning and the unselfish aid of the stronger
for the weaker are developing ever more widely. Close economic collaboration and fraternal mutual assistance between countries are typical features of the world socialist
system.
The establishment of the world socialist system brought
about a radical change in the relation of forces of capitalism and socialism, a change that was in favour of socialism. This is the most important result of post-war development.
The imperialist countries, headed by the United States,
reacted to this change in the balance of forces by starting
the cold war that has continued with varying tension t o
the present day.

* * *'
The chief capitalist countries (the U.S.A. excluded)
emerged from the war with their real national wealth very
much reduced because war expenditure, war damage and
~ivilian consumption (although it was greatly reduced dur~
ing the war) were, taken together, greatly in excess of
cur~ent production, which had been gradually curtailed
owing to a shortage of labour and raw materials and to the
~ear an? tear to which machinery and equipment had
een sub3ected. This process of the reduction of the real na55

tional wealth was concealed by a seeming increase of wealth
in the form of money; the capitalists had sold their Ware
to the state and had received extraordinarily high Profit~
from the deal; they accumulated huge sums of money but
were unable to convert them into production capital on ac.
count of the shortage of raw materials, machinery and la.
bour on the market. Capitalists, civil servants, office employ.
ees and part of the working class were unable to spend all
their incomes on articles of consumption because with the
state-controlled prices there was a shortage of food, furniture, textiles, machines and housing. Thus money accu.
mulated although its owners were forced to spend part of
thP.ir income on the black market.
The reduction of the national wealth and the accumulated demand left ever from the war for means of production and articles of consumption of long-term use (housing,
furniture, household goods, etc.) led, after the war, to a
rapid growth of production on the basis of an extraordinary
but temporary expansion of the capitalist market and the
absence of an over-production crisis in the capitalist world
until 1957-1 958.
t NOUSTRli\L PRODUCTJON INDEX OF THE CAPlTALIST WORLD
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Inaccurate as these figures may be , the following con-
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clusions may be drawn from the~i level of production in
1. In the first post-war year 1e t h·gher than the prcthe U.S.A. and Canada wa~ 50 p~r cenfroi~l the war. In the
war figu re. These cou.n lnes gamed the level of production
West-European countries and Japa!1
tain by 10 per cent,
was considerably below pre-war-mG 11 ny by n ore than
.
t 1· West erma
1
in France by 24 per cen. ~
,
level of production
half (approximately), while m Japan the

As we have already noted, these figures are not very accurate. Some indexes are often "rounded ofi" and always
by increasing the figure. (The correction of the index. is
justifiable since the share taken by "new" branches of m·
dustry increases with technical progress.) Nevertheless '!'e
may state as a fact that after the war capitalist production
increased at a relatively high rate. In 1956 it was double
the pre~war figure.1 After 1956 the rate of growth de·

B..

1

We have not taken 1938, the last pre-war year, becaus~ ·it was
ase
a year of crisis and its use for comparison would incorrectly mere
the rate of growth.

. h
are but
differences
of one or two
1 Summarised from U.N. data. ~ e~e
they arc within the
Points in the different U._N.. pub.lhicationsU S A index is three points
margin of error of the stat1st1cs. 1 e new · · ·
higher t han the old.

56

57

1

was 70 per cent below pre-war. The general line is qu·t
clear-the defeated countries suffered more than Brit~i~
and France.
2. In subsequent years the rate of production growth in
the U.S.A. and Great Britain was obviously lower. In France
on the contrary, and in West Germany and Japan i~
particular, the rates of growth were exceptionally high. The
economic crisis of 1957-1958 checked that growth slightly
or slowed it down.
3. By 1958 post-war development brought the level of
production in the leading industrial countries of the capitalist world up to approximately 2-2.5 times the pre-war
figure. The exception is provided by Britain who succeeded
in increasing production by only 40% and is, therefore,
lagging behind the other leading capitalist countries in this
respect. One of the chief reasons for this lag is the big
share in British industry played by those branches that are
now undergoing a "structural" crisis- textiles, coal, shipbuilding.
The influx of American capital in the form of direct investments, loans, the purchasing of shares, state aid, etc.,
has played a certain role in the rapid rehabiHtation of the
economy of the defeated countries.
The unevenness of economic development has found its
vivid manifestation in the post-war period in the position
taken by the U.S.A. American capital was able to take advantage of the weakening of its competitors to seize a considerable share of world export of both commodities and
capital. U.S. share in the exports of the capitalist countries
increased from 14 per cent in 1937 to 33 per cent in 1947.
At the same time the U.S.A. retained her system of protective tariffs in order to ensure the monopolies high prices .on
the home market; this was the chief reason the monopohes
were able to acquire such huge superprofits. The share of
imports in the U.S. national income continued to remain
very small. It W.'.ls 2.G per cent in 1938, 2.8 per cent in lH54
and 3.1 per cent in 1956. In the period 1946-1949 the net
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX

SHARE

OF THE HIGHLY·DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTR1£S
IN THE INDUSTRIAL Oilll'UT OF THE CAPHALIST WORLD
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1937

41.4

2. 1

I 12.5

1918
19s1

56.4
48.6

3 .6
3.3

11.7
8 .1

G.O

I

9.0
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2.1
4.1
/i. :3
3.G
5.n
n.n

I 'i. 8

79.4

1. 5

83 .7

:1.0

81.7

I

Between 1937 and 1948 the share of the seven highlydeveloped industrial countries in the industrial output of
the capitalist world increased by about 4 per cent and between 1948 and 1957 it decreased by about 2 per cent. If
the same line of development continues for another ten
years the pre-war situation will again be reached.
Great changes took place in the war years in the sphere
of agricultural production. The area under crops was greatly increased in the U.S.A. and Canada and harvests were
higher. In Western Europe the area under crops was curtailed owing to the shortage of labour, fertilisers, etc. The
agrarian crisis that had continued throughout the inter-war
period with varying intensity was temporarily lulled. Agricultural production continued to increase in the transatlantic countries for several years after the war when continental Europe was still unable to feed itself.
_In the course of time the situation changed. The countries of Western Europe in which farm production had
noticeably decreased during the war gradually began to
regain their former position. After 1955 the harvests in
those countries (with the exception of Spain) greatly exceeded the pre-war level. This caused over-production on
the world market. The share of the U.S.A. and Canada in
the world output of wheat dropped from 42 per cent in
194?-1?49 to 30 per cent in 1957. In the non-European
capitalist countries the agrarian crisis again took on an
acute form; in Canada and Australia production dropped to
below the pre-war level. The prices of imported Australian
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Germany, who temporarily occupied territories stretch·ng from the Atlantic Ocean to Stalingrad (now Volgograd)
1nd from the Arctic Circle in Norway to North Africa, was
~riven out of all the territories she had seized. The German
pernocratic Republic was formed. The present eastern frontiers of Western Germany are along the River Elbe.
Japan, who ruled over territories from Korea to Indonesia, has been deprived of all her old and new conquests,
and her territory reduced to that of Japan proper.
Italy lost all her African colonies and her European territories with a Slav population.
The U.S.A. became the leading, and the only world capitalist power.
The position of the U.S.A. as the leading capitalist world
power is based on her tremendous economic superiority
over all other capitalist countries. Although this superiority, as we have mentioned above, has become less during
the past 15 years as a result of unequal economic development, the position is not substantially different. A comparison of the chief economic indexes, taken from official
sources, will show this.
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U. SA.
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Arca (000 oq . km) . . . . . . . . . . · ·
Farmland and ortbards (000,000 hectares) .
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.
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. . . . . .
1
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3Ci4
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7,82S
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We have not included Japan because the country is still factual-

1Ydependent politically on the U.S.A.

2 Converted into dollars at official rates. The original figures were
not very accurate and their conversion into dollars is not quite correct
ad~"'a method, but in the present case this does not make any great
a1erence.
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trorn the U.S.A. in the form of military and economic
'd"
''a~ritain's position is similar- U.S. annual expenditure on
the rnaintenance of her position as a world power is equal
the total national income of Great Britain. It is true, of
10
ourse, that Britain is the centre of a powerful Common~ealth; this makes her position stronger as far as the
rnutual interests (currency and commercial) of the members
of the Commonwealth are concerned, but when it comes to
Britain's special interests in world politics, the dominions,
especially the new ones, do not help her.
The fact that Britain is practicaly a second-rate world
power was clearly demonstrated at the time of the Suez adventure. Britain (despite her alliance with Israel and
France), was compelled to stop the war against Egypt
as soon as it was condemned by world public opinion
and the Soviet Union announced its intention of helping
Egypt.I
U.S. political superiority over all capitalist countries
reached its peak in the first post-war years when her competitors had been greatly weakened. As their position improved U.S. superiority lessened but it has, nevertheless,
remained to the present day.
The Economist, a prominent British weekly, admitted
(November 26, 19GO, p. 857) that Britain had become a
second-class power. "Britain has displayed the primary
characteristics of a second-class power for nearly a genera-

~~ange the picture to somep~~~'::i~n tof the British dominions would

e most powerful dominio~ C~n ~ it ;rould not be a true picture.
U.S.A. than with Britain and 'th
a. a, as closer links with the
left ~he Commonwealth and be Umon of. South Africa has already
cei:t~1fugal force operating w·t~~o~~
an _n:dependent republic. The
1
gai~mg strength.
m e British Empire is constantly
U.S. economy has been d I .
The average annual level of pe~d 0 P!ng yery slowly in recent years.
(1953=100):
r uction m the 1954-1958 period was
U.S.A. antl Canada

102

Western Europe

Asia

124

145

64
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Eden's Memoirs create a completely incorrect impression of the

e.ve~ts. Eden ignores the conspira~y with Israel and under-rates the

significance of the Soviet Union's action in defending Egypt. He ac~hses the U.S.A. of not fulfilling her duty as an ally. He asserts that
e ~eed to put an end to the war arose out of the sharp fall of
~terhng currency on the money markets of the capitalist world but
Oes ~ot admit that this was due partly to the activities of the influent_ial big bourgeoisie of the world who were able to make a sober
~P~ra1sal of Britain's hopeless war advenLure. Eden will not, or cannot
and erstand that the times are past when Britain was a world power
n cou'. d play a decisive part in world politics.
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tion. Since .. . 1941, this country has exhibited to the
its military reliance on a great ally or coalition of poworld
its chronic economic vulnerability, and its increasin Wers,
sence of choice in the major issues of external a Tairg ab.
The U.S.A. has made use of its superiority ass. th
leading capitalist world power for the following P e
poses:
ur.
. (a) The organis~ti.o? of the cold war against the socialcamp; th~ .Pr~h1b1t10n of the export to those countries;
. non-reco~rnt1011 of the People's Republic of China and
its exclusion froi:i U.N., et~ .. The .u.s.~. has frequently
compelled her allies to participate m this policy, even to
the detriment of their own interests. An · excellent illustra.
~ion of the cold war is the West Berlin issue; West Berlin
is today, seventeen years after the end of the war, still
under 1.he rule of the Western occupation authorities who
want to retain West Berlin as a military spring-board and
as a show-case in which to demonstrate the wealth of capitalism. "Look behind West Berlin's prosperity," said the
United States News and World Report (June 8, 1959, p.
72), "and you find much of it is based on help from the outside. Since the blockade West Germany has given 3,500
million dollars in aid to West Berlin." U.S. aid amounts to
850,000,000 dollars. The population of West Berlin is about
2,000,000 so that this aid comes to more than 2,000 dollars
per head. At the same time there were, according to the
above source, 75,000 unemployed in the city (the actual
number was probably much higher), which as a percentage
of the total population would be the same as 7,000,000
unemployed in the U.S.A. Such is the oicture of West Berlin's prosperity.
-

~~t

that are prepared t o conform to .this policy; ?as set up .her
I and air bases in the countries surrounding the soc1al~ava
orJd· has organised espionage flights over the territory
ist w
,
,
. l' .
·1·
I
f the Soviet Union. The U.S.A. s mam me m m1 itary po ?1 envisages the following: the provision of arms for her
~~es, which is profitable business for the American monop~lies producing atomic and other new ~ypes .of ~eapons
(although it was Europ~an and not Amenan sc1ent1sts who
did most towards creatmg the first atom bomb-Bohr, Fermi, Teller, Szilard and others); land forces, those that
would suffer the greatest losses in the war, are to be supplied by the allies of the U.S.A.-Turkey, Japan, Germany,
etc.
The Government of the U.S.A. has not grudged the money of its taxpayers to provide armaments for the capitalist countries against the socialist world. At the beginning of
1960 the U.S. State Department first published factual data
on military a id to the countries of Western Europe over a
period of ten years. They were as follows (million dollars):

1

(b) Preparations for a world war against the countries
of the socialist world on the pretext of protecting the "free
world" against the threat of world communism. The U.S.A.
has organised military alliances (NATO, SEATO and
CENTO, military alliances w ith J apan, Spain, etc.); is feverishly arming, not only herself, but aII capitalist countries
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Turkey, South Korea and Chiang Kai-shck have also received large sums.
The re-establishment of West Germany's military might
was an integral part of the U.S. general political line-to
arm all those who are prepared to fight ag::iinst the socialist world. History repeats itself. After the First World War,
however, Germany's neighbours put up a lengthy resistance against the re-arming of Germany and created the
Little Entente; at that time it was necessary for the U.S.A.
and Britain to exert considerable pressure before Germany
Was allowed to re-arm openly, but after the Second World
War, in view of the growing significance of the struggle
between the two world systems, the re-establishment of
the military might of revanchist West Germany began
5*
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much earlier. As early as 1955 the Federal Republic of G
.
ermany w:is accepted mto
Ni\T 0 membership.
All the crimes committed by. Nazi Germany in Western
Europe were f orgotten. Desp1te
all the efforts made b
the. U.~.S.R. and a numb?r of other peaceful countries t~
mamtam peace, all the imperialist countries, headed b
~he U.~·1?-., are hel~ing West Germany re-arrn. The u.s.1.
is prov1dmg her with rockets and aircraft. Britain is suppl~1ing her \.~i~h guns that are to serve as a "standard weapo~ for British and German tanks, and is co-operating
with West Germany in the development of new types of
tanks. The Danish Government has organised a joint naval
staff for "the defence of the Baltic" with the Bonn Government. France has received orders for the supply of armaments to the Federal Republic to the tune of 1,000 million
marks, as was announced by the West German Defence
Minister Herr Strauss on February 6, 1960. The Netherlands permits the West German Government to maintain
stores of weapons on its territory. In 1960 France gave
permission for the Bundeswehr to hold manoeuvres on
French territory. Even Israel supplies West Germany with
pistols for the army. The arming of West Germany has
become the common cause of all opponents of socialism.
Adenauer, like Hitler, declares the defence of "western
civilisation" to be Germany's "mission". Defence Minister
Strauss has made the insolent statement that West Germany's territory is insufficient for the Bundeswehr to
develop and the Republic, therefore, needs bases in other
countries.

* * *

I

I

I

Today, seventeen years since the Second World War
came to an end and the cold war began, it is clearer than
ever that the policy intended to establish U.S. world domination has failed.
This policy was based on two main postulates: (1) on
the assumption that owing to the U.S. monopoly or supe68

•

·oritY in the most up-to-date weapons, a third world war
rt Id not be fought on U.S. territory; (2) on the assumpV.:0nu that t he dollar is omnipotent and capable of purchastIO
·ng any count ry.
1
Both these assumptions have proved groundless . The
t emendous development of science and technology in the
:oviet Union has led to the ~esig.n ~f intercontinental ballistic missiles capable of pm-pomtmg any spot on the
globe. U.S. superiority in the most up-to-date weapons is
a thing of the past. George Kennan was right when he
wrote: "Our problem is no longer to prevent people from
acquiring the ability to destroy us; it is too late for that.
Our problem is to see that they do not have the will or the
incentive to do it." 1
This new situation destroyed all the strategic and foreign
policy conceptions of the American ruling class.2
American official military experts try to console the
people with statements to the effect that the U.S. hydrogen
bombs dropped from aircraft have greater destructive
power than inter-continental missiles. Chester Bowles
gave the right answer to this-if Russian rockets destroy
our country what good will it do us if our bombers do still
more damage to the Soviet Union!
The new situation is gradually rendering NATO, the
chief instrument of U.S. aggression, useless. It is becoming more and more difficult to evolve an agreed policy
within NATO itself. France and West Germany demand
participation in the leadership of NATO on equal terms
with t he U.S.A. which would convert NATO from an instrument of U.S. politics into an instrument of the imperialist powers of continental Europe. NATO is suffering
from a chronic crisis.
Nor were the hopes placetl in the omnipotence of the
,, 1 George F. Kennan. Russia, Ilic Atom, and the West, London,
1908, p. 12.
2
is borne out by all present-day U.S. war and political litern1ure (KThis
issinger and others, experts' reports to Congress, etc.).
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dollar justified. It was not only the socialist
.
that refused "aid" under the Marshall Pl
Acoun~r1es
W t E
an. mcric •
es
uropean allies grew economically stro
as
?egan to dei:nand "not aid but trade". But ~~=r and
im~or.tant thmg of all is that a growing number of most
soc1altst cou~tries, great and small, is refusing to C0'.1!1~n
0
to the ~mencan policy of hostility towards the so ! j.m
w?r~d, is .conducting an independent policy and %a .1st
tammg friendly relations with the u·s s R
d :un. l.
.
. . . "· an other
socia ist countries. These countries include India B
Ceylon,. Iraq, Indonesia, Afghanistan and others 'in '~~~a:
the U~1te~ Arab. Republic and Ethiopia, Guinea and oti1:;
~ountne~ .m Africa; Tunisia and Morocco are sttivino- for
t11e a~oilt1on of foreign bases on their territories b Th
c~m.bmecl population of all these countries is about .1 00~
m1lhon, or more than a third of the world's population
The ~eoples of these countries prefer independence t~
American dollars.

* * *
. The problem of tlte under-developed countries. A very
1°'.P?rtant dc.vel?pment in the second stage of the ecneral
cns1s of ~ap1tahsm was the beginning of the abolition of
~e colonial system of .imperialism. Before the Second
orld ~ar th~ population of the colonies (not including
the semi-colonies) wa~ ~l:11os~ 1,000 million. By the middle
of 196_0 "about 100 m1llton still remained-the popular."on
of B~1 n1..:o, the Portuguese colonies in Asia the British
c?lonws ~rou'1d Arabia, the small remnants' of the colo?Ial empires of France and Britain in Central America . and the British, French and Portuguese colonies in
Africa.
Sovereignty does not always, of course mean the end
of the c?lonial regime. The Republic of South Africa is
a sovereign st1tc but it is the worst form of colony for
the 10,000,000 Africans Jiving there.
The colonies arc being liberated as a result of the strug·

)

I

1

•

by their peoples. The "volun tary" renunciation
gle pu~ u~olonies by the imperialists is a myth. Netherof tbet.r perialism ruled over Indonesia for about 400
tands imd British imperialism ruled India for about 200
.
.
" l
'fearss. an
Why did they not give up .their _p~ssess1on~ vo unyeS: ,, before this? When the impenahsts realised that
tarilY lonia1 peoples would not tolerate their rule any
the co they "voluntarily-'
· · gave up po1·1t1ca
· l power ·m o r der
longer, e their economic pos1t10ns
··
·m t he co Iomes
· .
lvag
tosa
.
· d
The struggle of the colonial peoples took on vane
f ms from mass peaceful resistance to war conducted
bor al~ost regular armies, depending on concrete histori{al conditions. Everywhere, however, t~e pol~ti:al strugle was the decisive form because the unpenahsts we:e
: 1ways greatly superior in the military sense, even .1?
Vietnam where French imperialism suffered an open m11ltary def~at. "No one who watched the Com~unist V:ietminh
forces march into Hanoi in October 1954 1s ever ltkely to
forget it. The victors came in canvas sneakers, trudging
through the mud with their ammunition slung on bamboo
poles, their signals' wire in tricycles, their dispatch riders
on push-bikes. The vanquished went in tanks and armoured
cars, half-tracks and t rucks, trailing their howitzers and
other weapons of conventional war. . . . In all the eight
years of the war they (the Vietminh-E.V.) did not have
a single plane. The flights of bombers and fighters that
passed over the jungles and rice fields each day were
always French," wrote Denis Warner in The New Republic
(December 14, 1959, p. IO).
The peasants and the proletariat constitute the main
force in the struggle for the emancipation of the colonies,
but other classes and groups (the comprador bourgeoisie
excepted) and African tribal chiefs up to and including
even kings (in Morocco, for instance) also take a more or
~ess consistent part in it. In the colonies that achieve political independence the subsequent situation depends prirnarily on who heads the people's struggle. Wherever the
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proletariat headed the struggle (in China and North y·
nam, f~r !nsta1:ce) politica~ . liberation was followed '~t
econom1c l!berat1011, the abolition of the positions of fo . 'Y
capital and the remnants of feudalism and the begi:e~gn
of soci~list construction. Where the struggle was lcdni~g
the rulmg classes (as was the case in the majority of thy
liberated
countries) compromise agreements with impe .e
I.
a ism .were f requently ~oncluded . ~nd the remnants fl·
of
feudalism were not abolished. Political sovereignty, there.
~ore, ~o~s not necessarily imply economic independence Of
imperialism.
An example is India. During the past twelve years of
India's independence British investment in that country
~as not become less but has more than doubled; in 1958
1t amounted to 4,300 million rupees or 81 per cent of all
foreign investments in India. "The collaboration between
the British and Indian business companies has been
steadily on the increase, not only in the field of heavy
engineering and big machine projects, but also on a lower
scale," said The Times (December 22, 1959). Despite her
political sovereignty, India obviously pays a big annual
tribute to British imperialism. There has been no radical
agrarian reform in India. The poverty of the peasantry
remains. The Economist (June 6, 1959) admits that "nine·
tenths of all rural credit still comes from relations, the
money-lender and the landlord".
In Indonesia the positions held by Netherlands capital
were, in the main, abolished, but the remnants of feudali~m remained. Aidit, the leader of the Indonesian Comi 11unist Party, wrote in 1960 that landlords took 50 per cent
of the crop and leave the peasants 50 per cent. The Communist Party demands an increase in the share received
by the peasants.
Industry is developing at a more or Jess rapid rate
in the countries liberated from the imperialist yoke. T~e
considerable import of machinery by those countries JS
evidence of this.
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ll\IPORT OF MACHINES
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The significance of these figures must not be ove~·
estimated. The purchasing power of the doll~r today 1s
l ss than a haif what it was in 1938. All new investments
·e the under-developed capitalist countries, calculated for
sum per head of the population, are still
smaller than they are in the highly-developed capitalist
countries.
Of all the former colonies, India is undoubtedly the
country that is most consistently striving to develop her
own industry and her own economy. Neve~t~eless, all .new
investments (including housing and municipal services)
amount to £4,700 million under the second Five-Year ~la?,
whereas the internal investments made in Great Brttam
(whose population is about one-eighth of that of India)
amounted to £15,500 million in the 1954-1958 period. Total
investments of private capital in the U.S.A. (whose pop~la
tion is a half that of India) amounted to 280,000 milhon
dollars or £100,000 million in the same period. The sum
per head of the population invested in the U.S.A. was forty
times greater than that of India! furthermore, part .of the
new capital invested in the under-developed countries belongs to capitalists of the imperialist countries.
The ct'~ta adduced are proof that no levelling ~f t~e
Under-developed with the highly-developed countries 1s

~~e

immeas~ra~ly

--

l Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, 1950, 1952, ID57
(converted into dollars at the official rate).
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taki~1g pl~ce . (See the next chapter for the role o
?ovret _lf111011 and the socialist countries in develo inf the
md_ustnes of the under-developed countries.) The factg t the
Chma, who became an independent state seve 1 hat
after India, has far surpassed India in economicr~ ~ears
~ent despite India's position at the beginning havine;'~lop
f~r better than China's-can only be explained
een
d1ff~renc~ in social systems-no war had been fou ht the
I~dian soll, she had a more developed railway syste~ hon
nvers were better regulated, etc.
' er
We must also add that it is mainly the "old" b
h
industry
· developed in the under-develo
ranc es ed
of
. th a t are bemg
countnes on the basis of cheap labour The
P
branche
·
newest
. s are st1·11 t he monopoly of the highly-dev
1 d
countnes.
e ope

b

COITON SPINNING SPINDLES
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11runce, U.S.A ., Federal Hl'public

of GNmauy
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tin
!n the four highly-developed countries 1he number of
spindles decreased by 17,000,000; in the other countries
~here was an. increase of 6,000,000 spindles. (The productivity of the sp1~dles had, of course, increased in this period.)
If_we e~a~me the way colonies have been liberated from
the 1mpenahst yoke in the course of the past fifteen years,
we find the following.
. Un~e~ pressure of the national-liberation movement the
impenahsts consent to the political liberation of those
colonies in which the number of permanent colonialist resiOther coun lrics . . . . . . . . . .

43

1
.
St~tistic<tl .Yearbook, 1958, p. 189 (mule spindles converted to
rmg spmdlcs using a coefficient of 0.6).
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t is relatively small, the land is mostly in the hands

dent~e native population and there is every possibility of

of colonialists retaining their private property after po~~
liberation. An example of this is the Belgian Congo.
1
IitICa
. th e Congo, Be lgmm
.
After serious "d'isturb ances" m
was
f ced to agree to grant the Congo self-government but
on the condition that Belgium's economic position re0
rnained intact.
The Congo events show clearly enough that the colonialists do not "voluntarily" renounce colonial superprofits.
To understand what is happening in the Congo it must
be remembered that the area of that huge country is almost
as great as all Western Europe-2,300,000 sq. km. The
Belgians were interested mostly in the mines that brought
them in gigantic profits. The chief mining concern, Union
Miniere de Haut-Katanga held a concession to exploit
34,000 sq. km. in Katanga; this company's net profit, in
1959, after deducting taxes and reserve funds, was ninth in
size among enterprises of the capitalist world (the U.S.A.
excluded), and amounted to 57,000,000 dollars.This gigantic profit was squeezed out of 24,011 workers-2,400 dollars net profit per worker per annum .
We have no figures on the wages of the Congo miners.
There are some general data collected by the International
Labour Organisation during an investigation of foe country
in 1960. The minimum wage of a Congolese was six dollars a month. The minimum monthly salary of a Belgian,
engaged in Belgium for work in the Congo, plus accommodation was about thirty times higher than the wages
of the Congolese. But "the majority of Europeans were
Paid much higher salaries," said the Neue Zurcher Zeitung
(October 21 1 1960). It is obvious that even if the Congolese miners received thirty dollars a month instead of six
(which is highly improbable), the rate of exploitation
Would still be more than 500 per cent. The situation in
other mining areas of the Congo is similar.

°:Jy
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It may well be understood that neither the Beigia
nialists headed by their king, nor their Americ n Colo.
British partners, nor the Pope (a shareholder in the a~1 ~nd
Gencrale, a founder of Union Miniere and its P oci~t~
banker) had any intention of giving up such profits.resent
. Kat~nga also has considerable military significance It
1s a~ important s~urce of cobalt and has deposits · of
~ramum, copper, diamonds and other materials of strate ·
1~portance. The imperialists certainly do not want t~:~
mineral wealth to fall into the hands of the Congole
The colonialists, futhermore, own large plantations (c~~~
to~, ~alms) th~t ~mploy 200,000 wage workers. The Congo
sh1ppmg, the a1rlmes, banks and foreign trade are all in the
hands of the coloniali~t~. Belgian investments in the Congo
amounlcd to 1,500 million dollars. In 1955 the total value
of the shares of Congo enterprises stood at 2,000 million
dollars on the Brussels stock-market.
Such is the political and economic background of the
Congo events.
T~e colonialists subordinated the country's economy to
th~ mterests of the mining magnates. The railways were
bmlt to carry the produce of the mines to the ports of
neighbouring countries. The following figures are typical
of the situation: little Belgium had (in 1957) 1,902 locomotives, 6,600 passenger coaches and 71,000 goods trucks
(excluding narrow-gnugc roiling stock) and the huge Congolese territory had 464 locomotives, 261 passenger
coaches and 9,000 goods trucks. Large areas of the country
remained in isolation owing to lack of communications;
the colonialists retained the tribal and clan system of
society in order to keep the people divided and that in the
country where there are huge capitalist enterprises
employing some 800,000 wage workers (a large section
of which were unemployed in 1959).
The coloni<l lists grc:itly worsened the conditions of the
Congolese. The native population was reduced from
20,000,000 to 14,000,000 in eighty years of Belgian rule.
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olonialists deliberately deprived the Congolese of any
''e c tunity for cultural de\ elopment. They did not allow
OPP.or ns to acquire higher educational qualifications.
Afr~ca unlikely that there are ten Congolese university
It a~uates. There are 59-1 doctors in the Congo, most
them in the towns, and they served ~ainl!" t~e .90,~00
1 ·ans living in the Congo. Racial d1scnmmat1on
on as large a scale in the c.ongo as in. the s.o~th
African Republic. The Congole~e, h~e th? Africans hvmg
· South Africa, had to carry 1dcntificat1on papers when
~ntering the white districts of the towns.
.
The Belgian colonialists terrorised the people, usmg the
Congolese themselves for the purpose. They built up a
powerful army, the Force Publique, of Congolese for use
against the Congolese. The army existed for 70 years and
was recruited from among Congolese who had to serve for
seven years (they could extend their services for a further
seven years) under the strictest discipline enforced by
Belgian officers. Racial discrimination was rife in the
army-there was not a single African officer. The men
were not trained to fight against soldiers, but against
unarmed civilians; Basil Davidson, writing in the New
Statesman, July 23, 1960, said they resembled "a gang
of thugs"; they hated their high!; paid Belgian officers.
This army consisted of 23,000 otner ranks and 1,006
Belgian officers.
Despite all the efforts of the colonialists to keep the
people in ignorance, the liberation movement in the
Congo began. There were already 4,000 political prisoners in 'the country before the Leopoldville uprising in
January 19S9.
The colo~ialists decided to get out of their troubles
by granting \the Congolese sham political independence.
The treaty c~ncluded between Belgium and the government of "indel?endent" Congo at the end of June, 1960,
Provided that Belgium retains her military bases in the
Congo, that for~lgn policy should be conducted with the
-.oi..

1

1
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aid of the Belgian Foreign Ministry and that the t
countries should assist one another. It was also agr wo
that Belginn .officers. ~hould remain at their posts (t~:d
were to receive add1t10nal pay from Belgium) the sa Y
as other Belgian officials.
me
Two factors upset the colonialists' calculations:
(1) ~rime Minister .L:mmmba, elected by Parliament,
made 1t clear that he m~ended t o fulfil the wishes of the
people to become really and not formally independent
and to liberate the country from the Belgian colonialists·
(2) the revolt of the soldiers of the Force Publique and
the complete collapse of that army. The soldiers expected
independence to bring changes in their conditions, but
on the day of the "independence" celebrations the commander-in-chief of the army, the Belgian General Janssens issued an order saying that nothing would be
changed. The troops revolted and dealt v1ith the Belgian
officers and their families in the way they had been
taught to treat their own people. The machine of suppression fell to pieces.
Further events are known from newspaper reports.
The net result is that the Belgian colonialists have not
lost control of Katanga, the richest Congo province, for
a single day. Jean Daniel, correspondent of the Paris
Express, who returned from Katanga at the beginning of
August 1960 wrote in the New Statesman: "There are
three key men in Katanga, who have played a far more
crucial role than Tshombe. They are General Geysens,
who commands Belgian t roops in Katanga, Major Crevecoeur, commander of t he Katanga army, and Colonel
Weber, so-called 'Military Attache to the Katanga Prime
Minister'. These three men control the policQ, army, the
information services, propaganda, food supplies and
public health. In this area, Belgian 'technical assistance' . · ·
has become a subtle form of colonialism.'' The Belgian
colonialists in alliance with American iqiperialism, and
with the aid of U.N. troops, have gr~ually re-estab·
I
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Ushed their rule. i? the country. Lumumba, the leg~lly
elected Prime Minister, was brutally murdered by 1merialist agents.
.
p The hypocrisy, cynicism and brutality of the colomal·sts acting under cover of the United Nations, has been
1
x:posed to the whole world. Anti-imperialist countries
~at had been at first deceived by the U.N. decision to
send armies to the Congo to abolish the Belgia~ colonial
regime, one after another announced the withdrawal
of their troops from the Congo (among them were
Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Morocco, Egypt, Indonesia and
others).
We may now confidently state that the Congo would
today be free from imperialist bondage and internal reaction if not for the help given to the Belgian monopolies
and local reactionaries by international imperialism, primarily American imperialism, who, under cover of the
United Nations, actually intervened in the Congo for
the purpose of preventing the real liberation of t he
country.
The situation in those countries where climatic conditions are suitable for white settlers is a very difficult one;
the Republic of South Africa, the Rhodesias, Nyassaland
and Algiers are good examples-Europeans settled in
these parts in large numbers and robbed the native
po\1,ulation of almost all their fertile land. The following examples show how the Europeans deprived the
people of the land that was their main source of subsistence,
Since 1913 the native population of the Republic of
South Af~ica has been forbidden to purchase land outside the reservations. These reservations constitute 25 per
cent of the territory of Natal, 7 per cent of Cape Province,
3 per cent of the Transvaal, and 0.5 per cent of the Orange
Free State. The growing African population naturally
cannot live 0 1' such scraps of land. They are compelled
to work as lab1ourers on the farms and in the factories
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of the colonialists but have no civil rights in their own
country.
The situation in the Rhodesias, Tanganyika and Nayssaland is similar. In Southern Rhodesia, of the 97,000,000
acres of land, the 52,000,000 best acres are allotted to
211,000 European colonists and 42,000,000 acres of poor
land are left to 2,600,000 Africans. Thus there is an average
of 2,500 acres to every European and 16 acres to every
African.
In the Republic of South Africa and the Rhodesias,
every African outside the reservation must carry an identification card. According to the law adopted in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyassaland in 1957 on the registration
and identification of the native population, any native who,
on verification in any district, is found without a certificate, identification card or official permit, is deemed to
have broken the law and is liable to three months' imprisonment (article 21). Any native man or woman suspected
of contravening the rules provided for in this law can be
arrested with or without a warrant (article 25). It should
be stressed that this law was passed when the liberation
movement of the African peoples was at its height.
The colonialists in these countries want anything but
racial equality. Under pretext of "protecting white civilisation" they are fighting desparately to retain their lands
and the semi-slave labour of the Africans. Although they
are capable even of organising a putsch-as can be seen
from the example of Algeria where a colonialist putsch was
organised against the French Republic-there is no doubt
that the struggle in these countries will end with the liberation of the people from the yoke of colonialism. Tn the
Republic of South Africa, the situation became so acute
that in April 1960 it developed into a civil war of Whites
against Africans. Not only the army and the police took
part in the massacres of the native population-white farmers were armed for the struggle. The Africans organised
a general strike. South African mining sh~rcs began to
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sharply on the London stock-m~rket. Under th.ese
drOP ·rans big capitalists in the Republic of South Africa,
condi ~ magnate Oppenheimer, for instance, protested
the ·~s~~he poljcy of the colonialist lan?owners; they want
agai
.. condidoas for the exploitation of labour, they
"norma1
nt "law and order" .
waN0 matter how the white colonialists who own .Ian~ may
.
of the still existing colonies m the
resist
i·t, the. liberation
.
near future is certam.
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In the course of _t~e last hund~ed yea:s, the advoca_tes
f pitalism- polit1c1ans, economists, philosophers, soc1olo .c~s religious leaders, Right-Wing Social-Democrats and
ogisg~des from communism-have written thousands of
rene
. 1es " provmg
. " th a t
b ks and hundreds of thousands of artic
;orxism is without foundation. History has nevertheless
f ~lowed the path foreseen by Marx. A thousand million
p~ople, more ~han a third of ~he world populatio?, a:e
building socialism and commumsm, are dem?nstratmg 1?
practice the correctness of the Marxist doctrme that cap~
talism is a transient historical phenomenon and not the ultimate eternal form of the existence of society.
Th~ advocates of capitalism cannot ignore the socialist
world. They cannot refute Marxism-Leninism in the old
way. They have been compelled to change their position.
Today they say that Marxism is the theory of the primitive,
under-developed capitalism of the nineteenth century. But
capitalism in the twentieth century-in the highly-developed countries, at any rate-is quite a different capitalism;
in fact it is not capitalism at all, they say, but something
close to socialism. George Kennan, a prominent American
diplomat, said that "in the non-communist world . . . the
term 'capitalism' no longer has any generic and useful
meaning... . There is today not one social and economic
system prevailing outside the communist orbit: there are
a!most as many such systems as there are countries; and

CHAPTER V

CAPITALISl\'l TODAY

1. The New World Situation

The first sixty years of the twentieth century constitute
the most catastrophic period in the history of capitalist
development; it has been a period of the most devastating
world wars in history, wars that led to the slaughter of
millions and the tremendous destruction of productive
forces and material and cultural values. This period was
marked by the emergence of the monstrous ideology and
policy of the most reactionary forces of imperialism-fascism; it is an ideology that includes disgusting race theories,
the complete crushing of bourgeois democracy, the suppression of individuality and the persecution and mass
murders of progressive people. Imperialism, its barbarous
policy and ideology, were completely exposed to the whole
world.
In this period, too, the powerful socialist system took
shape, a system that in an historically short span of time
has shown its superiority over capitalism. Socialism has
demonstrated unparalleled rates of development of the
productive forces and of culture; socialism rapidly improved
living conditions and has had a tremendous beneficial
influence on world history. The emergence and development
of the world socialist systen. led to a further deepening
of the general crisis of capitalism, accelerated the collapse
of the colonial system and made it possible to prevent a
world war and strengthen pe(\ce between the peoples.

many of them are closer to what Marx conceived as socialism than they are t o the laissez faire capitalism of his
day."1

Another of the many examples that could be cited is
that of a statement made by one of the leaders of the
West-German Social-Democratic Party at the Hamburg
Congress of the Socialist International that adopted the
new completely bourgeois programme. He said that the
J

1
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George F. Kennan, "Peaceful Coexistence", Foreign Affairs,

anuary 1960, p. 175 (my italics.-E. V.).
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demand to make the political programme of Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels the basic principle of the Social-Democratic programme for 1959 was absolutely un-Marxian
Hugh Gaitskell, the leader of the British Labour Party.
said at a meeting of Leeds University students that thcr~
are no longer any capitalists. "If people thought there was
a capitalist class and a working class they did not know
the true position," he said. "In Britain perhaps 99.9 per
cent of the people were working either at work or at home.
There was virtually no class left that did no work that
was capable of working."
There is not sufficient space in this little book to
examine the countless variations of t he "theory" that capitalism today differs radically from that of the nineteenth
century. In the main the argu ments of the "theoreticians"
boil down to the following:
(a) In the conditions of present-day capitalism the workers of the highly-developed countries become capitalists;
(b) the capitalist is no longer the boss in his own factory.
The boss is the director elected by the shareholders
(managerial socialism);
(c) the present-day state is the "welfare state" that
takes a considerable part of the profits away from the
capitalists and spends the money so obtained to improve
the living conditions of the working class.
All these assertions are false. It is true, of course, that
some American workers hold a couple of shares, they may
also own their own houses bought by hire-purchase, they
may own a car and good furniture and hold a life-insurance
policy. The advocates of capitalism may even calculate the
property owned by such a worker as representing
10,000-15,000 dollars "capital". But that still does not
make him a capitalist. The capitalist is one who has an
income obtained from exploitation and sufficient for him
to live without working, or, at any rate, without doing anY
physical work. nut the American worker, even if the so·
called capital he owns amounts to 25,000 dollars, still has
8·1

.
bour power daily to the capitalist and has to
1
to sell h 15 ~t tion 1·ust as he would if he did not have any
tfer exp1o1 a

su ertY at all.
.
1
proP
the "power" of the managers 1s concerner1,
~ fa:e:is swindle. The directors are actually appoin~ed
it 15 : bi gest capitalists, by those who hold a co~trollmg
by th .g the given corporation; they, too, can discharge
interest m
. directors at any moment.
. .
their
the high taxes levied on the capitalist are conAs far as
· t l' t
d ·t must be said at once that it is not the cap1 a is
cerne 'ff1 rs It is \Vell known that not only the total net
who su e ·
·
h d' ·d d
rofit left after taxes have been paid, but also t e iv1 e:i s
Paid to shareholders increase from decade to decade, crises
~otwithstanding. In the U.S. press one constan~lY_ reads
th t the richest capitalists pay 90 per cent of their_mcome
inataxes. This is quite untrue. Taxation increases ~s incomes
· but the extra taxes are calculated at each higher level
~~ethe basis of the amount of profit in excess of the previous level. A capitalist may sometimes pay 90 per cen~ of
a very small portion of his profit if the total amount is a
very big one. The National City Bank Monthly ~etter, .a
substantial press organ owned and read by big capital, said
(December 1959) that in 1957 taxes levied ~t . more th:n
50 per cent of profit brought in only 700 milhon ~olla. s,
or 2 per cent of the total revenue from indiv.id~al mcm~e
tax, the total amount of which was 35,200 m1lhon dolla 1 s.
The actual state of ~ffairs is very different fro~ w~rnt
the advocates of capitalism assert. Present-day capitalism
in the industrially developed countries much more close!~
resembles the society consisting of two classes-:-bourgeo1sie and proletariat-that Marx assumed to exist ~s ~he
starting point of his analysis, than it does the ~ap1tahsm
actually existing in Marx's lifetime. At that time there
were not only capitalists and proletarians but ~ very
numerous peasantry that produced mainly for then· own
consumption and a large number of handicraftsmen who
sold their wares on the local, non-capitalist market; there
8.5

were still very considerable remnants of feudalism in
existence. Today, as in the last century, factory and office
workers constitute the largest section of the population of
the highly-developed countries, but the number of peasants and handicraftsmen has been greatly reduced and
the remnants of feudalism have been abolished.
There have been no radical changes in capitalist society
since the beginning of the twentieth century.
The Jaws of capitalism have not changed. The concentration of capital by means of its accumulation and centralisation, the relative increase of the constant capital component, the growth of labour productivity and of the rates
of exploitation, economic crises, the anarchy of production,
competition, etc., have all remained. Nor have class relations in capitalist society changed. In the world, however,
there have been substantial changes. There arc now twice
as many people in the world as there were at the beginning of the century. In the past sLxty years the increase in
the population is as great as the total population developed
in the entire period of man's history. The material productive forces of society have also greatly increased. There
has been tremendous progress in science and engineering;
the productivity of labour is very much higher. The total
volume of capitalist industrial production is about five times
as great as at the beginning of the century. Although it
would be possible to produce today from twenty to thirty
times as much as was produced in 1900 if the fetters of
capitalism were removed, there is still hunger, poverty and
fear of the morrow in the capitalist world. Paul Hoffman,
managing director of the United Nations Special Fund
which was set up to help the under-developed countries of
the world, said in a speech delivered in July 1959 that "of
the 82 nations which were members of the United Nations
60 could be classed as Jess-developed. More than 1,000 million people lived in these countries and their average income in 1957 had been estimated at 120 dollars". That
amounts to 33 cents a day per head of the population.
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orkina people receive only a half of that inActuallY the w h
is appropriated by the landowners,
the other a
·t 1. t
corne,
d local and foreign cap1 a is s.
.
rnoney-lenders~ an
. the conditions of life in the imThe. great ~1fft~:~C:d~~-developed coun~ries is_also ?e~n
periahst and m ra e longevity-65 years m the impe:1al!st
onstrated by ave g
. say India or South America.
. and 33 years m,
'
h f o
countries
dous technical progress and growt o pr T~e trem:n ed in the capitalist world as a wh?le has
duction ach1e~be under-developed countries, espe~1ally to
not spre~d to . he decisive branch of economy m those
their agncu~~ur~, :he cause of the poverty of their populacountries; t is is
d .
le The census taken in 1956
tion. India is a goo. exam.p ..
roduced the followmg figures.
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. . . 37,000,000
Wooden ploughs · · · · · · · ·
2 000 000
Slee! ploughs · · · · · · " · · · · · ' 18:000
Tractors . . · · · · · · · · · · · ·

.

.

is at an even lower level in other

un~:~~~1!,8el~~~~~~~~tries

The omall

res_ul\~.'~~~~~tt~~

capitalist world as a whole the mcrease m
food per head of population is very small.

AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUT OF THE CAPITALIST WORLD

{lolal crop-million Lons)

H>00-1913
Wheat .
Rice . .
Rye . .
Maize . .
Pola toes

103

78
45
101
5~

195 'i· JO:i6
120

12:3

n

146
61

. d f rom u ·N · publications
These figures are summanse
.
and are very inaccurate; the error may be a~ hi.gh as r~~
per cent. In 1910 the population of the capitalist wo
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was about 1,600 million and in 1956 it exceeded I
80
?f all grain crops increased in thao
period from 330 m1lhon tons to 398 million tons a
t
· · ·ficant increase,
·
very
ms1gni
especially when we bear •in m·
th.at the increase took place m.ainly in the wealthy co~~~
tries (U.S.A., Canada, Australia) and was mostly in th
output of maize, used primarily as cattle feed.
e
Hunger and poverty, however, are not confined to the
under-d~ve!op;,ct cou~tr~~s. In the United States of America,
the cap1taltst parad1se , there were, according to official
figu~es .r~r 1957, a total of 7,512,000 families and independ~nt md1v1dua!s whose total income amounted to 8,4CO million dollars, 1.e., 1,120 dollars per family per annum. The
"commonly accepted standard of living" budget of the
Heller Committee called for a minimum annual income of
4,000 dollars. The cost of living and of public utilities being
as high as it is, millions of people must be badly undernourished. Millions of unemployed whose doles have run out
find themselves in a similar position. Labour's Economic
Review, organ of the American Trade Union Centre (one
?f the chief anti-communist centres in the U.S.A.) wrote
m November 1959: "Throughout America, slum and distressed urban and rural areas continue their cancerous
growth .... Despite our much publicised affluent society at
least 20 per cent of all Americans still remain in degrading
poverty."
Mrs. T. R. Fulton, an official of the city Social Security
Office in Morgantown, stated the following at a hearing of
the Senate subcommittee on t he condition of the unemployed in her city: "I have been in these homes and these
are the things I see: people living in houses without heat,
houses without roofs, houses without utilities. I see children going to school without shoes and without warm clothing. I see houses and homes where children have nothing
to eat except surplus commodities and the canned goods
which their parents put up in summer that they got from
the fields and the bushes.

mil~ion. The outpu~
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. ·s
as bad as I saw in 1932 and 1934. in Baltimore.
"ThIS
I
.
. . the first time I have actually seen cluldren without
ThiS IS
I .
"1
es in the snow. t 1s worse.
sbo the land of the "economic miracle", in West Germany,
In •t ation according to the British Guardian (December
the ~~~9), w~s even worse: "Di.isseldorf's w~rst slum is an
~ 8 • d"ble warren of disused
hutments, bodies of brokenmcre 1
.
•
d
k
d
lorries and omnibuses t urned mto homes, an ma es~;; 'houses' created out of corrugated iron, ~sbesto~
auze and cardboard.... Every space between the ho~~es
~ filled with garbage heaps .... I found three women hvmg
in an area five feet wide and less than eleven feet long....
The room was damp, windowless and very cold. Its occ~
pants have spent the last three years there. One ~f them is
a 19-year-old girl who is paralysed from the waist down.
Rain leaks through the cardboarded corner of the 'room'
on to her bed . ...
"Fifty thousand homeless people in the administrative
district of Dtisseldorf. Their number is growing (Essen, for
instance, had 3,900 homeless in 1950 and has over 12,000
today)."
.
And how many families that experience hunger, and live
in poverty are there in such countries as Italy (especially
in the southern parts), Spain, etc. Even today there are
whole continents with over-populated rural ar eas.2 We may
safely say that about 1,500 million people in the capitalist
world live in poverty; of these a large number are Negroes
living in the southern states of the U.S.A. , the African
population of South Africa, the Rhodesias, Kenya, etc., who
are in a state of semi-slavery. The world is still a place of
need, hunger and misfortune for the majority of the havenots, said The Times (October 7, 1959). The rate of exploitation is very high. The working week in the industrial
1
2

Political Affairs, April 1960, p. 9.
.
In Brazil and Chile about 2 per cent of the population own a
half the total land area, said The Times, July 25, 1959.
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countries has been reduced, but labour has been intensifi d
and the work performed is more monotonous and tiring.e
Fear of the morrow darkens the lives of the workin
people in the capitalist countries-fear of unemployment~
fear of th~ capitali~t, the landlord, the tax-collector; fea'r
of the policeman, tne gendarme, the bourgeois court and
more than anything else, fear of war.
'
Then why is it that despite the tremendous growth in
production _capacities and in production, the majority of
the pop~lation of ~he capitalist world still lives in poverty?
The main reason is to be foun d in the capitalist system
itself, in the nature of the mode of production based 011
exploitation and in the antagonistic mode of distribution
arising therefrom. Concretely this occurs as follows.
About 20 per cent of the labour force is engaged directly or indirectly in war production, turning out articles
that are useless to the people.
Due to the ever-growing organic composition of capital
a considerably greater part of t he working time of society
is now employed to produce means of production (capital
goods), especially the means of war production, that bring
in fabulous profits for the monopolies, profits immeasurably greater than those obtained from the production of articles of consumption. Jn the U.S.A., for instance, the production index compiled by the Federal Reserve Bank (19471949=100) shows the following figures:
Yl'ar

1910

1957

Product ion of
articles of
long-term use

38
160

P roduction of
art iclC's of
shorL-ll'rm use

37
130

1

James Mitchell, former U.S. Secretary of Labour, said that an
unemployment figure of three million is the practical minimum in an
unregimentecl peace-time economy. (F irst National City Bani? Montl1ly
Letter, November 1959, p. 123). The British bourgeois journal, Tile
Eco~io.mist, continuously r~iterates t hat there m us t always be about
a m1llton unemployed in Britain.
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1919 Department I (production of the means of proand Department II (production of articles of conduC t"on)
of capitalist production were still about equal,
1
pmP
·
t ·0 1957 Department I was greatly m
excess ofD cpart~en~ JI.1 (At the beginning of the century Department II
s probably greater than Department I.)
w~he concentration of wealth and income in the hands
of the propertied classes has led to. a greater part of production being devoted to luxury articles than b~fore.
The proportion of workers directly engaged m production bas decreased. In some industrial countries it is less
than a half of t hose gainfully employed. It is the number
of employed persons who do not produce new values that
has actually increased. To this category belong the army,
navy and police forces, the government administrative
machine, bank employees, and those engaged in trading and
the various services. In the U.S.A., at the beginning of 1959,
there were 29,000,000 persons employed in agriculture, industry, building and transport, which is only 40 per cent
of the t otal labour force.
In each production cycle, capacities arc used only by
about fifty per cent of the possible total. A considerable
area of fertile land in the non-European countries is not
tilled. The government of the U.S.A. withdrew from cultivation through the soil bank 28,000,000 acres of fertile
land, and paid farmers thousands of millions of dollars not
to till it. On February 9, 1960, Eisenhower, the then U.S.
President, proposed increasing the conservation reserve in
the soil bank to 60,000,000 acres. "Surplus" farm produce
to the value of 9,000 million dollars was withdrawn from

I~·on)
1

The .~ivision of production into "articles of long-l~rm ~n? .shor.t~rm use d oes not co incide exactly with the Marxist d1v1s1011 m

t

1

epartment I a nd Department II. Private cars, TV sets, radio sets
fu1d many other commodities a re art icles of "long-term use" a lthough
ey are actually articles of consumption. On the other hand there
adre ~ome ar tioles of "short-term use" that serve as means of prouct1on.
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the market. Farm produce is frequently del'b
1 erately
destroyed.
.Labour productivity in the under-developed countries .
s.tin very low on account of the archaic methods of
d is
t10n, especially in agriculture.
pro ucThese are the basic "concrete" reasons for the m · .
.
. . world living in poa1onty
of th e popu1at1on
the capitalist
capi·ta1.ism cannot of
.
.
verty
exist without the poverty of the wo I · ·
people.
r <mg
All that has been said is evidence of the extent to wh · h
1
decay has set in in capitalism and shows that the niate ~
· ·t~s .f or socialism
· .
na1
Prerequ1s1
and communism have alread
matured within the capitalist system.
Y
Al~hough the internal dy~a.mics of bourgeois society have
remained the same, the pos1t1on of capitalism today differs
? reatly from that at the beginning of the century. The most
important changes are these.
Alon~side th.e ?ecaying capitalist world there exists the
developing socialist world that contains more than a third
of the world population. In the capitalist world there are
not on.ly colonies, semi-colonies and dependencies existing
alo~gs~de the imperialist powers as there were at the
beginnmg. of the centur~, there is also a growing number
o~ sovereign .states .hostile to imperialism and maintaining
friendly relations with the socialist world.
The preservation of the capitalist system and the struggle . ~gainst c?mmunism have become the keynote in the
poh.tics and ideology of the imperialists. In its struggle
agamst the masses, monopoly capital depends on the power
of the state and military machine that has increased monstrously and acqui~ed particularly reactionary features. Ail
the .forces of reaction are being mobilised for the struggle
aga~nst the Communists and the ideology of communism,
against t.he socialist world as a whole. The machinery of
suppression persecutes the Communists. In West Germany,
Spain, Greece and a number of other countries the Communist Party is prohibited. The U.S. ruling circle; are trying
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to force the C?mmunist Party to reg~ster itself as a subv~r
sive organisat10n. Not only Communists, but all progressive
people are persecuted. Every one who opposes the monopolies or the landlords is called a "Communist". At the same
time, the pressure brought to bear on monopoly capital by
the masses has compelled the monopolies to reduce the
working day and grant paid holidays and to introduce social security through government action. Monopoly capital
in the big imperialist powers makes persistent effortssuccessful in many cases- to spread its anti-revolutionary
ideology among the proletariat and for this purpose maintains the working-class aristocracy and especially a working-class bureaucracy as its main support among the working class.
One of the most important weapons used by monopoly
capital in its struggle against communism is the church,
especially the Catholic Church. Christianity, that had its
inception as the religion of the poor people and the slaves
has become the mainstay of monopoly capital. The Catholic
Church, with its gigantic machine of missionaries, bishops,
priests, jesuits and centuries of tradition, is conducting a
struggle against communism throughout the world. This
struggle is becoming a more and more open one. The New
York Times (April 15, 1959), wrote that "Pope John XXIII
forbade Roman Catholics throughout the world today to
vote for candidates or parties that supported or gave
C<>mfort to Communists.
"The ban is the first by the Vatican against any candidate or party. The prohibition is absolute. It applies even
to pro-communist candidates and parties that ... attribute
to themselves the qualifications of Catholics ... .
"This was the first major policy decision of Pope John
X.Xnr in regard to communism. By this he showed himself no less inflexible towards communism than his pred~cess.or, Pius XII." The Archbishop of Boston, Cardinal
A.ush1~g, said that inviting the Soviet leader to visit
merica was "like opening our frontiers to an enemy in
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a military war". No wonder catholicism is so
.
spread among the big bourgeoisie of America. J oh ~de.
necly was the Orst Catholic ever to be elected Pr~·den.
1 ent
of the U.S.A.
The openly reactionary policy of the Vatican is obvio
contrary to the class interests of the workers and peas ust1Y
. d .
an d i't is
omg h arm to the prestige of the Vatican a ans '
the m~sses. This explains the bankruptcy of the Ca~~~~
party m F.ra.nce, the d.efeat of the Catholic party in Sicily
where a million Catholics voted contrary to the instructio
of the Vatican; it also explains the weakening of Ade~~
auer's patty.
, I~ its struggle . against . the working people, monopoly
capital us.es the Right Social-Democratic leaders, who split
the working class, weaken the working-class movement
and try to subordinate that movement to the interests of
the bourgeoisie. The Social-Democratic parties are still a
strong force. On the eve of the Congress of the Socialist
Inte:national in Hamburg, July 1959, the Social-Democratic
parties throughout the world had about 11,000,000 members and commanded about 60,000,000 votes. Under the
lead~rshi~ of the Right-Wing, Social-Democratic policy is
moving farther and farther away from Marxism and socialism. In their new programmes the Right-Wing Social-Democrats h.av~ not only rejected the "final aim", the struggle
for socialism, and the class struggle, they have even reject~d bourg~ois nationalisation of the means of production.
.The ancient enemy, capitalist exploitation, was accorded
little more than perfunctory mention," wrote The Times
(July 20, 1959) about the Hamburg Congress. The main line
of policy that ran through the entire Congress was the
struggle against communism and the defence of the antiSoviet policy of imperialism. Even Aneurin Bevan, who
submitted for the discussion of the Congress a plan to
help the Arab countries, motivated it by saying that it
would be a real defence against the spread of communism
in the Middle East.
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There was a Congress resolution demanding the "liberaof the peoples of Eastern Europe" m complete accorduone with the instruct10ns
·
·
·
· 1·ism. Tl1e
of Am encan
11npena
~\t social-Democrats who had been driven out of the
Pe~ple's Democracies in. Europe, met separa~ely in Hamburg and in their resolut10n demanded that pnvate property in land must be restored and guaranteed . . .. The small
nd medium branches of industry and retail trade . .. must
~e left in the hands of private enterprise. In short, they
demanded the restoration of capitalism.
.
The anti-communist position of the American trade union
leaders who play the role of Right Social-Democrats in
American politics, is well enough known. They spend huge
sums- the money of the American workers- every year
in the struggle against the communist movement throughout the world. Their official statements do not in any way
differ from those of the late John Foster Dulles. A resolution adopted by the AFL-CIO unity convention said: "The
present struggle between the communist dictatorship and
the free world is ... between two conflicting ways of life
- democracy .. . and communist totalitarianism with its
all-embracing programme of world conquest and transformation." 1
The Right-Wing leaders of some Social-Democratic parties have merged so completely with the bourgeoisie
(some of them come from big bourgeois families-Attlee,
Cripps, Guy Mollet, Gaitskell) that the bourgeoisie confidently entrusts the government to them . How faithfully Right-Wing Social-Democr:itic leaders serve the big
bourgeoisie may be judged from the extensive popularisation in Great Britain of Ernest Bevin as an outstanding
statesman. It is interesting to note that the war conducted
by France against Vietnam was started by the socialist
Prime Minister Blum and the war against Algeria by the
socialist Prime Minister Guy Mollet; it was the latter, w ho,
.

1

American Federationist, December 1958, p. 31.
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together with Eden, decided to launch the war aga·1
Egypt in 1956. The Swedish Social-Democrats have ~!
over a qu~rter of a century, alone or in a coalilion With
other parties, governed the country without any loss t
0
Swedish monopoly capital.
Despite the great political refinement of the reformist
leaders, they are becoming less and less able to reconcil
the workers to the capitalist system. In France the Social~
ist Par~y has become an almost purely petty-bourgeois
party, m respect of its policy, its membership and the
electors who vote for it. In Britain it is becoming more
and more difficult to reconcile the policies of the Left and
Right wings of the Labour Party.
There is no need to demonstrate that the struggle
ag~inst co~mun.isI? has become the key-note of the foreign
pohcy of 1mpenahsm. The existence of NATO and other
military blocs, the establishment of military bases round
the socialist world, the military aid granted by the U.S.A.
to all reactionary states and the production of ever more
destructive weapons of war are sufficient evidence.
The Right Social-Democratic leaders approve this policy.
Paul Henri Spaak, former Secretary General of NATO,
wrote in the same manner as the most reactionary politician could have written: " ... If balanced disarmament
cannot be achieved, a balance of terror is better than no
balance at all."1
George Brown, Defence Secretary in the Labour Party's
Shadow Cabinet2 said: "Far from leading us into war,
NATO has, in fact, been probably the most poten .. force
in maintaining freedom from further aggression in
Europe."
The struggle against the socialist countries has its
effect on the struggle between the imperialist countries.
1

Foreign Affairs, April 1959, p. 363.
Cabinet-the group of Labour members of the British

2
• Shadow

Parliament earmarked for ithe Cabinet in the event of the Party's
victory at elections.
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The internal laws of imperialism still make for war. Since
the second World War .. there hav: already been mo.re
a dozen "little wars (Korea, Vietnam, Suez, Algeria,
t han It is however, no longer easy for t h c unpena
·
· 1·is t
)·
etc.wers
•
h
to start another world war. In our days t ere arc
forces that can prevent the outbreak of a wor~d .war. The
most important of these is the powerful socialist world
system that is able to counteract th~ .~Jans of the warmongers. The sharpening of conlrad1ct1ons between the
Great Powers to such an extent that they wou!d lead to
war is prevented by anxiety over the preservation of the
capitalist system and their fear of the gro"".ing strength
of the socialist world. Although the penetrallon of American capital into Britain and her dominions and. t.he ~ntire
economic policy of the U.S.A. encroach on Bnt1sh interests, although Britain does not approve of U.S. policy in
respect of China and the Common Market and does not
approve of French policy in respect of Algeria, she nevertheless co-ordinates her foreign policy with that of those
countries and of West Germany. French and West-German monopolists: in conformity with their reactionary
home policy, are closely collaborating in the sphere of
economy and foreign policy. Although the unparalleled
atrocities of the Nazis during the Second World War are
still fresh in the minds of the European peoples, although
they have not forgotten the slaughter of millions of innocent people in all European countries, the ruling classes
of the imperialist states, blinded by their hatred of the
socialist countries, are arming imperialist West Germany
in the same way as they did after the First World War.
Although the vast majority of the people of the capitalist
countries want peace, although the Soviet Government's
proposals on general and complete disarmament, proclaimed by Soviet Prime Minister N. S. Khrushchov in his
speech at the U.N. General Assembly, have met with the
approval of the people in all countries of the world,
monopolists interested in war orders and other reaction7-648
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aries, especially the military, refuse to stop the arms race
or to renounce the cold war. They are spreading the
idea of "peace without disarmament".
It would, however, be incorrect to assume that capitalism could not exist at its present stage of development
without these war orders. In this respect a statement made
in the Morgan Guarantee Trust Company Survey (November 1959) is of considerable interest. This financial organ
said that the most probable prospect for disarmament, the
curtailment and gradual reduction of arms, should not give
rise to fears for its econoQlic consequences; on the contrary if any substantial degree of disarmament could be
achieved that conforms to the interests of national security there would be a promise of its being of considerable
and lengthy economic advantage.
There are, however, many big, influential monopolies,
especially in the U.S.A., that do not want to renounce the
huge profits so easily obtained from the supply of arms.
It is interesting to note that every time the Soviet Union
makes disarmament proposals or suggests the adoption
of measures to prevent war, prices on the New York
stock-market invariably drop. The struggle between the
forces of war and the forces of peace will continue for a
long time, until the forces of peace eventually win. The
material interests of many monopolies, the propaganda
being spread by the bourgeois press and reactionary trade
union leaders that the curtailment of the arms industry
in the event of disarmament would cause constant mass
unemployment, the hatred of communism preached daily
by the press, including liberal, religious and even certain
working-class papers, the constant repetition of the assertion that "the Communists are not to be believed'', etc.,
all serve to make the struggle for peaceful coexistence
more difficult, although growing numbers of people, especially the intelligentsia of the capitalist countries, realise
that a third world war under modern conditions would be
a catastrophe.
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le for influence in the under-developed co~n
The stru:g beginning of the twentieth century the imtries.
t e
pursued wars to extend their colonial
. liAt
t powers
h
pena s . ns The First World War was fought for t e repos_s~ssio f .the colonies. Today
only a small part of the
div1s1on o
.
·
r huge colonial possess10ns remams_. .
.
form~
a·
change confronts imperialism with new
1
This ra ica
h d"d
t
. and political problems, problems t at 1 no
ec?no~1cthe beginning of the century and which are beexis~ a more and more intertwined with the struggle becoming
tween ca pi"tali·sm and socialism.
. The
. political · problems of
·c
imperialism are much more mtncate than its econom1

problems.
·
··
f ·
··al
When we examine the economic pos1t1on ~ 1mpeu ·ism as a whole• or even of individual countriesh such
h as
Britain, France or Holland, we find that so far t ey av:e
not suffered very much from the liberation of their
colonies. Take Holland, for instance; for 400 year~ Holland had at her disposal more colonial slaves (relative to
her own population) than any other country. The Economist once said that Indonesia was the cork that kept
Holland afloat. Nevertheless Dutch econ?my has s? ~ar
managed to survive the loss of Indonesia. Holland s mdustrial production index rose by 42 per cent between
1953 and November 1959. In 1952, a total of 45,000 new
dwelling houses was built and in 1958 the number was
89,000. The exchange rate of Dutch currency relative :o
the dollar has not changed since 1949. The country s
exports increased from 8,000 million guilders in 1952 to
12,200 million guilders in 1958. Prices of industrial shares
increased from 100 in 1953 to 255 in December 1959. Holland, of course has her economic troubles but they do
not differ from those of other capitalist countries that had
no colonies or have not lost those they had.
The main reasons for the imperialist countries not having so far suffered very much from the loss of their
Colonies are the following:
7•
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(I~ A conside_rable increase in the additional Produ
obt_a med by capital from the exploitation of the prolet .ct
of its own country; this is the result of more rapid gr~ri~
of output due to technical progress in the post-war y;'t
and the almost unchanging working day. (We shall ret ars
to this question later.)
urn
(2) :r~e P?litical liberation_ of a colony does not mean
the ehmmat10n of the colonial nature of its econo
Only those countries that took the path of socialism my.
·
· nature of their econom
are
rap1"di Y ch angmg
the colonial
Although the former colonies have undergone a certa~·
. d t . 1d
Ill
~n us r~a
evelopment, the economic gap between the
mdustnally developed imperialist countries and the underdevelop~d b?urgeois countries still remains. The industrial
production mdex for the capitalist world, compiled by
the U.N., shows the following relations between certain
parts of the world.1
THE SHARE OF S OME PARTS OF THE WORLD
IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCilON IN 1953

( %%)

I

I

.

J\fanufaduring
indusl,ries as M~la l -wor:long
a whole
rndustncs

North America . . . . . .
Western Europe . . . . .
Other capitalist countries.

57.G
32.0

l0.4

61 .0
30 .8

5.2

. To t~is must be added that a considerable part of the
industrial enterprises in the under-developed coun triesboth the old and the n ewly-built enterprises-belong to
foreign capitalists.2
.~ Statistical Yearbook, United Nations, 1958, pp. 98, 99.
- _U.S. ~onopoly capital acquires huge profits even from such a
relatively rich coun~ry }S Australia. The New Republic, in its iss~e
of July 13, 1959, sard: A second storm has broken out this time m
Australia, with the publication of the accounts of Ge~eral Motors·
Holden's Ltd. From an original post-war investment in Australia of
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•t this there is a difference in matters of principle
o espi \he present and the pre-war relalions of the
betwee; eloped and the imperialist countries. Before the
under·h:~mperialists held a monopoly in the supply of
war t of production, capital and credits to the underrneans
· h
h
f h ·
deve1oPed countries and also m t e pure ase o t e1r raw
t rials and in the supply of armaments.
m~~day this monopoly . n? longer . exists. The Soviet
Union and the other s ~c1ahst coun:nes supply t~e underd eloped countries with any capital goods, give them
;;dits on better terms than the imperialist countries, give
~hem disinterested technical assistance and buy their raw
materials.
The under-developed countries today have an opportunity to decide their own policies. The imperialists are
greatly worried by the growing political solidarity between
the countries of Asia and Africa that has been manifested
at the conferences in Bandung, Accra, etc. Before much
longer the United Nations will cease to be an organisation
in which the imperialist powers can behave as though it
were their own house, and use the mechanical majority in
their own interests. A growing number of under-developed
countries are co-operating with the socialist countries and
taking advantage of the assistance they offer.
The countries liberated from colonialism have the choice
?f two paths of development- the capitalist and the socialist paths.
only 4,000,000 dollars the parent company in Detroit will receive this
rear more _than 16,000,000 dollars, while the profit of 34,000,000 dole~rs, equallmg a rate of 874 per cent on ordinary capital, is the highest
tr:: earned by any company in Australia. Of this cornucopia, Auswho hold only 6 per cent preference stock, will receive
39•li000ansd, ollars."
5
tha~t ~ . not 9nly_ individual companies, but the entire exported capital
for 19~;gs m h1g_h profits. According to Bank of England accounts
cw6 000 •0ggares m foreign companies with a nominal value of
conside •bl Produced £65,000,000 in dividends, i.e., 14 per cent. A
reserve r;uneds.part of profit made in excess of this figure went into
IOI

The question of the path that will be followed by the
under-developed countries of Latin America, the former
colonies of Asia that have already become sovereign states
and the countries of Africa that are now being liberated
from the political power of the imperialists-together
they contain the greater part of the world's populationhas become one of the most important questions in t he
struggle between the two world systems. Bourgeois politicians a re mortally afraid of the prospect of these countries being on the side of the Soviet Union and the other
socialist countries in the peaceful economic competition.
The imperialists are doing everything in their power to
prevent such a development. With this purpose in view
American imperialism is making use of reactionary ruling
circles in the colonies and dependencies, has occupied
South Korea, Taiwan, and South Vietnam, is granting
military "aid" (Pakistan and several other countries are
· good examples) and conducts a noisy propaganda campaign about economic "aid" for under-developed countries.
Irrespective of the verbal assurances of politicians and
the strenuous advertising of plans for "aid", the laws of
capitalist development lead to a growing economic exploitati?n of the under-developed countries by the monopoly capital of the imperialist countries.
The existence of the socialist countries and the constantly growing measure of aid they are affording the
under-developed countries are, however, gradually reducing this line of development to nought.
_The imperialist countries sell the under-developed countries manufactured goods at high monopoly prices. The
monopolies have become so powerful that even in times
of over-production crises they either do not reduce their
prices at all or they reduce them very slightly. The underdeveloped countries are still mainly suppliers of raw
materials and foodstuffs at "free" prices; the monopolies
that purchase these commodities often dictate low prices.
The relation of prices of the goods sold by the imperialist

countries to the under-developed countries and of th~se
purchased from the under-developed countries has considerably changed during the past decade in favour of the
imperialist countries. This is one of the reasons why. the
economy of the imperialist countries has suffered so httle
from the loss of political power over the colonies.
The U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics (February 1961)
shows the fluctuations of prices on the world capitalist
market (1953=100):
Prices of
raw
materials
1952

104
9(J

1958
1959

9/i

1960 (Lhird qual'ler)
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Prices of
manufoc·
lured goods
104
106
106
10!)

Since 1952 (we have not taken 1951 because the war in
Korea led to high prices for raw materials) the relation
of prices has worsened by 12 per cent, the under-deve_loped
countries being the losers. In this way the monopolies of
the imperialist countries got annually in recent years over
1,000 million dollars (in addition to their usual profits)
from the under-developed countries.
This is not a chance phenomenon. Technical progress
in the highly-developed countries has led to the substitution of man-made materials such as synthetic rubber,
artificial silk, synthetic fibres, plastics, a r tificial diamonds
for the raw materials marketed by the under-developed
countries; another reason is the introduction of new technological processes that have reduced the quantitie~ of
raw materials, for instance, non-ferrous metals, reqmred.
The conversion of farming in the highly-developed countries into a mechanised industry (on this question see
below) has reduced the demand for farm produce from
the under-developed ·Countries. There is, therefore, no
reason to suppose that the price levels will change in
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favour of the under-developed count .·
exploitation by the monopolies throug~1efs ~r that their
become less.
oreign trade Will
The only way for the under-dev l
.
c~me economically independent o: oped. coun_tn~s to betncs and rid themselves of explo't }he .1mpenal1st coun.
productive forces, and abolish th i a.10n is to develop the
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Monopoly capital as
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ward countries the means for s a_es grantin_g the backeconomic development Th I t the1~ really independent
Association, an influe~tial e n er?at1onal Ec.on~mic Policy
that the United States shou1~~e;1can organisation, stated
only their transport
orts
e1p . other countries develop
development of indu~tr~ sh~u~~se1t~ls and ~choois; the
. As far as the private en
. e eft to P.nvate capital.
in the under-developed c teT~1ses of foreign capitalists
owners are least of all . t ~un n~s are concerned, their
ms a c n'fi cmg
·
for the sake of "help· m ,,e.ested
h
their profits
Since there is a riskin:r ntat~ un~er-~evel?ped countries.
foreign capitalists build fa t ~nah.sat1on m the future,
countr;es only when the c on~s m
under-developed
higher than those obta. Y:iroi:i.se quick profits that are
countries. Tot.'.ll investnma t e in the de~eloped capitalist
called long-term direct ?en s of U.S. private capi tal (so25,000 million dollars· ~;v~~tments) in 1957 amounted to
~ested in countries o~ the ese .1 7,000 ~illion were inIwn in Wes tern Euro e 8 A~e~ica~ contment, 4,000 mil0
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·es of Asia and Africa, and this mainly in the oil
East. It will be understood, of course,
fie\ sthe building of factories by foreign capital not only
tha lops the productive forces of the under-developed
devetri'es
coun
• it also implies the exploitation of those countries
b means of the export of.pr~fits.
.
. . .
YThere are laws in capitalist countries proh1b1tmg anybody but the state from gra n tin~ loans to the under-developed countries a.t low rates of interest. S~ch loans mu~t
bring in higher mterest than they would m the lender s
own country.
we may see from the example of the 25,000,000 dollar
loan granted to Austria (although Austria cannot be called
an under-developed country in t he usua l meaning of that
term) at the end of 1958 for nine and a half years wha t
the American capitalists understand by "aid". The loan
was floa ted at 5.5 per cent, but was sold on the New
York stock market at 96. The banks, furthermore, t ook
3 per cen t for themselves by way of brokerage plus their
"expenses". Thus the Austrian Government received
23,100,000 dollars instead of 25,000,000 and the actual
interest amounted to 6.75% per annum.
One may well imagine what the American capitalists
make out of countries less developed than Austria.
In short, the objective laws of capitalism alone are
such that the imperialist countries must continue to become richer and the under-developed countries poorer.
Such a course of development is fraught with considerable .Political danger for the imperialists. Clear-thinking,
far-sighted advocates of capitalism realise this. Adlai Stev~nson, for example, wrote in the New York Times Magaz~ne: ". · . Soviet economic-political penetration is form id~ le and succeeding. ... Evidently the reality of our peril
is ~he most difficult thing for us to accept. ... The rich
nations are getting richer while the poor are getting
Poorer
· a d1saster
'
·
s·
· Th'is is
for us, the rich,
w h'1ch t h e R usians are making the most of on a world scale. As a poor
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effectiveness of aid from the socialist countries
in thee theY can see that the Soviet Union, without the
b~ca:fs the imperialists, had risen from a state similar to
aid f their own under-developed countries and become
t}lat 0 orld's

second industrial power (and will shortly be-

tbe w the first) in an extremely short time. They do not

~~~:ve the propaganda ~bo_ut capitali~t help ?eca~se they
e that the foreign cap1tahsts are still growmg ncher at
~eir expense and to their detriment, because they remember that when the socialist camp did not exist the
colonialists did nothing to help them .

2. Important Economic Changes
in Capitalist Society
The capitalist society of our day is the same imperialism as it was at the beginning of the twentieth centurythe inherent laws in the system remain unchanged. Nevertheless many changes have taken place; in part the action
of the internal economic laws has converted quantitative
changes into qualitative and in part, new phenomena have
emerged. These changes have taken place mainly in the
highly-developed capitalist countries; in the under-developed bourgeois countries there has been little change in
the economic situation throughout the twentieth century
despite political emancipation from the yoke of the imperialists.
We shall now attempt to analyse the most important
of these economic changes, which are, of course, closely
connected with the struggle between the two systems and
are the basis of certain social changes that have taken
place in the imperialist countries.

* * *

Under capitalist <:onditions today the concentration of
production capacities and capital in the hands of the
mhonopolies and especially the opportunities available to
t e financial oligarchy to use the capital of others are
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immeasurably greater than they were at the beginning of
the century. The monopolies and the financial magnates
have become much more powerful.
A factory employing a thousand workers was considered
a big enterprise at the beginning of the century. Such
a factory is regarded as medium-sized today. A big cap.
italist enterprise today is one that employs from 10,0oo to
20,000 workers, engineers, clerks, etc.
At the beginning of the century a firm with assets to
the amount of 100 million dollars was a big undertaking.
Today the Standard Oil group has assets amounting to
l 0,000 miIJion dollars, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company has assets worth 8,000 million dollars.
Royal Dutch Shell, United States Steel and several others
have assets running into thousands of milJions.
At the beginning of the century the monopolies were
already a decisive force in the imperialist countries, but
they were far from being the powerful concerns they are
today when, for instance, three companies control the
U.S. market for aluminium or motor vehicles.
At the beginning of the century the financial magna.tes
were much weaker than they are today. In his Imperialism, the IIighest Stage of Capitalism, Lenin wrote that
Rockefeller and Morgan had control of capi tal to the
amount of 11,000 million marks, or 2,500 million dollars.
In his book, The Empire of High Finance, Victor Perlo
estimates their sphere of control at 126,000 million dollars.
Even if we make allowance for the depreciation of the
dollar their sphere of influence is 20-25 times greater than
at the beginning of the century. Financiers today act more
behind the scenes than they formerly did. The real magnates of a monopoly are often hidden behind the signboard
of finance companies and affiliated companies.
All this has resulted in the contradiction between the
social character of production and the private capita
· rrs t
form of appropriation having become more acute than at
the beginning of t11e century.
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Let us look more ~losely at e~re fundamentally differProduction techniques today . 'ng of the century. In
ent from those in use at th~ begmm. industry and transthose days the chief form of energy m ·ne just as it had
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been in Marx's days. Today, 10 wever, 1 re in common use.
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lor, Gilbreth and other sweating systems that studied th
times and motions of men at work and determined the
maximum time (often in tenths of a second) for ea e
movement and for setting up a complicated wages systech
calculated to compel all workers to turn out as much :
the "best", most productive workers.
s
Today individual machines have been replaced by corn.
plicated systems of machines connected by the conveyor
belt system of production. The speed at which the work
is done is dictated by the machine and the worker has
to keep pace with it. The capitalists, therefore, have
abandoned Taylorism for a more perfect system of sweating the workers that is based on modern machinery and
techniques, on the mechanisation and automation of production. This makes piece rates unnecessary as a form of
wages. The Economist (January 2, 1960), speaking of the
wage system at Vauxhall Motors (Great Britain) says:
" ... All work at Vauxhall is done on time rates. The firm
decided in 1956 that payment by results was no longer
an effective incentive in a mechanised industry where the
machines and not the men were setting the pace. Bonus
earnings were therefore consolidated, as they have often
been in America, into a general time rate .... The results
are claimed to have been almost wholly to the good. Productivity does not appear to have fallen off at times of
peak demand."
Fully automated factories are becoming commoner; in
these factories the workers do no physical work but
merely look after the machines, make adjustments and do
minor repairs. Electronics are being more and more widely
used to regulate the work of the automated factory from
the office.
The new equipment is very expensive. It requires the
investment of large sums and the organisation of production on a large scale. It is more than a small or even a
medium-sized factory can afford. The superiority of big
over small enterprises has become more strongly felt. At
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VALUE OF FARM PROPERTY IN THE U.S.A.
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• * *
F. State-monopoly capitalism that emerged during the
;irst World War has become fully developed. The emer·
bence ~nd develo~ment of state-monopoly capitalism is
~~~~~d in the don:i~ant position of the monopolies in the
. '?Y and ~0!1t1cs of the capitalist countries in the
con? 1 t 1~>ns obtammg at the time of the general crisis of
cap.itahsn:, when the 7apitalist system is in the last stage
of ~ts ex1.stence and 1s experiencing the break-up of its
entire social system.
·
State-monopoly capitalism is the alliance of the forces
of the monopolies and the bourgeois state for the achievement of. two aims: (1) the preservation of the capitalist
~ysten: 1? the struggle against the revolutionary move·
ne~t .mside the country and in the struggle against the
socialist world system, and (2) the redistribution by the
state of the national income in favour of monopoly capi:~l. Th~re are great difficulties in the way of achieving
ese aims and they involve many contradictions.
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eserving the capitalist system the monopolies
support of the non-monopoly bourgeoisie, the
enJO~
landlords, and rural capitalists, etc., that is, of
renue:~~ertied classes. But in altering the distribution of
the p tional income by means of the system of statethe . 0naoly capitalism to the advantage of the monopolies
1!1~ &e detriment of all other sections of society, the
an polies are widening the gulf between themselves and
mono
.
.
f
. t
d
.
the other pro~ert1ed sect10ns o soc1e y, an are increasing their isolation.
The alliance of the monopolies and the state is effected
primarily in the form of a merger between the monopolies
and the state machinery. The. monopolies send their rep~e
sentatives1 to leading posts m the government, as mm1sters senators or members of parliament. The reverse is
also' true-genera ls, diplomats and ministers frequently
leave government service for highly-paid posts in the monopolies.
The alliance also takes the form of joint decisions on
important economic issues. This is not communist propaganda. The French industrialists' journal Entreprise (August 1959) said that "the French economic system, especially since the war, is a capitalist system in which the
state and private entrepreneurs complement each other.
All important decisions emanate from these two centres
- the organs of state power and the leaders of the private
sector, and their activities should be co-ordinated. Furthermore, these two forces are frequently united when
representatives of the private sector take part in making
decisions in the organs of state power."
Fully developed state-monopoly capitalism is manifested
mainly in state regulation of the economy, state-owned

~ ~~e

a

1

The top members of the financial oligarchy for a long time (and

1: \rule) refrained from personal, open participation in state affairs;

Wt
e U.S.A. Mellon was an exception. During and after the Second
0
co f1~ War. the situation changed: Eisenhower's cabinet, for instance,
n a1ned nine millionaires; Rockefeller is governor of New York, etc.
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enterprises and the appropriation and redistribution of
the greater part of the national income by the state.
State regula~ion of economy and state property are by
no means an ideal for the monopolies. The monopolies
consent to. such a step whenever capitalism is in danger
-at the t1m~ of ~orld wars and in periods of profound
~ver-production crises. At times they favour nationalisation, but only of those branches that are being run at a
lo~s and on the condition that profitable compensation is
paid. Whenever the monopolies feel that their position is
sound, they demand and achieve the annulment or curtailment of the state regulation of the economy and the
return of state enterprises to private owners. In West
Germany in 1959, for instance, not only Nazi enterprises
(th~ Volkswagen factory) were put up for sale to private
capital; the Preussag works, that had, in part, been the
property of the Prussian state since the last century, was
al~o sold. The transfer of such enterprises is combined
with the propaganda of "people's capitalism", because
part of the low-value shares are sold to workers.
Th~ developi:nent of state-monopoly capitalism, therefore, is uneven m its two aspects.
The share of ~~e national income distributed through
the state budget is constantly increasing. The state today
~ake? .more than a quarter of the national income from
its citizens and redistributes this huge sum for the benefit
of the monopolies, using mainly taxation for this purpose.
~he perc.entage of the national revenue provided by taxation (national, provincial and local) is:t
F.R.G.

Fra nce

Britain

Ita ly

32.5

U.S.A.

31.1

29.2

28.0

25 .2

The state budget is an important source of income to
the monopolies since a large part of state expenditure is

for commodities and services they provide at high monop·
oly prices.
U.S. state spending has increased as follows in this
century (000,000,000 dollars):
190-0

1930

1938

1945

0 .5

3.4

7. 2

100. "i

19~0

19~9

liO.I

81. 0

78.li

In various ways the state helps the monopolies fi x high
monopoly prices on the home market. With this aim in
view it restricts the import of some goods by import
quotas and prohibitions; it makes these commodities expensive by levying high import duties; it assists the export
of commodities for which there are no purchasers in the
country by granting loans to other countries. On the other
hand, the state prohibits or hinders the exports of raw
materials needed by the monopolies.
It is impossible even to list all the cunning methods
by means of which the monopolies make use of the state
budget. We shall mention only the main channels: state
credits and subsidies obtained on the pretext of producing
goods of "importance for defence"; the purchase of land,
enterprises, etc., from the state at low prices; t he lowering of taxes levied on the monopolies in every possible
way.1
The activities of the state for the benefit of the
monopolies reach their peak in times of war when the
1
Of particular interest are the investments made by means of
accelerated depreciation. The state allows the monopolies to set aside
part of their profit to cover depreciation and does not tax this sum.
The depreciation fund is often three or four times the value of the
actual depreciation, and U.S. monopolies have built factories out of
sums obtained by "accelerated" depreciation, usually 20% of the value
of the plant per annum.

Total
($000,000)

1

19&0

Dur ing the First World War
Dur ing the Second World War
During the Korean War .

U.S. News and World Report, April 13, 1959, p. 88.
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8*

650
5,700
21 ,500

f / fj

Percentage
of all new
invest ments
II
52
66

state distributes raw materials, machinery and la
throu~hout the country to the advantage of th hour
nopolics.
e rno.
All state spending is, first and foremost to the d
tage of the monopolies. Even expenditure that is su a van.
to be in the interests of the working people is ind~;e~sect
t? the be~efit of the monopolies. Schools train t hti~
c1ans, engineers and scientists for them Medical seec. ni.
rv1ces
1oo k a f ter the health of the workers. · The building
of
:oads, canals, and ports reduces transport expenses an
increases the profit of the monopolies, etc.
d
The entire functioning of the state in the imper1· 1·
· is
· d 1rect
·
· .
Coun t nes
1y or mdirectly
in the interests of a 1st
· I
mol
nopo y .ca~1ta . The state police and armed forces protect
the cap1tahst system.
Stat~-mo?op~ly capitalism is extremely reactionary be~ause 1t exists m order to defend a capitalist system that
1s doomed to collapse.
I~ this respect it differs greatly from state capitalism
:--Vh1ch, at the early stage of capitalist development and
m th~ under-developed countries today, plays a progressive
role m developing the productive forces.

In the. twentieth. century the financial oligarchy has
gr~atly mcreased its power. The methods by which it
gams ~on~rol over the capital of other people have become
more mtncate and are more closely veiled.
The power of the financial oligarchy does not rest so
much on its own capital as on its control of the capital
?f others. The capital actually owned by Morgan (according to a Fortune estimate) is less than a thousand million
dollars and he is not the richest man in America. But he
has control over dozens of times that amount of capital
belon~ing ~o other people. The methods by which the
financial ohgarchy, at the beginning of the century, gained
control over the capital of other people while holding

.
n that was several times smaller, will be
1
capital of :!a~:rs from Lenin's I mperialism, the Highest
known to C ·talism and we shall not repeat them here.
5uige of apz of th~ twentieth century the big financiers
In the coursde numerous astute methods of gaining control
.
.
· Iy sma II
baVe evolve
.
t nt enterprises
usmg
only re1ative
unpor a
h ·
er
ov .
of their own. Some of the methods are: t e 1ssu~
1
capita
t·ai shares (with no vote at the shareholders
eren 1
h
0 f Pref
.
nd special shares that carry more t an one
met~ti~~~eacompany charte:s grant the right to vote only
vo
shareholders possessmg, say, 10, 50 or 100 shares,
to ~ ~s of fewer shares having no vote; using shares
~~ ~ited in banks and safe deposits by their owners, e.tc.
result is that the ordinary shareholder h~s no vo1~e
· the affairs of the concern in which he has mvested his
:pita! and often does not even know who is the real boss
of the firm. The financial magnates, who possess only a
small portion of the total number of shares-often as little
as 5 per cent-rule the concern anonymously and by
various means appropriate to themselves a much larger
share of the profits than the "ordinary" shareholders get
in the form of dividends.
A completely new phenomenon is the "Investment
Trusts", capitalist enterprises for the purchase of the
shares of various companies operating in industry, trade
or banking. The trust receives the dividends from the
shares it holds in various companies and distributes the
sum received among its shareholders. The object of these
trusts is to lessen the risk of the shareholders-actually,
they are rentiers-of losing their money by investing it
all in one or two companies. This is fictitious capital
doubled. Such enterprises enable the financial magnates to
dominate, with the aid of other people's money, the firms
Whose shares are held by the trust.
The financial oligarchy has discovered important new
"':'ays-in addition to banks and savings societies-of getting at the savings of the people. Among them are the
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1

h

T:

insurance companies, mainly those dealing in life .
ance. In 1958 the resources of all United States life ~nsur.
ance companies amounted to 107,000 million dollars. ~~su:
sum, 54,000 million dollars were invested in shar this
loan ?onds. The reserve funds of these companies i~s ~~d
constituted a sum as g:-eat as the toral amount depo . 8
· a II . forms of ~avm~s
·
m
banks, and, furthermore, the sited
su
to~al. m~rcased m. 1%8 alone by 4,200 million dollars. ~
Bntan~ m 1958, 1~s~1rance companies had assets to the
value of £6,000 mdl10n. Of this sum £2,200 million we
.
d . h
re
mveste m t e loan boi:d.s and shares of private concerns.
The resources of all Bnt1sh banks and finance companies
amounted to £11,500 million. Insurance companies have
one great advantage over banks and savings societies-in
the eve~t of a credit crisis they do not suffer from a
~ass withdrawal of funds . Insured persons may discontmue paying the contributions and demand settlement'
this, however, means considerable loss to the person con~
cerned. The insurance companies, moreover, can defer
payment by various ways and means until the credit crisis
is past. It will be understood from this that a struggle is
constantly going on between financial magnates for the
control of the insurance companies. Pension funds play
a similar role.

1

f

At the beginning of the century, when there was a very
rapid development of industry (especially in Germany) and
the funds at the disposal of the industrialists were far
from sufficient for further expansion, industry was in constant need of bank credits, not only for its circulation
funds but also for the increase of constant capital.
Hilferding, in his Finance Capital, said that "a constantly growing part of industrial capital does not belong
to the industrialists that use it. They obtain use of the
capital only through the banks. . . . "1 In this way the in·

Rud~lf ~fil.fcrding, Das Finanzkapital,
D1~
Ka~1tal!st1schen Monopole und die
Kap1tals m Finanzkapital". S. 355.
1

"

.
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Berlin, 1955, XIV. Kapital.
Banken Vcrwandlung des

. s were kept dependent on the banks. In
. d especially after the Second World
tilt subseq~en~i~:n~h~ged. (Even in the early period, as
111.r. tJ:le s1~uaself w rites, it was true mai~ly for Germany
ffi)ferding h:e1r-developed countries, but it was not true
and ~e .un There were two factors that played the defor Bntam) this respect. During and after the war the
clsive ro.le in ere able to set aside for themselves .trem~n111onopohes w
t f their high profits. The mflat1on
eserves ou o
r .
dous r ned the position of the industrial monopo i~s ~mce
strengthe
art of their property consisted of bmldmgs,
the greater p d equipment raw materials and manufacmachine~ an hose prices i~creased together with inflatio~;
tured goo s ~le to pay their old debts to the banks m
they were a
The banks gained nothing from the
deval~ed Ictu~re~~J~ that they paid their creditors in low
inflation.
is
1
alue cur
lue currency but they received the same. ow v
va
from their debtors This difference m the effect o
~~~~iion explains why re~resentatives of industrial c~pital,
the prominent American economists, Profes~ors Shchter
and Hansen for example, are, like Keynes, ~n favour. of
"regulated inflation", while su~h big financial orgamsa~
tions as the First National City Bank and the Guar
antee Trust Company (both American) favour stable currency.
· d
Industrial monopolies have become more or. 1ess 111 ependent of the banks and as a rule expand their constant
capital by using their own reserve funds.
All American industrial corporations together expended
21,500 million dollars on buildings and plant in 1958. For
this they used their own internal sources: retained profits
and depletion allowances were 6,000 million dollars and
depreciation and amortisation allowances came to 2~,500
million dollars (See Economic Report of the President
Transmitted to the Congress, January 20, 1959, P· 207) ..
According to the British Bulletin for Industry (Ap~1l
1959) between 67 and 89 per cent of all investments m

dlJIUial enterprise

.'
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Britain in the 1949-1 956
.
tcrnal sources from 7
per10d were financed
from 2 to 12 p~r cent b~ob;~~r cent by issuing ~~t Of in.
1:'he big monopolies now
oans.
nds and
their superprofits that the create such huge reserv
need for the banks
y, as a rule, not on! es from
banks themselves T~ut.;re able to establish o; have no
Bank, one of the . bi e o.ckefellers bought up tturchase
cern, I. G. Farbeninluges~ m the U.S.A. The Gen e Chase
even before the Seco ;t;,e, had its own big bank.nan con.
The followino fi n
orld War.
mg house
a
I
b
~resfurilieUSA
. ry ro e now played b
· · · show the se
mdustrial monopolies. Y the banks as compared wit~o~~
COMDlNED NET INCOME
. AFTER TAXES OF
CORPORATIONS
LEADING U.S.

($000.000,000)

Ycnr

Jgg~

I

Tola!

I

JJ:g

I .Manufacturing
. I
industries I All finanwil

I

ig.~
.J

Icorpo1r~:ions I
1. 4

Commt•rcial

li:r:•s
.

0.9

The net income of all finan .

~o only. from one-eighth to on c1~I corporations amounted
mdustnal monopolies.1
e-sJXth of the income of the
The change in the relar
industrial monopolies still J~ns between the banks and the
ment banks do not make ~es not mean that the invest~hares and bonds for indu . profit through the issue of
JS the sale of new share stnal enterprises. (The exception
In his The Empire of ; . ~xci~sively to old shareholders.)
zg i mance, Victor Perla quotes
1
It is worlhy f
were mo ti
o note that in 1958
1958 th:
to operations carried 't ~hen the profits obtained
consider b an s' profits increased w ?U m the crisis years of 1957lhe trou~lely dfropped. From this it fofllle those of the industrialists
s o others.
ows that the banks gain from

6 dkc
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t

nee of the syndicate selling Ford stock in 1956;

t)le lflS ~icate took a commission of $1.50 per share and

tbi5 srd 515,300,000 for an operation involving no risk
couec eever. The point is that only the investment bank
wbats~es the machinery for selling shares "to the people".
pO~~: could have managed without the help of the banks,
fo~ the sale of shares "to the people" would have rebUired the establishment of a constantly functioning appaqutus throughout the country.
ra The question of the relations between banks and industrial monopolies, however, is becoming of less and less
significance because a very small group of financial magnates is gaining control over both banks and industries.
In the under-developed countries, where there is a great
shortage of capital, the banks still maintain their power
over industry.
The growing strength of the monopolies and the development of state monopoly capitalism have brought about a
change in the distribution of the burden of over-production crises. At the beginning of the century a considerable

part of the losses due to a crisis was borne by the bourgeoisie because of the sharp fall in prices, acute credit
crises and mass bankruptcies. Today the big monopolies do
not reduce their prices during a crisis; they do not go bankrupt (if necessary the state comes to their aid). The entire
?urden of a crisis is borne almost exclusively by the workmg class that suffers from mass, prolonged unemployment, by the under-developed countries because the prices
o.f their commodities are reducedl and by the weaker section of the non-monopoly bourgeoisie. The big bourgeoisie
do~s not lose much from a crisis. But a lengthy and deepgomg over-production crisis is politically dangerous to the

AJ

trie~
.w~ have shown, the big capitalists of the imperialist counraw ' r1t~m especially, gained more from the drop in the prices of
than ~atenals from under-developed countries during the last crisis,
ey lost through the crisis itself.
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bourgeoisie in the conditions obtaining at the present t
of the general crisis of capitalism and the struggl: ~ge
tween the two world systems.
e.

* * *
Despite the relatively powerful growth of productio
and the huge accumulation of capital in the more deve~
oped capitalist countries, capitalism today is in many re.
spects not only politically but even economically weaker
than it was at the beginning of the century.
Capitalism is unable to provide work for all those whose
sole means of subsistence is the sale of their labour power.
The industrial reserve army that at the beginning of the
century appeared mainly at times of economic crises has
been replaced by a permanent unemployed army. In the
U.S.A., the richest capitalist country, at a time of relative
economic prosperity (March 1960) there were 4,200,000 totally unemployed according to official data which do not
take into consideration about the same number of people working from one to fou r teen hours a week, that is,
also actually unemployed. If we add those who had jobs
but were not working (because of factories standing temporarily idle, strikes, etc.) the number of people unem·
ployed in that month was something like ten million. If
we assume that every unemployed person has at least
one other person dependent on him, that brings the number up to 20,000,000, which is equal to the population of
Belgium, Denmark, Finland and Ireland combined. To the
official figures for unemployment there must be added
the hidden unemployment due to rural over-population
(in Italy, Spain and the under-developed countries); thus
the total unemployed army of the capitalist world may
be anything between 50,000,000 and 100,000,000 strong.
A number of branches of economy in the highly-developed countries are in a state of chronic depression (coal,
cotton, agriculture, etc.) which increases the tendency of
the unemployed army to grow.
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.
italist market such as there
there is no single cap tury The capitalist world
!l'odaYthe beginning of ~h~ c:~tent. and is split into. ~he
-• at
been reduce m
areas Competition
t bas
d other currency
.
t . s
ioar~e terling an
italists of various coun r.1e
dOlla~·. s differ for the cap
t m preferential tanffs
Condit~~n~f the import qu~~s:Y:a~o~red nation s~st~m.
f>eC9.U e absence of the
f ca ital-either permission
and th. no free movem~nt o
p state itself undertakes
'J'bere ii~ed to export cap~tal or t~e monopolies of the risk
ls requ rt capital and relieves e ts are being made to
to e~~:d. etc. Although some a~~:m~erritories of seve~al
inVOte a uniform market hon ix West-European countries
crea tries- for instance, t e s
lie of Germany and
counded by the Federal . Rehpubd d by Britain-the conbea
ountnes ea e
· d'f
the group of seven c
e monopoly groups make it i - .
tradictory interests ~f th. to effect and counterpose one
fl.cult to put these P ans ~~e other. The Common Ma~ket
West~European group to F ce Italy Holland, Belgium,
consisting of the F.R.G., ran West G~rmany, is cou.nt~r
and Luxemburg headed by consisting of Great Bntam,
posed to the Free Trade ~re~witzerland, Austria and PorSweden, Norway, ~e~mar '
tugal headed by Bntru_n.
'talist market demonstrates
The absence of a sm~le capi
It has led to a very
the weakness of capitalist econom~d money-gold. Tiny
unequal distribution of the. worf five million possesses
Switzerland with her pop~~tttond~llars while France with
a gold reserve of 2,000 mi ion
~ than 1 000 million
her forty-four millions posses:es 1~~::.almost 400,000,000,
dollars; India, with a popula _10 ~ OOO dollars.
has a gold res~rve of some. Z:JO~ont~adiction of capitalism
The sharpenmg of the chief
cial character of pro- the contradiction between the so f a propriation-creduction and t he private character .0
capitalist counates a chronically narrow ~1 ar~et ~ sell their goods on
tries. This compels the capita~ists ~e consumers' future
the instalment plan, thus usmg t

"-Ir

00

tte
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~ncome tod~y . In the U.S.A. the sale of m

instalments IS ~o widespread that the custo ot~r cars b
er told the pnce of the vehicle· he 1·s mer 15 no Ion!
•
merely t
c.·
h e must pay so much a month for say th' t . 0 1.d that
At the end of 1960 the total debt ~wect'b ir Y·six months
55~ 000
Y consurn
. m1·11·ion dollars. This system is rapid!
s
er~ Was·
Bntam and other capitalist countries.
y preading in
. The monopolies, of course, by granting cons
it, always raise prices. The financial conce~mers erect.
Motors earns 12 per cent per annum on c
n General
't
d ·
ars sold on
I. an
m the event of an instalment not bein
.erect.
time has the right to take the car back fr
t~ paid on
Acc~rding to the U.S. News and World ;~ort e idebtor.
as high as 31 per cent per annum is charged
' nterest
The sale of co?sumer goods on credit is .somelhin n
. and was not typical of capitalism at the beginning gf tehw
century.
o
e
Evidence of the weakness of present-day capitalist economy .as compared .with ~hat of the beginning of the century IS to .be ~een m the inflation that affects the currency
of al.l capitalist countries. Even the United States dollar
despite . that country's huge gold reserves, has had it~
purchasing power-for consumer goods-reduced by 24
per cent durmg the past ten years.
~he l~wer purchasing power of money is not only due
to mflation but also to the activities of the monopolies. Jn
May 1959 the U.S. price index was as follows (19471949= 100):
Aluminium

Steel

IGS

170

Furniture
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Textiles

!H

Leather
goods

roodaluJfd
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There can be no doubt that the production cost (i.e.,
~he amou~t of socially necessary working time contained
m one uni t) of steel has been reduced to a much greater
extent than that of furniture or leather goods. The fact
that the prices of monopoly-produced metals have in·
creased to a much greater extent than those of less monop124

hows the power of the monopolies; the lat~ goods ~ces of their commodities at a figure much
tel' ti" the ptheir cost and thus ensure themselves superb13her than
.
~ts.
·nftation is due to the withdrawal, durmg and
post-war 1 nd World war, of greater sums for non-pro. ·
f
·t l
atter the secooses than the normal funct10nmg
o cap1 a
clUCtive purp
permits. h' mean that capitalism is, in general, no longer
poes t i~ tain a stable currency? It does not; it would
-"''e to roam
. .
t . t
1111' ossible for the majority of the cap1tahst co~n nes . o
be .P .
stable currency even today. The mdustnal
snaintam. as however do not want stab'l'
t'
The
1 1sa ion.
rnonopo1ie '
'
·
d. ·
th t
" low" devaluation of currency pro.v1de.s con. itions
a
8
ery profitable to capital, enablmg it to increase the
~l~itation of the working people, because the real
ex s of factory and office w orkers are constantly dropwage
.
. h'
l
Ing as money loses its purchasmg power . T is compe s
~e workers to struggle for increased money wages. S~ch
a struggle creates the false imp~ession that the wor~mg
class is constantly on the offensive and that the cap1ta~
ists are acting in their own defence, although actually it
is the monopolies that are attacking the living standards
of the working people.
.. . .
Militarisation. The chief reason for the m1htansation
of the economy of the capitalist countries is a political
one. All-round militarisation has been effected by the
financial oligarchy because of its constant f.ear of the
socialist revolution- production, technology, science, serve
primarily this purpose. Armament spending in "peacetime"
has reached an unparalleled level. In 1900 the U.S.A. spent
191,000,000 dollars on armaments and in 1962 more than
55,000 million dollars.
The narrowness of the capitalist market, the difficul~y of realising commodities because of the low purchasing power of the majority of the working people-a P?enornenon that is inevitable under capitalism and which
125

h~s become more apparent as a result of the ra .
ntcal progress effected during the past decade-· Pid tech.
r~ason for the militarisation of the econo is another
highly-developed capitalist countries.
my of the
~ili~arism is surest proof of the decay of prese
ca~1tahsm. Weapons are neither means of productiont-day
articles of normal consumption. Expenditure
n nor
0
ments does not bring the people any benefits .tn_
arm~. f or capitalist
. . society,
.
l iIS a 81·
gan t"1c f aux-f razs
actually' it
duction from the national income. Armaments hos a de.
Weverj
are exceedingly
profitable business for very •influent'
groups of monopolies. The monopolies as a whole th ta
fore, resist
· t he demand of the peoples to put an , endere.
t
the cold war and effect a real disarmament. There ar 0
however, monopolies that work exclusively for the home~
market, and who are against excessive armaments because of the high taxation they require.

't 1 goes from one highly-developed country

~ed capt a imarily to build subsidiaries of the monop-

.rJ(s

to another
is to be explained by the fr~gmentation of
olY fir~S. . t world market and differences m wage levels.
t)le cap1ta_I1s firms have invested about 3,000 million dol. American
I
th
·n
Sig ~ Britain because wages the~e are ow~r
an I _

JarS 5 A and t he technical level is the same~ the. com
the ~: · thus produced enjoy preferential tariffs m the
JJ10d:ti~~ns because they are "British made" . The . dynamdocnmi
. ·nvestments
in Canada are also of mterest
ics
of foreign
I
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csooo,000,000):
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Great Britain .
Olllcr counLrics .

Considerable changes in the export of capital have taken place. At the beginning of the century privately-owned

capital was exported; the state granted loans to foreign
countries but did not export capital to them. Almost half
the capital leaving a country today is exported partly or
wholly by the state through the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, state loans to the
under-developed countries, state guarantees for the export
of private capital, etc. The state export of capi tal has become an important weapon in the struggle between the
two systems.
By granting the under-developed countries loans at
2.5 per cent per annum, the Soviet Union helps them free
themselves from the financial yoke of imperialism. The
export of capital by the imperialist states serves very different purposes.
The purpose served by the export of private capital
has also changed. Earlier in the century capital was exported mainly to ensure a supply of raw materials for
West-European industry. Today a large part of the ex126

Tolals .

5.0
1.7
0.4

14.6 .
3.1
1.4

·11.217.1 119.1

The profits from U.S. and British private capital invested abroad are so great that they amount to the a.nnual
export of new capital. In other words, from the pomt o_f
view of the balance of payments the new export of capital is effected without the transfer of values.
The state export of capital to the under~developed countries not only serves a political purp~se, it ~u~rantees th~
export of the commodities of the big ca~ital.1st firms a
high prices and without any risk. The aid given by the
capitalist countries is actually aid to themselves.

3. Important Social Changes
in Capitalist Society
It goes without saying that the relations betw~en the
classes of capitalist society have not c?anged .durmg the
twentieth century. Capitalist society still consists of two
127

main classes-the bourgeoisie and the proletariatclass struggle between them continues. In the and the
developed countries the struggle for land b t
Under.
landlords and the peasantry still plays e ~ee~ the
0 rninant
role.
a
There has, however, been considerable chan
.
the .c~asses of the developed capitalist countries. ~~e\~ithin
geo1s1e has decreased in numbers and the prolet . o~r
creased. In the U.S.A. in 1910, the number of "i adnat Jn.
.
n epend.
ent P ersons ,, constituted
27 per cent of the gainful!
ployed population; in 1954 it was, according to the YJ e~.
nal of the International Sociological Association, only ~~'·
per cent. It must also be borne in mind that many of 3
people regarded as independent today are fully ·depe de
ent on the monopolies- motor-car dealers and oth n ·
~urthermore, there are many "independent p eople" wh~:~
incomes are lower than those of the workers, such as
street trau:rs, tho.se doing minor repairs of various sorts,
etc.. In. th~ mdustnal countries the big bourgeoisie is today
an .m~1gnificant minority compared to the overwhelming
ma1onty of factory, office, and professional workers. The
data for 1959 given in the West-German Statistisches
Jahrbuch fur die Bundesrepublik D eutsch/and may be
a na lysed as follows (millions):

th

I I
Britain

T~~al gainfully employed popula1on . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Factory, office and profr5sional
workers . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentages of total . . . .

Federal He·

U.S.\.

22.G

co.o

20.D

49 .3
82 .0

93.0

public of
Germany

'

22.0
J5.Cl

71.0

The manageria l role of the bourgeoisie in production
has been reduced far more than its mere numbers . Al·
though the monopolies occupied a dominant position at
the beginning of the century and there was a rather numer·

fer
1 class, a considerable part of the bourgeoisie
active role in economic life as entrepreneurs,
pl;~~s:S and managers of their own ~nterp~is~~· engi~rs and inventors. The first genekr~t1on o.
1emen~
""". 5 Fords and others were wor mg engineers an
f(rUPP t'. n oraanisers Now almost all these functions
rodUC 10
b
'
d
P performed by hired people. The day-to- a~ m~nageare t f an enterprise is now the work of a paid director
menmanager, while the financial magnates ~re e? gagel·t·
d m
·
or
the organisation of new monopol~ e~terpnses, m p~ i 1cs
and in large-scale speculation. Sc1ent1fic wo'.k anfd ~nv~~
tion is concentrated mainly in the labora ton e~ o . t e 1g
monopolies and the fru its of the labours of sc1.ent1sts a~d
Inventors belong to the monopolies. A very big and ~t.111
growing section of the bourgeoisie is becoming parasitic,
is being turned into a rentier class.

OU' ren

°

The Economic -Report of the President Transmitted
to the Congress on January 18, 1961, showed the

income of the rentier class in the U.S.A. in 1960 as 14,000
million dollars in dividends and 26,800 million dollars in
personal interest, a . total of 40,800 million dollars. t The
parasitic income of the U.S.A. is greater than the entire
national income of India with its population of
400,000,000.
Modern capitalist society in the highly-developed countries, therefore, consists of a very limited group of financial magnates and of other exploiters-the middle bourgeoisie, landlords, kulaks- and the hired factory, office
and professional workers who form the overwhelming
majority of the population. The number of people objectively interested in the preservation of capitalism is becoming ever smaller. The capitalist system continues to
eXist because the bourgeoisie of the highly-developed
countries, on account of the tremendous growth of labour

---

J

1

Economic Report of the President Transmitted to the Congress,

anuary 18, 1961, Washington, 1961, p. 141.
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productivity in their own cou t .
of the under-developed countri~ n~s a~d the exploitaf
the living cond't'
. s, is still able to ·
•on
. .
i ions of a section of the w k
improv
geo1s1e, furthermore, is still able
'th h or .ers; the bou e
re~or.mism and other types of bo' w1 . t. e aid of religio r.
tam its influence over a section ~:~~01s ideology, to mai~~
ratus of suppression f
~ workers. The a
portan t part. But
o
to play an
struggle between the two
t
nmg: due to th
bourgeoisie tries to avoid ~seems, ~· certai~ part of th:
tariat.
n con icts with the proJe.

i~ co~~~~i5;~sco~~~~~e.s

Pf::

. The monopolies, taking advanta
.
high monopoly prices can
ge of the mflation and
ers in part without detrime~~~~\~h~ dem;nds of the work.
It stands to reason that th
ieir pro . ts.
difficult position in those b e ~onopol~es are in a more
undergoing a structural cris~anc es of Industry that are
the rapidly developing branc~ (coal, colt?~· etc.) than in
monopoly, middle and smalle~s. The po.si.t1on of the nonperiencing the oppression of th ~ourg~oisie'. who are exmore difficult.
e nancial oligarchy, is still

f

Changes in the idcolo

ogy of imperialism h gyl o the bourgeoisie. The ideol. .
as a ways
been re ac t'ionary. At the
h
begmnmg of the ce t
s1derable survivals o~ ~y, o.wever, t~ere were still con!;COis ideology. Today t~ea~~i-f~udal, hber~l, radical bour·
oughly reactionary· .t
.eo ogy of capitalism is thortion of the capitallsti ~
content. is the preservamuch-advertised "libert ~. m ~~d ant1.-communism.1 Its
of the individual" are u y d and ~rotection of the rights
by bourgeois ideolo
as anti-~omm~nist propaganda
church, defend and eg b 5j . thhe soc~al sciences, like the
m e 1is decaymg capi talism and im-

;::m

u:e.

1 The exception is provided b
h
.
under-.developed countries wh
Y t e n.at1onal bourgeoisie of the
feudalism and are playing a 0 are fig?tmg against imperialism and
churacter, however the
r progressive. :ole. Owing to their dual
11
terms with imperiaiism anda
ifonadl l~ourgeo1s1e arc inclined to come to
eu a ism.

/JO

.

preach the superiority of the white raceL and

pertah5rn' rrununism . The bourgeoisie of the developed capst~der c0 ntries no longer have their former ideals and
jtal~st c~~poses. Demonstrative religion and obscurantism
soeialo~bined with a thirst for profit at a~y cost. Gangare c

urderers and speculators on a grand scale arc
sters, ~d more often becoming the heroes of the litera:no~e :he cinema and the thea~re. of the b~urgeois c~u1:
tu.r ' In the industrialised capitalist countries today it is
tries. roletariat that strives for the higher ideals of manthedPand unites all the progressive
·
· t y.
k'
e Jements of socie
0
~ the colonies , semi-col~nies and for~1~r colo!1i.es, t~e
· telligentsia and t he national bourgeoisie participate m
~e people's struggle for complete independence from
imperialism, although they do so with certain vacilla-

1

tions.
The rapid technical progress in tlte twentieth century
has also brought about considerable change in the make-

up of the working class. As we said above, skilled workers were the deciding factor in production at the beginning of the century. These workers spent four or five
years learning their trades. Their wages were, therefore,
much higher than those of the unskilled workers. The
working-<;lass a ristocracy consisted exclusively of skilled
workers. The bourgeoisie was able to exert considerable
influence on the masses of the workers through this relatively small section. In the factories of today there are
very few skilled workers in the old sense of the term.
Technological progress in the capitalist countries has Jed
to the skill of the worker being no longer of decisive importance in production. Workers' wages, therefore, have
been greatly levelled out. The British Minister of Labour
be

1

In .Fl.orida a demand was made that the book Three LiLtle Pigs

butp~gh 1 b1ted because the wolf ate the white pig and the spotted pig
was e bla~k pig proved cleverer than the wolf. A similar demand

Whic::1ade 1,n Alabama in respect of a book called Two Bunnies in
a white rabbit married a black rabbit.
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submitted the following figures to Parliamen t on th
rates of workers (reported in The Economist e Wage

23, 1960):

' Apru

~se in

..-mpJe.

~
WAGES OF SKILLED WORKERS IN FOUR TRADES AS A PERC£N-r
OF THE WAGES OF LABOURERS
AG!

1uty

rnu
Engineering (weekly ralos)
l'aLlcrnrnakcrs . . . . .
Fillers and turners .
Duil~in~ (hourly rates) ·
Brick ayers . . . . . .
Railways (weekly rates)
Engine drivers . . . .

181
170

---

I

A~rll

t• 60
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119

LiO

114

211

l47

Thus we see that the difference in wages is now much
smaller. This, of course, does not mean that the workingclass aristocracy no longer exists as a political force.
Lenin always spoke of the working-class aristocracy as a
section of workers that had broken away from the proletarian mass, that did not take part in the political strug·
gle of the proletariat, that denied its proletarian nature
and tried by its behaviour and way of life to imitate the
bourgeoisie. In this sense the working-class aristocracy
still remains today.
The productivity of labour in the industrialised capital·
ist countries has increased considerably in this century,
probably more than 100 per cent; it is, however, difficult
to gauge productivity of labour because results will differ
according tc which measure is taken- a daily, hourly or
annual period, separate branches or the economy as .a
whole. But we know that the productivity of Jabour in
recent years has increased so much that the level of out·
put is not ouJv raised without a corresponding increase
in the number of workers employed, but even with a
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that number. The U.S.A. will serve as an

year

dex ror.
Pro:!uction
racturingin.1ndustr1cs

Number
\\Orkers
cmploycJof(millions)

I'--=ro~an-u~(1~9:47~·1~94~9~10:0~)~~-f~~~--;~;-~~~-

------1953 ,

17.2
16. 2

139
158

t959
d by 14 per cent despite a reducThUS outpu~
~ncreas~
per cent, in the number of workne
m1lhon,
or
uon 0 f O

ers.

. labour productivity has brought about
The growth m_ the distribution of employed persons
a sharp c~ange mhe highly-developed countries the nu~
by industries. In t oducin values and surplus-value. is
ber of . workers
pr h g tl1e number in non-producing
h
1 htly greater t an
only shes
ig (A further 3 ,000 •000 may be. added
) to t e non·
brandc
. . categories for the armed services.
pro ucmg
DISTRIBUTION OF THE U ·S · LABOUR !·ORCE IN 1!l59

(mi !lions)
Branches not producln,g new values 1

llranches producing new values

Manufacturing indusl-ri es 16. 2
lilinin
.
0 7
B~dfig ~~t~~t~r; : ~ ~:~
Agriculture . . . . . ·
·
Transport and
amenities . .
Total .

11.4
· · · · 2.4
· · · · 6.5
govern· · · · 8.1

Trade . · · · · · · · ·

Finance . · · · ·
Services . · · · ·
Fc.'<ieral and local
ment bodies · ·

public
3.9

Tolal . . · · · · · 28 .4

29.4

number
This change is due to the rapi.d ?row th in the ed
capi·
1
0
of professional and office workers . m. t~e r~~~~t if the intalist countries. On the one hand it is
tension of
creased size of the state apparatus and the ex
. vag~rcstransport.
arc partlyWe
produced
1
In Thisdivision is not accurate-new
are of
trade but are not produced on passen . h other
the Opinion that the .two figures compensate eac
·
1

/38

branches of lhe economy providing services wh

~orkers are few; o_n the other hand, technical ~~~ 111anua1
mdustry (automation, the introduction of elecgres~ in

frequen tly becoming members of traae unions
010
,rJd
'.e organisations h::ive aims and methods of strug,rJd t~::r closely resemble those of the factory workers'

etc.), has led to a greater increase in the number tron1cs,

gle

m:.i. tl'l l workers employed. Out of every hund d of non.

unions. ticular importance is the rapidly growing stratum
Of p~ng-class bureaucrats, employees of the Socialof worratic parties, parliamentarians, editors, profession[)e!l'l oc
agandists, employees of work ers) co-opera t.1ves,
al P~':Ss bureaucracy, acting in the interests of the bo~r
etc._ ·e to some extent fulfils functions that at the begmg~oistof' the century were carried out by the working-class
ning
aristocracy of skilled workers.1

e~1p!oycd in U.S. industry in 1899, only six ,;:re Persons

s10n::il and office wod{ers, in 1919 the number w~rofes.
19·4
pe_r 100 and in 1954 it was 21.3 per hundred. In
1957
thud of the total paybill went to non-manual wo k one
· I da t a on the number of manual and non-man
r ers.
Genera
workers are available for West Germany; in Octobe uat
19
there were 12.7 million manual workers of all cater .57
.
I
d
'
·
.
gones
(me u mg apprentices, begmners working without
etc.)'. a nd 5.4 r,n!llion professional and office workers. P~~~
cordmg .to British census figures the number of office
workers m that country was (thousands):
1801

IJ I 1

193!

1% 1

411

843

1,4G5

2 ,1 21

Due to the rapid rate of growth, the number of nonmanual workers in the industrial countries is approaching
that of the manual workers.
This is a fact of great political importance. The vast
~najority of non-manual workers are, of course, proletarians and their salaries are frequently lower than the wages
of skilled manual workers. But the upper stratum of
c~erks in private firms merges with the capitalists and the
?1gher state and working-class bureaucracy and plays an
important political role.
!he bo~1rgeoisie tries to take advantage of this nonexistent chffercnce between the proletarians of the factory
and those of the office desk.J They try to counterpose one
group to the other. Office workers, however, are more

* * *
The big bourgeoisie is face d with a ~roblem-how ca~
it retain its influence over the proletariat and prevent 1t
from taking the revolutionary path of struggle in the
epoch of the general crisis of capitalism, when the further
existence of the capitalist system is potentially endangered, when the proletariat constitutes the overwhelming
majority of the population and possesses powerful trade
union and party organisations and when the workers can
see the tremendous successes of the Soviet Union and
the other socialist countries?
The attitude of the big bourgeoisie in the highly-developed capitalist countries towards the proletariat is, 0'1
account of this problem, different from what it was at
the beginning of the century. Sixty years ago every individual capitalist and the capitalist class as a whole had
one aim-to extract the maximum amount of surplus-

1
. In this case the division into manual and mental labour is un·
suitable. The work of many clerks requires very little mental effort
and that of many workers is more mental than manual.

h' I The salaries paid to the top working-class bureaucrats. are verr
l!lh. One of the leaders of the American Union of Operatmg Engineers, Delany, for example, was paid $55,000 plus $17,225 expenses;
~arnes
Hoffa President of the Internationa l Brotherhood of Teamsters,
15
paid $50,000 a year and John Lewis of the United Mine Work~rs
Uni?n got the same. These incomes are equal lo those of the rentier
llllihonaires.
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value from the workers. Today the bourgeoisie is ·
contmdictory position. The capitalists today ~n a \1ery
also want to appropriate, and do appropriate' 0ti course,
murn surplus-value. But they, and, especially' th1e. maxi.
' e1r g0\7.
ernments, have to ensure that the proletariat remain
the political influence of the bourgeoisie and
Under
take the path of revolution.t
es not
It must, unfortunately, be admitted that so far the b
geoisie of the chief capitalist countries has succeed ~u.r.
doing this, with the exception of France and Italy
In
the Communist parties have a dominant influence am ere
the proletarians.
ong
In the U.S.A. there is still not even a reformist ma
party. Tens of millions of workers vote for one or oth!~
of the two big bourgeois parties, and the trade union
leaders conduct a savage campaign against communism
and the Soviet Union.
In Britain the bourgeoisie still has a very considerable
i~fluence over the proletariat. The last parliamentary elections gave the Conservatives a majority. Various estimates show that about a third of the workers organised in
trade unions vote for the Conservatives. At the last elections 15,600,000 people voted for the openly bourgeois
parties (Conservatives, Liberals, etc.) and 12,200,000 for
the Labour Party whose Right-Wing leadership r.10re and
more openly gives its support to capitalism.
How has the British bourgeoisie succeeded in preserving its influence over the proletariat? There can be no
doubt that the tradition of parliamentarianism has played

d;

:h

1

the ideological influence
·t must b e a dded
· ma
big rol~; to ;he church, the bourgeois press, the cme
t forrn1sm,
.
1" re dio.
.
e of the Second Internat10.na0d rain e&plained the ~o~aps of the working-class ans1-tn 1·ng due to the m uence
. vay of life· in the
al as :; that followed hth~ ~~~r;~~~~e~is politicai pa'.ti~s
waY the strengt o
Communist Party in Bntam
-:; the absence of a massb
xplained by the fact that
and in the U.S.A.) are to e e king class than the old
(an uch larger section of the WO~ Off to consider it pos~ur aristocracy. i~ welldeno:a~italism without a revolustble to continue llvmg un er

iocr:

tion

· class and the efforts of
The struggle of the. w?rk~~~uence' over the proletariat
the bourgeoisie to retam its 1 between the two systems
st:ug? ecrease in real wages durun der conditions· ofa the
certain m
.
·n
d
1
have resu te m
.
capitalist countries, even i
Italy (see Togliatti's
ing the past decade m some
.
oor country as
f
such a relative1Y P
f the Communist Party o
he
Ninth
Congress
o
report to t
Italy).
. agree to a certain inThe bourgeoisie today can eas11yt f the working class
crease in the real wages of a ~tar oown profits. Technical
time increase i.ds ·ncrease in the pro ducand at the same
progress is bringing abou~ a rap1 d l by at least 50-60 per
tivity of labour-:--it has mc~ase The working week that
cent since the First World b ar.greatly reduced. In 1958was then 48 hours has not een
1959 the working week was (hours)
France

West Germany

I

Britain

Ita y

46

48

Jnpnn

••r.>0

U.S.A .

40.1

The contradiction between the economic and political interests
of capital were clearly demonstrated during the 1959 steel strik~· in
the U.S.A. Blough, President of the United States Steel Corporation,
who headed the struggle on behalf of the capitalists, was obviously
a.nxious to fight it out with a view to re-establishing the uncontrol_led
right of employers to do as they liked with workers in their factories.
B.ut the capitalists, in the interests of the bourgeois class as a whold
dtd not want a more bitter struggle for political reasons and force
him to come to terms with the workers.

those working full and
(The U.S. figure is the average f~~ week.)
part time and is not a normal wor mg ocluctivity was five
The rate of growth of lab?ur pr the working week,,
times greater than the reduction m
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45

46

This means that the additional product in its natural f
(irrespective of the change in prices and the value ' r orlll
0 cur.
rency) that capital appropriates is considerably gr
than it was for ty, or even ten years ago. This in etter
means that the bourgeoisie of the highly-developed courn
tries receives constantly growing profits and can buy un.
a much larger section of the working class than t he0 ~~~
labour aristocracy.
One of the reasons for a very la rge section of the British working class still being con tent with its condi tion
under capitalism is the social insurance "from the cradle
to the grave" tha t was introduced after the Second World
War. Workers and their wives receive benefits during
sickness, in old age and on the birth of a child; there
are widows ' pensions; grants a re made for funerals and
for children when there is more than one; benefits are
paid to the incapacitated. Under collective agreements
workers receive a fortnight's paid holiday. Social insurance also plays an important part in reconciling the workers to the capitalist system in Fra nce, West Germany and
the U.S.A. (alt hough in the U.S.A. in practice each state
has its own system and t here is no n ation-wide, federal
social ins urance). In some collective agreements between
workers and employers provision is made for an insurance
fund to which the employer contributes.
It is claimed that workers pay only part of the expenditure on social ins urance in the form of weekly contributions (the remainder is paid by the capitalists and the
state), but actually the w orking class as a whole pays
more in the form of various contributions and direct and
indirect taxes than it receives in benefits. Social insurance, however, although it is far less than n ormal wages,
gives the worker a certain confidence that he will not
become impoverished or starve.
It stands to reason that the bourgeoisie, in its effort~
to retain its influence over the workers, makes use 0
ev ery possible form of demagogy and bribery.
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CHAPTER VI

c~u
~

THE NEW (THIRD) STAGE OF THE GENERAL CRISIS
OF CAPITALISM

The statement issued by the Meeting of Representatives
of Communist and Workers' Parties held in Moscow in
November 1960, the programmatic documents of the Com.
munist and Workers' parties, speeches made at the Twenty-Second Congress of the C.P.S.U. and the Programme
of the C.P.S.U., provide a deep-going analysis of the present world situation and indicate the prospects for further development. The chief content of our epoch is the
transition from capitalism to socialism, the beginning of
which was the Great October Socialist Revolution in Russia. Il is the epoch of struggle between two opposing
world social and economic systems, the epoch of socialist
revolutions and national-liberation revolutions, the epoch
of the collapse of imperialism and the abolition of the
colonial system, the epoch of the entry of more and more
peoples on the path of socialism and of the triumph of
socialism and communism on a world-wide scale.
Modern development on these lines has given the present day a new distinguishing feature-the world socialist
system is becoming the deciding factor in the development of society.
Bourgeois and Right-Wing socialist apologists for capitalism and also the revisionists dispute this thesis. They
base their arguments on the fact that the economic might
of the capitalist world is greater than that of the sociali~t
world, and that rates of capitalist economic growth m
the post-war years have been higher than in the first stage
nf the general crisis of capitalism.

:~oduction

..'

capita~ist

mar~e.t b~~ t~e
commod1ti~\on

~1~1 ;;:~cin
b:

HIGHLY DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

U.S .A ..

. 1.000

Great Britnin
s ·

. . . 2.027

UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRlE

India . .
Pakistan.

Burma . .

68

Nigeria

G5

Cougo . · : · · ·

56

Sandi Arabia . · ·

G5

Yemen . . · · · ·

Paraguay
l[aiti . .

oa
96
07
52
60

c-

Lillya
A
1 . · · · · .·

Bolivia .
Uganda

61.
83

. · ·

Indonesia

Kenya .
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lcss than
ngo n · · · ·
}
50 dollars
Jorann . . · · · ·
Liberia . · · ·

ELhiopin, cLc ..
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These figures are from four to ten years
01
course, are not accurate. But the difference b t d and, of
India, and the U.S.A. and Great Britain is e Ween, say,
inaccuracies in the figures quoted are of n so. gr~at that
It . b .
o s1onific
is o v1~us, th~t these figures contradict the 0 bo anc~.
propagandists . picture of flourishing capitalism an~rgeo1s
that large sections of the population of the cap·t
. show
1 a 11st
·
· poverty, are undernourished
·
co. unt nes
st1·11 l'1ve rn
and
literally starve.
at times
Statements by authoritative representatives- of th
.
cap~tal~sts an? in the bourgeois press prove that t~isb~;
ca~1tah~t reality and n?t communist propaganda. The Ne
Y~rk. T~mes, the leadmg United States newspaper ·~
this m it~ Internationa~ ~dition of June 27, 1960:' ·~~e
effort to improve concht10ns for the great mass of peo
1
of the under-developed countries is lagging tragicafiye
Nearly t~o billion of our fellow human beings today ar~
hung~y, sick (and yet without medical ca re), ragged, dirty, without d~cent shelter ... . And, worst of all, without
hope that their future or their children's will be any better. · · · The needy and hungry countries. . . have inched
forward very slowly-and in some parts of the world
have actually lost ground in the last ten years." The paper
adds that the gap between the "have" and the "have-not"
countries shows a tendency to grow rather than lessen.
C. B. Randall, a big American businessman, wrote in his

~ook The Communist Challenge to American Business:
Our ~reat pro?perity and their abject poverty have be-

com~ mcompat1ble . . . . Tragically, too, the disparity intensifies each year. The rich nations pull steadily farther
ahead of the less fortunate."
~dvoc.ates of capitalism are loud in advertising the
aid . given m the past by the imperialist powers to their
colonies and the "aid" they are now giving to the underdeveloped countries. That "aid", however, is but a small
part of the profits that the colonialists receive annually
from their present and former colonies. Three British

" !?,e
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Dutch) colonial companies, Royal Dutch Shell,
and British Petroleum, in 1959 received ~ total
lJrlll
fit (after taxes) of 844 million dollars. This sum
net pro times greater than the total "aid" granted by
is Jl'l~nyt ·t~
1 colonies and the under-developed countries.
Britain
· ternal laws of capitalism make aid wit hout any
fh~ in attached to it a matter of impossibility. The understrinf~ped countries can emerge from their poverty o?lY
devebreaking the fetters of imperialism ar.d developmg
~:eir economy independently; socialist countries afford
them whatever help they can.
The capitalist world is split into a number of groups
that are economically hostile to each othe.r even tho~gh
they are military allies in the struggle agams~ the socialist world. The U.S.A., who imm~diately. followmg ~he Second World War was able, owmg .to its. ec?nom1c superiority, to subordinate other cou~~nes t.~ ~t~. mfluenc~ <!he
Marshall Plan, economic and m1ht_ary ~1d , th.e bu1ldmg
of military bases in foreign countries ne1ghboun~g .on the
socialist world), has been compelled to ask Bntam and
West Germany for help to save the dollar from collapse
in face of an unfavourable balance of payments, and also
to curtail exoenditure abroad. Jt is interesting to note
that the Ford Motor Company, despite the request of
the U.S. Government, did not abandon its plan to buy
up all the shares of the British Ford Company and spent
300,000,000 dollars on it; the Kaiser Company also refus~d
to give up the building of a new aluminium works m
Australia at the cost of 100,000,000 dollars. Profit before
patriotism! And so we see that even a country as rich as
the U.S.A. is unable to finance huge armaments and carry
on the cold war throughout the world without detriment to
its economy.
.
The imperialist countries of Western Europe ~re m the
process of forming two opposing groups-the Six headed
by the Federal Republic of Germany, an~ the ~even
headed by Great Britain. When these countries are m the

(1>3!~~er
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grip of an over-production crisis, the struggle bet
the two groups will undoubtedly become much sh ween
The internal Jaws of capitalism inevitably lead to a ~Per.
ening of the entire capitalist world in the strugole 0
againsl all and the subordination of the weaker ~ountriall
to the stronger.
es
In contradistinction to this all the countries of th
socialist world are art an equal footing. They have a e
identical social system (although at various stages 0~
development) and are united by a common purpose a
common political line and a single ideology-Marxi~m
Leninism. They constitute a fraternal community of socialist states united by mutual comradely assistance. Every
country in the socialist world is interested in the economic progress of all other socialist countries; the stronger
consider it their international duty to help the weaker,
as the Soviet Union is doing. This is a tremendous advantage which the socialist world has over the capitalist
world; it gives the socialist world tremendous strength
and is the basic reason for its becoming a factor that
more and more determines the course of world development in the interests of peace and social progress although
its population is only 1,000 million as compared to the
almost 2,000 million population of the non-socialist
world.
The capitalist world, on the contrary, is rent by the
numerous and constantly sharpening contradictions that
weaken it. Here are the most important of them.
1. The contradiction between the U.S.A. and the other
capitalist countries that are striving to free themselves
from the fetters of American imperialism that holds them
in bondage on the pretext of defending them frc.im communism.
2. The contradiction between the imperialist powers
and the colonies. The seven-year war in Algeria, the Congo
events, the struggle in the British colonies in Africa, etc.,
are evidence of the sharpness of this contradiction. The

;ak-

tfllggle of the colonial peoples against colonialism is
ctively supported by those forn~er colonies th~t have
' readY liberated themselves; the hberated countries have
1
• total population of about 800,000,000. Needless to say,
~is strug~le is given every possible support by the socialiSt countries.
3. The contradiction between the countries headed by
the U.S.A. that stand for a sharper struggle between the
two systems, for military alliances and are against disarmament on the one hand, and the large group of peace1oving countries that have adopted a neutralist position
in the struggle between the two systems on the o ther.
Although American statesmen have called neutrality "immoral" the number of neutralist countries continues to
grow.
4. The contradiction between the imperialist countries
on questions of the export of commoditi~s and capital
and on questions of foreign policy. A sharp struggle is
going on among the NATO countries for leadership in that
alliance, on questions of the distribution of expenses, on
the arming of West Germany with atomic weapons and
on the direction of their common policy against the socialist countries. The U.S.A. wants a "tough" policy in
respect of China-the non-recognition and blockade of
China, the arming of Chiang Kai-shek, etc.; Britain and
Japan want to trade with China and in view of this pursue a "softer" policy. The U.S.A. and West Germany are
striving to make the situation arising out of the Berlin
question more acute; other capitalist countries want to
find a way to the settlement of the question. West Germany does not recognise the Oder-Neisse line as the Germany frontier; de Gaulle and the British Government
recognise it.
All these contradictions serve to weaken the capitalist
World as a whole.
There are also sharp contradictions within each capitalist country.
5
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l. The contradiction between labour and cap·t 1

wh~t · The
try and the strike movement in other capitalist coe co~n
bear witness to the seriousness of this contradictio;nlnes
2. The contradiction between monopoly capitalist
other sections of the population due to the distri; 1
of .the · national income
and the character of eco nom1c
u ~n
f
poIicy m respect o such questions as prices, taxes, tariffs
etc. As the monopolies grow stronger and the econo · '
· ·
f
m1c
pos1t1on o the country deteriorates this struggle becom
sharper.
es
3. The contradiction in the sphere of agriculture b .
tween peasants owning little or no land on the one haned
a?d the landlords who defend their land and their feudal
ng?ts 1 and the colonialists who protect the land and plan~at1ons they h~ve stolen on the other. This contradiction
is very sharp m Africa and Latin America and in some
Asian countries (Pakistan, Iran). There is also the contradiction between the farmers of the capitalist countries and
the big monopolies that plunder them.
. 4. T_he struggle between Negroes and Whites, not only
m Africa but also in the U.S.A. There is this evidence of
the intensity of the struggle in the U.S.A.; at the time of
writing more than six years had passed since the Supreme
Court of the U.S.A. passed its "historic" decision on the
integration of the schools.2 There are nevertheless states
in the southern part of the U.S.A. in which not a single
Negro child goes to school with white children. Negroes

1961 general strike in Belgium that shook the

:nd

I~ Eastern Turkey, for instance, feudalism is still very much
in the easter~ provinces ... some of them (before the new Turki~h
. 1

~hve. . .. Landown~rs and Sheikhs . .. previously held despotic sway
Government. introduced a change.-E. V.) owning fifty or more vii·
!ages as their personal property .. . the population were little more
tha:i serfs of the feudal landowner." (The Times, December 12, 1960.)
. ~ In the 1959-1960 school year, only 181,000 out of 3,021,000 Negro
children (6 per cen.t) attended schools together with white children.
In :"-labama, Geo:g1a, Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina not
a single Negro child was allowed to attend schools for white children.

h southern states are unable to enjoy their constitu-

1~ t ~rights at election times. In many African countriesti~~~h .Africa, Rhodesia, the Congo-Africans in their own
5 . e land are not allowed to enter schools, cannot
natIVme skilled workers and cannot join the trade unions
beCO
f the white workers.
0
. The contradiction between the warmon~ers and ~he
5
champions
of peace. The peace moveme~t ~s eml>rac~ng
owing masses of the people of the cap1tahst countries.
gr
.
As the people learn of the horn' f ymg
consequences of war
with modern weapons, as they begin to realise that the
winning of a war cannot compensate for the victims it
would claim, the peace movement grows. People from
different classes and from all walks of life participate in
this movement- from the millionaire Cyrus Ealon, from
world-famous scientists, Nobel Prize winners to the working masses, t he rank-and-file workers. People of different
political views participate-Conservatives, Liberals, Social-Democrats, Communists; people professing different
religions-Catholics and Mohammedans; atheists, people
of all races and colours-white, yellow, black. The peace
movement is universal, it is a movement for all mankind.
The events in Britain in 1960 show the mass nature
and the sharpness of the struggle for peace-the decision of the Labour Party Congress on Britain's unilateral
rejection of atomic weapons and the split in the Labour
Party parliamentary group over the question of the direction of British policy, whether it was to be a war or a peace
policy. The champions of war-the American suppliers
of arms, the West-German generals anc.l revanchists, the
French militarists-are gradually losing · their following, although they still constitute a big and dangerous
force.
These contradictions are frequently intertwined. U.S.
imperialism has bought over the treacherous upper stratum
of t he ruling classes of many countries, the feudals
and reactionaries, to use them in the struggle against com10•
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munism and to obtain military bases from them. A
cellent example of this is their support to Chiang Kai~ ex.
and other puppets.
shek
Th e New Yori?. Times, the biggest U.S. newspaper
0 Penly
~d mi'tted (August 2 1, 1957) that"...we have taken 'the
line
m the cold war that whoever fights communism is lh
fore our ally.... Our relations were notably friendly e~t~
Per6n of Argentina, Perez Jimenez of Venezuela Somw1
.
•
oza
o f N'1c~ragua, Batista
of Cuba, TrujiUo of the Dominic
Republic, Franco of Spain." The U.S.A. plays the ro~~
of
the gendarme of reaction throughout the capitalist
world.

Th

~d
~alented

. Fo: t~is reason the struggle against American imperialism is linked up with the struggle against the reactionary r egime of the given country and against lhe U.S.
placemen in that country. The popular revolution in Cuba,
the events in Laos and South Vietnam, the anti-imperialist revolution in Iraq, etc., demonstrate this.
The struggle against American imperialism frequently
merges w~th the slruggle for peace. This was particularly
apparent m the mass anti-American demonstrations in
Japan
country.that would not allow Eisenhower to visit that
These contradictions, and others that we have not been
able. to mention here, serve to weaken capitalism and in
!>articular t.o weaken the position of American imperialism, the claimant to leadership of the capitalist world. This
was clearly demonstrated at the end of 1960 when the
U.S.A. did not succeed in getting the necessary number
of votes, as it· had always done before, in support of its
Congo resolution and when the General Assembly, by an
overwhelming majority, adopted the Declaration on the
grantin.g of independence to all colonial peoples despite
the resistance put up by American imperialism.
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soviet Union has not only broken the American
but has forged ahead o.f the
rn ·t d States in some very important branches of science
lJntd etechnology, particularly
·
· the sph ere o f t h e mos t
m
an d rn weapons; this has been an important factor enamo
· · ro1e m
· worId
blinge the socialist world to play a d ec1S1ve
affairs.
.
.
1
This is not something fortmtous but, m the .final ana ·
·s derives from the different nature of the social system.
ysi '
. .
.
d
t'
1 the Soviet Union and the soc1ahst countries, e uca ion
science are a state matter. The most capable and
young people from all sections of. the population study in the universities and other ~1gher .edu?ational establishments and are integrated mto scientific
work.
In the 1960-1961 academic year there were 2,396,000
students at higher schools in the U.S.S.R. and 1,913,000
in the U.S.A. (this last figure does not include studeqts
at junior colleges and in the freshman and sophomore
years at other colleges where the academic level is that
of the senior classes of the Soviet secondary school).
Only young people from a relatively small group of
families with high incomes can get an education in. the
U.S. universities. A recent survey found out that the cost
of four years' professional training to the average medical
student was $11,642 or $2,910 a year, and that over 80
per cent of his financial resources came from parents and
other relatives (quoted from The Economist, June 18, 1960).
Obviously the sons and daughters of workers, small farmers and clerks obtain a higher education only by way of
exception. The selection of young people for careers in
science is also made from a very narrow circle.
Research in the U.S.A. is conducted mainly in the
laboratories of the big businesses such as the General
Electric Co., the Bell Telephone Manuracturing Co., the
Radio Corporation of America, etc. Scientists work on
Problems the solution of which will bring higher profits

ono~oly in atomic weapons

'
I
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to the concerns
they work for · Eve n umvers1t"
.
.
· ·
on su bs1d1es from wealthy capitalists.
ies depend
. U.S. Government expenditure on education
.
is very small. The budget expenditure of and science
Government in the 1959-1 960 fisc l
the Federal
of dollars):
a year was (millions
i\}ajor nalio11~1l security (i. e. ' nrmamcnt - . .
\ ctc•ran S<'rv1ccs and benefi ts
s E. I.) . . . .
In l rrcsL on t ltc wur loans
· · · · · · · ·
Tola! sprnL on war .
· · · · · ·
· · · · ·
Promotion of cdur:ilior~ · · · · · · · · · · · · .
Promotion or sticncc rcs~a~·rh , . 1:1
. " , •. ..
d museums
. . . . ..
t 1ran cs an

liG ,426
5 ' l7!i
7,700
59 ,30()
li68

119

Thes~ fi gures, taken from the Statistical Ab l
the Umled States for 1960 (p· ·36C))
rac t of
, ' s h ow that sonly
0

perd cent of U.S. budget expenditure is devoted to . ne
an education.
science

y.s.

scie?tific successes have been achieved

lar

0
~~:~;;~:·~~~e:i£1~P1::~is:c!~7!i~~s
t~~r
o~~i~:~~!:~
~econd Worl~

Eins tein, Szilard vo:
War (for instance,
science i d
' ·
raun, Fermi, Wagner). Soviet
entists. s evelopmg through the efforts of Soviet sciThe further development of the competition between
~~~e~%~it~s~~~~ will ~n?oubtedly lead to a still greater
·
. e ~ociahst over the capitalist world in
science and engmeermg.

* * *
The capitalist world h
·
it have one ideol
as ?0 smgl~ ideology, nor can
. .
ogy for all m a society made up of ant ago111st1c classes.
The
· I 1'd eology of the ruling classes of the im. . officia
e
p
ria
1
1st
countries
· an.ri-communism. All the measures
ado ted
is
pla:C . ~h the bourgeois state, all the events that take
m e world, are judged from that point of view;
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b. alone is proof that the chief content of the present
dev~lopment of society
ep d its specific features are determined by the world
ancialist system, by the forces that are struggling against
~o perialism for the socialist reconstruction of society.
irnAll U.S . policy is based on anti-communism. But, as
the prominent American journalist a_nd writer, C:· L. S~lz
berger said in his What's Wrong with U.S. Foreign Polley,
"We have allowed our policy to become synonymous
with anti-communism. . . . Anti-communism alone is no
policy. Hitler discover~d this." .
.
The ideology of anti-communism, however, is not shared
by the peoples of the neutralist countries, nor the peoples
of the colonies and semi-colonies, nor the revolutionary
proletariat of the imperialist countries, even if t he imperialists do mobilise such Right-Wing socialists as Gaitskell, Spaak and Brandt and the Church to aid them in
spreading the doctr ine of anti-communism.
The absence of a unif crm ideology weakens the capitalist world. Selfish personal interests, the effort, especially in the U.S.A., to get rich at all costs, undermine the
foundations of bourgeois society. Crime, alcoholism, and
addiction to drugs are constantly on the increase; the
number of suicides and of the mentally ill is also increasing.
The U.S. News and World Report (September 26, 1960)
published the following summary of reports from F .B.I.
and local police officers on the incidence of crime in 1959:
t 1~cb, the main direction of the

one murder-every hour
one robbery-every 7 minutes
one aggravated assa ult-every 4 minulcs
one serious larceny-every roinule
one auto theft-every 2 minutes
one burglary-every 4G seconds

Raymond Chandler, a Canadian writer, says of the
U.S.A. that it is a world in which gangsters can run the
whole count ry; a world in which t he mayor of your city
can pardon a murderer if he is paid for it; a world in
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which it is not safe to walk down a d k
o~de_r are only things people ~~lk st~eet because
not apply; tt is a world in which ou
a_ out but do
bery in broad daylight, may even ~ee ~a; ;1t~ess a rob.
prefer to hide in the crowd rather than tell zd it, but You
it. because the robbers may have friends thanybody about
hide from, or because the police may not l~~ you cannot
1 e the state.
ment you make. . ..
The greatest robbery of all of
?f the state treasury and the ~o le ~ourse-the robbery
is not considered illeaaJ ! Th~
Y the monopo!iesthe capitalist system :re . evident ~ca~l an~ parasitism of
the capitalist countries.
in a sp eres of life in
law and

l

* * *
The above are, in our view s
factors that r.1Jke it inevitableo~e ofhthe m?st. important
to become a decisive force .
or t e socialist system
they also show that the
in pre~e~it-day development;
reached a new third sta gen~~al c~1s1s of capitalism has
a large group ~f Euro ge.
e t~mmph of socialism in
tain a third of •he wo~~~n and As.1an coun tries that conof the forces ~trugg'hg sf~opulat.10~, the mighty growth
world, the continued \~eal r. soczal!sm throughout the
ria1isP1 in the econo 1. <eni~g . ~f the position of impetremendous new u s:::. ~ comiJetitioi:i wit~ sociafo, n; the
g!e and the ra 'dlp . g of the nation.::1-llbcration Slru ·P1 Y increasing break
f
.0
system; the growin . t . .
-up o . the colom:il
system of world ec;n~~ ~bihty of the .entire C<!pit;list
tradictions of capital"
y, the aggravation of L'.e co:JIsm as a result of the development
1

Senator Douglas gav e .
tools and equipment for ~J1~amp1es of such robbery. He displayed
overcl1arged. The dis la ·
ich .the government had been nrossly
paid S21.IO, that th/slo~~~~u~=~
~ 1 ~mp sock~t, for which the Navy
wrench sets bought by the A 1 f.,e s m retail stores for 25 cents;
$3.98, etc (Us News d
rmy or $29, available in the stores for
naturally· did. ~ot me1~~~n ";~rldb~eport, June 27, 1960). The Senator
arms to the state.
e iggest act of plunder-the sale of

1
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f state-monopoly capitalism and the growth of militar-

~m; the
~opolies

deepening of the contradictions between the moand the interests of the nation as a whole; the
curtailment of bourgeois democracy, the tendency to autocratic and fascist methods of government; the profound
crisis in bourgeois politics and ideology-all bear witness
to the fact that the general crisis of capitalism has entered a new stage of development.
The specific feature of the new stage of the general
crisis of capitalism is that it has not emerged in connection with a world war, but in conditions of the competition between the two systems, when the balance of forces
is changing more and more in favour of socialism and
there is a great aggravation of all the contradictions of
imperialism, in conditions in which the successful struggle
of the peace-loving forces for the establishment and
strengthening of peaceful coexistence has not allowed the
imperialists to disrupt world peace with their aggressive
actions, in a situation of upsurge in the struggle of the
masses for democracy, national liberation and socialism.
It is clear, therefore, that to compare the socialist and
capitalist worlds mechanically from the standpoint of population, area or volume of production, as the capitalist
advocates do, is quite inadequate as a measure of the
strength of the two social systems. The might of the socialist camp is much greater than the aggregate of all the socialist countries. Socialism has strong supporters in the
capitalist world, among them the working class that is engaged in economic and political struggle against capital,
and especially the vanguard of the proletariat which under
the guidance of the Marxist-Leninist parties is waging
political struggle for the overthrow of the capitalist system.
Among the supporters of socialism there arc the peasants
Who are fighting against the landlords and monopolists, and
the peoples of colonies and former colonial countries that
are struggling against the imperialists, etc. Objectively, although as yet far from consciously, the great majority of
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the population in the capitalist world are on th .
socialism. Capitalism, on the other hand h
e Side of
· h
. .
• as no suppo
ers m t e soc1ahst wo1~ld, apart from the insignifican
rtnants of the former rulmg classes.
t rem.
The . dynamic~ of capitalist society must inevitabl
to an increase m the number of that society's e
~ 1ead
the mam
· con t ra d'1ct1on
· of capitalism becomes n nem1es as
10
rn any
·
1·
soc1a 1st country, on the contrary the l re acute ·
· 1·
•
onger the
soc1a 1st system exists and the greater the
t
.
h
·
.
ex
ent to
wh 1c soc1a 11st production and culture develop th
· kl Y ~i·11 t h e potential allies of capitalism
• in
e more
quic
that
c~u ntry disappear. The dreams of the capitalists that th
V:lll be abl~ to restore capitalism have no basis in reali?
1he streng.th~ning unity and constantly growing migKt
of ~h~ so.c1alist world ensure the complete victory of
soc1.al1s m m all the countries of that world.
Time is working for socialism, for communism!

* * *
Now let us try to outline the prospects for the further
development of capitalism.
Historical.ly, the fate of capitalism is already sealed;
the. system is doomed to perish and make way for a higher
social system'. communism. It would be difficult to prophesy when this process will end on a world-wide scale,
o~ the forms that it will take. The break-up of capitalism
will re~ult from ~he struggl~ of the working class that
has umted u?der its leadership all working people and all
th.e progressive ~orces of bourgeois society. This struggle
will. ~ot necessarily be everywhere in the form of an armed
upr~smg. In a number of countries the transition to socialism may be relatively peaceful. Marx's idea of the
p~ss ibili ty of "buying out" the bourgeoisie in some countnes may prove correct.
We may prophesy the following for the foreseeable
future ,

The U.S.S.R. will overtake the U.S.A. economically and
develop the world's most powerful economy.
China, whose people constitute about one quarter of
the world population, will achieve a certain level of ~evel
oprnent of the productive forces and become economically
one of the world's greatest powers.
.
The world socialist system as a whole will surpass
economically the capitalist system. This development will
weaken and shake the capitalist system, will hasten its
end. The world socialist system will become the deciding
factor in the development of human society.
The colonial system will di sappear. The former colonies
will be developing their economy rapidly with the aid
of the Soviet Union an<l the other socialist countries.
A third world war, as a war between capitalism and
socialism, is scarcely likely to break out if the peoples
of all countries are active in the struggle for peace and
if the question of war is decided by those capitalist statesmen who can think sanely.1 The realisation that a war
conducted with modern weapons could lead to such
tremendous losses of life and materials that victory could
not compensate them, that the superiority of the Soviet
Union in rocketry is an established fact, and that defeat
in a war launched against the will of the overwhelming
majority of the people (as demonstrated by the growing
peace movement) would mean the end of the capitalist
system-the realisation of this by bourgeois statesmen
makes a third world war very unlikely. The united and
t The political line pursued by American reactionaries was given
clear expression by Senator Goldwater in his The Conscience of a
Conservative published in 1960. Goldwater demands that all negotiations with Khrushchov be stopped, that the U.S.A. should refuse
to recognise all (!) the countries of tl~e sociali~t camp, ~ha~ ar~s
should be supplied to underground ant1-co~mum.st orga!11sat1ons m
those countries and that armed forces, supplied with atomic weapons,
should be held ready in the event of a rebellion breaking out. In
other words his demands amount to a programme for the restoration of capitalism in the People's Democracies and the organisation
of a third world war.
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vigorous actions of the forces for peace can prevent
another world war and preserve world peace.
A third world war, however, may be started against
t he will of the peoples and against the will of sensible
statesmen in the capitalist countries as a result of irresponsible acts on the part of the militarists or even through
the misinterpretation of radar signals.
The monopolies that profit by the supply of arms, the
militarists and the enemies of socialism in the imperialist
countries that are blinded by hatred are preventing and
will continue to prevent general and complete disarmament and genuine peaceful coexistence. The events that
made the Paris summit conference impossible show the
strength of the enemies of peaceful coexistence.
The armaments manufacturers, however, may manage
to avoid open war; by keeping the international situation
tense they are able to make huge profits from the arms
race; with the exceptionally rapid development of military
techniques there are always ·some weapons that are becoming obsolete and being replaced by others. (It sometimes happens, as was the case with the British Blue
Streak rocket, that weapons become obsolete before they
go into production.) The weapons manufacturers find
constant world tension quite sufficient for their purposes.
The struggle between the imperialist countries and between the opposing groups in the capitalist camp is bound
to continue. The Disparity between the inevitable tremendous losses and the possible gain in the event of victory,
and, especially, fears for the fate of the capitalist system,
will prevent the outbreak of a war between those groups.
"Minor" wars, especially wars for the liberation of the
semi-colonies from the imperialist yoke (South America)
are both possible and probable.
The concentration of capital and further rapid technical
progress in the developed capitalist countries will lead
to an increase of the army of permanently unemployed
and aggravate the class struggle. The effort .t o preserve
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the capitalist system will compel capital to make certain
concessions to the working class.
The capitalist cycle will show a tendency to become
shorter becau::;e the rapid technical developments of today
make machinery and equipment morally obsolescent ~~ch
earlier than was formerly the case so that the bmldmg
of factories and the renewal and expansion of co~stant
capital takes place more rapidly ~han . ~efore. Ev1den~e
of this is to be seen in the economic crisis that began m
the U.S.A. in 1960. Economic crises will become more
profound than they were in the first fifteen years after
the Second World War.1
.
.
.
The situation that obtains during the h1ston~al t ran.s1tion from catiitalism to socialism is so exceptionally mtricate that a more concrete forecast cannot be made .. 'Vie
may, however, forecast as a malter of great probability
that the twentieth century will be the last century of capitalism. By the end of the century there will ~it~er .be no
capitalism at all, or there will remain only ms1gmficant
remnants of it.
The twentieth century will go down in history as the
century of the death of capitalism and the triumph of
communism.

1 According to the new index of the Federal Reserve System, t~~
depth of the economic crises of the U.S.A. was (percentage drop
index figures):
s

1948·19·19

1953-1954

1957-1958
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(National City Bank MonU1ly Letter, March 1960, p. 85).

